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hundreds of amateurs are now receiving America.and other long
distance Stations every night in the week. This {las been made
possible by the use of our " DUANODE " (Regd.) Condenser,
mentioned by Mr. which is designed to simplify the tuning of two stages of High Percy Harris of Frequency Amplification.
Modern Wireless"
`t DUANODE"
(Rem mfde tit!, I.:1
has been favourably

in a recent article on
the subject. This VARIOMETER The finest Variometer on the market at
Condenser consistsof ANY price. Inside winding. Suitable for broadcast reception
TWO matched Con- on any P.M.G. Aerial, extraordinary close coupling, ensuring
densers,
operated

by one knob, thus large tuning range. On a 3o ft. indoor aerial the max. waveby using matched length exceeds 420 metres, and the minimum on a too ft. aerial

COILS it is possible is below 35o metres. The max. on a full-size outdoor aerial is
to tune BOTH Circuits perfectly with yoo metres, and the min. on a 3o ft. is 200 metres. Inductance,
one operation only. the highest possible -9'5 to 1. Metal feet can be ad-

It any difficulty

is

experienced in

isr

justed to four different positions.

matching the coils they may be roughly matched and a Vernier Condenser connected in parallel with the smallest. The two sets of fixed Vanes are carefully
insulated one from the other, and the moving Vanes connected electrically; the
spindle can thus be connected to H.T. Positive. This condenser can also be used
for other purposes. The two halves (each of '00025 mid.) can be used in 95/series or parallel, giving capacities of '000125, '00025, and '0005. Price fto

Pt ice

FIXED CONDENSERS Guaranteed
'oeo3,

soldered tags.

t000r, '000z,

Moulded cases fitted with nuts and 1/41

'0015.

Price

each.

Please include postage on each article.
with Order.
Our famous Type A I I Condenser --for Panel Mounting Cash
-is UNSURPASSED for Workman- Stockists everywhere. Too
REPUTATION
ship, Quality 01 Materials Employed numerous to mention in
Your Component is not a FALLON" unless
11.

this space.
and Efficiency.
SPECIAL FEATURES.-A. Aluminium
Serccning Dice, which besides enhan- Ow' motto is QUALITY
cing the appearance of the dial as it lies FIRST and every _Article
flush with the panel, prevents the hand carries our money back

the name "FALLON" appears on same.

London Agents : Vanstones, Ltd., dc, Chandos
Street, London, W.C.2.
Sole Trade Distributors: Messrs. G. W.1., Ltd..
Shanklin Road, Crouch End, London, N.S, to

the operator producing capacity. guarantee.
of which we were the originators, as REVISED TRADE TERMS whom all Trade Enquiries should be z-ent.
of

B. Metal to metal adjustable bearings,

applied to Condensers. C. Stout, well - ALL BRITISH MANUFACTURE.
cut Aluminium Vanes.

Plates

57
29
19

15
13

FALCON CONDENSER CO. LTD.

Vernier
Vernier

WHITE RIBBON WORKS, Broad Lane, N.15.

56
4.6
39

'0002

5
3

Telephone: Tottenham 1032

guarantee.

Our Motto is QUALITY FIRST. and every Condenser carries our

Tested and

DAY CALLING
HULLO!! P,... . Q .,will
..
you to inspect a new selection of

Retested.

WIRELESS ACCESSORIES
NEW EBONITE LOUD SPEAKER TRUMPETS.
9 '- each.
..
..
Large
.. 18 6 eaili.
"

Small..

.

.

THE expensive

For governing every type of Valve

"

..

too ft. Coil-;

..

.

® i.

.

.

Read this typical testimony to the reliability of "Pye" Transformers:

2.2 each.

I ear,;101;;Wr' Vs!! Oil tie wonderful efficiency of .ionr Trans fm mers. They ambit,: most efficient Transformers I hate feted and
I hate tried all well-known makes.
(Signed) II. BRADSHAW:.

TORQUAY, Jan. 5bh, 1924.

Designed for use in our own Receiving Sets, they have an

Write for CUP

The nunicr
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United
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ay
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amplification factor of Valve plus Transformers, certified by
the National Physical Laboratory to be approximately 25.
Purity of reproduction of speech and music hitherto unobtainable is given with an entire absence of transformer noise.
Two types are made, No. I to follow the Detector Valve,
No. 2 for any additional L.F. Valves.

',,

,

; -1 ,.tit-. :',, us ad k,te the
inerea.,,in.; sales of our
1

fsinoll; -DATZITE (Bewd..J- CRYSTAL

me silnicicnt guarantee et the wonde.rfni re alts
t hat are being obtained by mane. thousands of users.
Share with these happy Listjecrs ;a the delights

Price for either type SA:2:6
Send To -day for Illustrated Leaflets.

of perr,at Broadcast Reception and secure a Registr T.

a?paratus

2 - each.

BEST QUALITY ALUMINIUM VANES.
Fixed or moving, standard size
.. 5d. per doz.vanes.

R;ady,
Niso
post EL,,,.

testing

efficiency otherwise unobtainable.

1 6 each.

BEST HARD DRAWN AERIAL WIRE.

intricate

manufacture of Wireless Apparatus. The direct
result is a degree of minute accuracy and general

2 9 each.

MIDGET N.P. SWITCHES FOR PANEL MOUNTING.
Best (,)uality, S.P.D.T.
D.P.D.T.

and

required to ensure the exactness of the famous
Pye Precision Instruments is to -day applied to the

THE MICROSTAT.

including Dull Emitters ..

PROMPT DELIVERY

Note change of address to new and larger works

Retail Selling Prices
10'.001
86
0005
69
'0003
6'00025

1

D \17ITE Cr-,ttl

:,..

l I only b,. -,t -el with

W. G. PYE & CO.,

...MMEMMINME

WILL DAY, LTD.,

1 9,11SLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LO NDON, W. C. 2.
'Phone: Regent 45;;.
" Tilles, Westran 1, Lcmlen.'
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Another Amateur Achievement.

investigations

NOTHER amateur achievement has
been accomplished by Mr. J. Dixon,
His speech. and
of Southfields.
music were heard distinctly by a Mr. A.

Sometimes it is a very difficult task, but it
is seldom that the engineerof the B.B.C.,

White, of Kansas City, Missouri, a distance
of about 4,500 miles.

" THE science of broadcasting is un-

with the assistance of the local radio society,
fail in their object.

every court of justice will possess a station,",

-*

*

Capt. Lewis's Work.

Low Power Work.

ONLY using 10 watts and transmitting
on 195 metres, Mr. Dixon is inclined
to think that the favourable weather
conditions were responsible for the wonderful results. Mr. Dixon's call sign is

2 X J.

*

*

Cannot Guarantee Range.

attempts made to locate the " offender."

TALKING to Captain. C. A. Lewis, I
learnt that he has just completed a
book on Broadcasting, and the first
edition will be out. some time in February.

I have not-up to the moment-seen a

copy, but I am 'looking forward to the pleasure, as Captain Lewis is a very interesting
personality at the B.B.C., and is exception -

The King's Speech.

doubtedly making remarkable progress. I can foresee the time when

said Judge Sir Thomas Granger, at South;
wark County Court, recently.

Sir Thomas, in an action to recover the
cost of a wireless set, found that there was
no warranty by the seller in respect of the
instrument's- sensitivity.
*

New Wireless Service.
and
continuous
DIRECT
-

duplex
wireless telegraphic service has recently been inaugurated between
London incl. Vienna. This enables Radio House, London,
to 'communicate with Vienna

SINCE the Cabinet refused to
allow the broadcasting of the

King's speech, perhaps the

via the Marconi station at Ongar
and the Austrian station at.
Laaerbeig. Transmissions take

would be possible by this means

present being carried on at the

ambition of the B.B.C. will be
satisfied when the King opens
It
the Wembley Exhibition.

10 to 15 minutes, and are at

same rates as those for land -line
telegraphy.

to carry the King's words to
millions of his subjects.

Aerial Slashers.

Improved Dance Music.

THE Aberdeen police are investigating much damage

IWONDER if nevi microphones
have been placed in the Savoy

done in the west of the

Hotel for the transmission

city by wireless aerial slashers.
Poles have been broken down

the Havana and Orphean
Dance Music, as a great improveof

after the cutting of guy wires.

ment has certainly taken place
in the tone and general broadcasting of these bands. The
" drowning " of the soft instru-

ment has not been so noticeable
cf late.
*

*

In one case a ladder was carried a,

considerable distance so that the

wreckers could reach an aerial
halyard. It looks as though
Wireless in the far north.

Broadcasting Progress.

THE most satisfactory feature at the

present moment is the steady progress
that is being made on the programme

side. Those concerned are working with
enterprise. More money is obviously being

spent now that more revenue is coming in,
a satisfactory state of affairs. The dramatic
side is

An explorer's temporary radio station erected on
the Spitzbergen fords.

*

receiving special attention, and

ally well informed on matters relating to the
art of broadcasting.
*

Amateur Transmissions.

THERE is

a

certain amount of con

troversy as to which is the best

amateur transmitting station in. the
London area now that our old friend 2 Oh .
Emma ! has forsaken us for a better clime (?)

dialogues are being specially written.
Pins of Interference.

I WAS looking at the B.B.C.'s map of

London the other day, and a very
It is studded

interesting map it is, too.

with black, white and green headed pins,
which signify " Morse," ', oscillation," and
" amateur transmissions " respectively. Interference reported by " listeners " from
such sources is registered in this way, and

one can tell at a glance which areas are
most affected.
*

*

*

Tracking _Down Interference.

NATURALLY, when clusters of pins of
certain colours begin to -grow thick,

£5 FOR AN IDEA.

The Editor offers a price of £5 for
the outline of a suitable plot for a
broadcast radio drama. For partieuMPS, see the Editor's "Radiotorial"
in this issue.
recently at a spot about
25 miles west of London. 5 Pip You came in
remarkably clearly. Six William X, 6 J
Enima, 5 S U, 5 R, 2 S Z, and 5 V T Mao
came through very well. In fact, amateur
transmissions -have an improved of late that
it is difficult to pick on any special one and
Listening -in

say that it is of outstanding merit.

wireless has bred a new type
but
of " Jack the Ripper"

Aberdeen is such a peaceful 'place
that the news of the rampings of an aerial
fanatic is almost unbelievable. Now, if it

No, I won't write the name
had been in
of the town. I paid a visit there recently !
*

*

Radio Grand Guignol.

THOSE of, us who saw the Grand
Cuignol play, " A SiSter's Tragedy,"

by Mr. Richard Hughes, produce,1
by Mr. Jose G. Levy at the Little Theatre
a year or so ago, anticipated somethir.g
pretty thrilling when Mr. Hughes' Radio

play, " A Comedy of Danger," was announced the other evening.

The play was

a great success; the B.B.C. have never
done anything so thoroughly or so realistically. The singing of the - miners " off
stage" was particularly impressive, as'indeed were all the other " effects."
Whether three people buried in a mine

would philosophise on life and death to
such an extent as did the characters in Mr.

Hughes' play, I should doubt;

but the

atmosphere of sheer panic was thrilling and
convincing, though I thought the constant
(Continued on page. 798.)
"li--
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The New Transmitter.

NOTES AND NEWS.

THE B.B.C. have at last secured per-

(Continued from page 797.)

mission to proceed with the erection

repetition of " My God ! and " Damn ! "
rather over -emphasised the players distracted terror.
*

of the new London Transmitting
Station, the site of which was passed by

the P.M.G. some six months ago. I under-

stand the site is in Wardour Street, and

*

*

One at a Time.

IT was rather a mistake to broadcast four
plays all in one evening.

The "*Comedy

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

of Danger " alone could have clone excellently as a start, and as a tentative
" feeler ' for public opinion. But the possibilities of radio drama are so alluring and
YO interesting,- that it is to be hoped that
the B.B.C. will arrange for more plays to be

our companion paper, " The Wireless Review."
will amalgamate with this journal. The special
facilities enjoyed by " The Wireless Review
in obtaining the latest information concerning

time.

will be given in next week's issue, on sale Friday,
price 3d. as usual.

broadcast, though not all at once next

Readers of POPULAR WIRELESS are informed that, commencing with our next issue.

wireless progress, both at home and abroad.
will thus benefit readers of POPULAR WIRELESS, and in many ether ways, details of which

An Indo-China Service.
DIRECT wireless communication be-

Nigel Playfair.

THE number of new wireless licences
issued recently has exceeded all expectations.
'During the months of
November and December more than 85,000

were issued, and at the end of

,
possible.
Night Distortion.
THE Metropolitan -Vickers Company state

that there appears to be considerable
misconception on another point also.
The power of the K D K A station, while
small in comparison with commercial radiotelegraphy stations for long-distance work,
is now greater than the combined power of
all the B.B.C. stations.
*

that there is a possibility of the new transtween France and Indo-China is now mitter being'muCh more powerful than the
possible. Until recently the cables., one at present in use.
which served this . quarter have passed
through foreign lands.
A Boom in Licences.

house Company, of Pittsburg, correcting a
possible impression that might be gathered
from statements made to the Press that the
Westinghouse K D K A station was making no special effort to be heard in Great
Britain. The telegram continues : " Westinghouse, America, have co-operated with'
3letro-Vick daily since. early October to'
improve transmission reception conditions
so that re -radiation from K D K A may he

MR. NIGEL PLAYFAIR, who was
responsible for the thrilling radio
drama night at 2 L 0, recently told
me that he had produced many difficult
plays, but never had he met with such

*

*

Preliminary Tests.

IN the preliminary experimental work it
al

was found that the strength of tile
reception improved with the use of

increased power, but that the increase of
power raised fresh difficulties, as the reproduction of speech and music was usually so
distorted as to render it unintelligible.
This was due to the phenomenon of night

distortion," which is

caused by slight

changes of wave -length.
*

he year 598,000 in all had been

*

*

Successful Re -radiation.

issued.

TO overcome this difficulty the
associated companies arranged special experimental
transmissions in the early hours

*

An Edinburgh Station.

IT is rumoured that Edinburgh
is to have a relay station and
" listeners " residing in that

of

the morning after 4 a.m.

Greenwich time, when the normal

city are viewing the possibility
with varied feelings. Whereas

American broadcast programme
had ceased. By this means the

best adjustments of the trans-

owners of valve sets declare that
it is totally unnecessary, crystal
et enthusiasts are highly in
favour of the suggestion.

mitter were arrived at, with the
result that the first. intelligible'
programmes

began

to

come.

through in time for successful

re -radiation here before the close
of the old year.

Improvements at Brussels.
THE programmes of

the
Brussels broadcasting station are improving nightly.
I have been listening to Brussels

lately, and have really enjoyed
the concerts. The station is

shortly going to broadcast operas from the
Theatre de la Monnaie. Concerts from
England and Paris will also be relayed.
Transatlantic Test.

MORE attempts are to be made to relay
American broadcasting by the B.B.C.,
and it is -possible that these will take

place in the course of the next week or so.
Notice will be given, in the daily papers.
Captain A. D. G. West is the assistant chief
engineer of the development department,
and it is his intention to make the reception
of America and the relaying of their programme a permanent and reliable feature.
*

An Entire Programme.
THERE is still, of course, a

Dr. Marx, the new German Chancellor, broadcasting a message to the

*

Two Concerts at Once?

NOW that the new studio at 2 L 0 is in
order it is possible to accommodate
larger bands. The new studio has
four times the capacity of the old one and
damping is only carried out at about a
quarter of the extent. Before long it may
be possible to use both studios at the sane
time.for -concerts on different wave -lengths.

German nation by wireless.

difficulties as those which were met with in
the broadcasting of radio plays. The circumstances, he said, were totally different
in every respect to stage work. Many more

plays of a similar character, I understand,
are to be produced.
Room for New Authors.

giving congratulations for the success

IN of the Play Night, one must not forget

the work that was done by Captain

C. A. Lewis. He has always taken a keen
interest in plays and literature. He is no
mean scholar in foreign languages (I know
that he is able to speak French and Russian
almost as well as English), and this knowledge bears on the detail and the selecting

of suitable plays for the microphone. He
told me that there is plenty of room for
young authors in the field of radio drama.
The Metro -Vick Tests.

ts

Metropolitan -Vickers Company have

THEreceived a telegram from Mr. H. P.

Davis; vice-president

of

the

WeSting-

great deal to be done in

the way of improving the

quality of the speech and music, and

of eliminating static interference, but on'
Saturday, January 5th, the entire evening
programme from Pittsburg was re -radiated.
A large number of letters have been received
by the Metropolitan -Vickers Company from
listeners in all parts of the Continent,
commenting on the surprisingly good
quality of the re -radiation.
A Conundrum.

HEN is a political speech not a
Fohtical speech ? "
Daily News."

asks

the

The answer seems to be (says that
journal) : " When it is made by a Dominion
Premier."

Mr. Bruce's speech (recently broadcast
from 2 L 0) was distinctly political. We
even had to listen to Mr. Bruce telling us
that we were " abysmally ignorant," and
that the Dominions should have Imperial
preference. And yet the Cabinet recently,
refused the B.B.C. permission to broadcast'
the King's Speech
speech ?

Yes, what is a political
ARIEL.
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A SIMPLIFIED REINARTZ RECEIVER:
By 2 0 Z (of America).
This article has been specially written for " Popular Wireless " by this well-known American amateur: The Reinartz
circuit is very popular in the United States, and the set described here is well worth serious consideration by all
wireless experimenters.

0 0000

0- 0 0 0 0

YC
are a little close,

ONE of the most popular and most
efficient modifications of the original
Armstrong

regenerative

the Reinartz tuner.

circuit

but it

It was first made

cy is in no way

public in the early part of 1921. and it is the

decreased.

results of the experiments of Mr. John L.

the
left - hand top
switch varies the
inductance of the
plate circuit ; the
right-hand one
varies the grid
as - follows :

The theory of the operation of the tuner

has been carefully reviewed by Americanand
European periodicals, so that it is fairly
well understood to -clay. This article will,

therefore, not take up the theory of this

Slight improvements have been made from

time to time, and modifications have been

published at various intervals, but the
instrument about to be described varies

somewhat from the usual designs in that it
employs the ordinary single -layer solenoid
winding instead of the spider -web coil as
originally made by Mr. Reinartz. Besides,
the tuning controls have been simplified

The

panel is laid out

Reinartz, a young amateur and experimenter
in South Manchester, Connecticut. ,

interesting circuit, but will deal only with
constructional details of a complete set.

is foniid

that the efficien-

is

t

_

winding, while
the centre switch

is to tune the
antenna coil. The
two dials and
knobs at the
bottom control

the " feedback "

A photograph of the set.

condenser on the

left and the antenna tuning condenser on
the right. The rheostat knob is on the

right and directly. beneath the
"peepholes "for watching the
valve filament. Ter.'
minals for connectim,,

to the aerial and earth
are shown at ,the left,
while those necessary
for connecting the
high and low-tension
batteries and the output of the set are all at

the grid inductance. These two eoi!s are.
wound upon an insulating tube about 3 in
in diameter and 21 in. long. Starting at one
end of the tube. and in. in !ma the edge,

the wire is passed through a small hole
drilled at this point, and the winding is

-begun.

Forty turns of No. 26 gauge Wire

are then wound, a tap being taken at the
15th .and the 30th turns, and another 10
turns are added before this plate winding
is complete. Thus there will be 40 turns
of wire, two taps, and a. beginning and an
end.

the right hand edge

The Aerial Coil.

valve ,base, and also

plate coil winding, the antenna grid coil is
wound. This consists of 40 turns of wire.
tapped at the 2nd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, Sth,
9th, 10th, 26th, 33rd, and last turns.

(Figs. 1 and 2).
The side view shows
the condensers, the

the tuning inductance.
All of these instru-

At about E in. above the end of the

ments can be easily

(Conilened ors pude S90.)

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the panel lace.

somewhat, so that although it differs in
construction, its working is exactly the

same. The construction, however, is thereby
extremely simplified, and is such that every
amateur will be able to make the set without
much trouble, or with as great ease as they
would make an ordinary regenerative
receiver.
Compact Arrangement.

The Reinartz set described herein does
not take up much space. The cabinet is
about 71 by 10 by 64- in. with a panel 71,
by 10 in. in size. Within the cabinet,
and mounted directly on the panel, are the
various tuning instruments and the necessary
apparatus for the control and observation of
the detector valve. This compact assem-

bly adds to the appearance of the set, and
also increases the operating efficiency of
the unit.

It

will

be thought that perhaps the

arrangement of the controls on the panel

mounted on the ebon-

ite panel, as shown.
Interest in this tuner

centres about the unusual Reinartz coil,
which, instead Of being

of the usual

spider -

web type, assumes the
shape of a single -layer
winding. This is much
easier to wind and tap

-I
1111111111111111111111ifill

than the other type,
and just as good re-

sults can be obtained.
This coil constitutes
the only inductance

used in the circuit. It
consists of two distinct
windings : one, A, .for
the antenna inductance, and B, the plate
winding. Part of the
antenna coil forms also

Fig. 2. A side view of the receiver, showing the pcsitons of toe componel ts.

-
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A SIMPLIFIED
(Continued from page 799.)

Reaction Control.
The taps on the plate coil, -B, are soldered

to the switch on the upper left-hand side,
to the four switch points. The antenna
taps go to the switch in the centre, and the
taps of. the grid coil are connected to the
switch points of the switch on the upper

condenser

be

con-

Pt'

nected to the aerial,

5,-0-0

Pk

1,15

0-3'

0 J.0- cu. ci
C340 ko

--1

1 -1? -7

?,4 4

__ -82,5-

A recent refinement
in the design of Reinartz timers is the
addition of an external loading coil for

I

1

cc-i^

cu.

I

-4_

.'
-,--78--- 44,5-

1--y-

i

(7,44
cv\1

,

)1f.k

the reception of long

I-. 1:1_--);

wave - lengths. This
may be done as shown

-11.25,5171,
4

0)

in the diagram (Fig.

-- - /27- ---

The loading coil
is either a honeycomb
5).

-

coil suitably tapped

or a single -layer coil.

Fig. 4.

The panel measurements in this diagram are all in millimetres.

By properly gauging

the number of turns
of wire, almost any

111

33
26

LAI

30

which it will tune C.W. signals that it is
remarkable. There are no body capacity
effects, and the signal strength does not
vary as the operator shifts about. This
is . why it has been so popular with the
American amateur, who is interested in

terminals 1-2 and
2-3, when connected
in the circuit. This

C.W. transmission and reception.

the antenna and grid
circuits to the proper
wave -lengths. Snit,

another without any difficulty. Though
originally designed by its inventor as a

to
2,500 metres can be
tuned in. The loading coil should have
the proportions of
about to between

able honeycomb coils

can be used for this

purpose.
Nothing exception-

al is claimed for this
tuner, for the results

in volume -can be
compared

The tuning coil.

types of receivers without noticing a great
improvement. It is, however, the ease with

wave -length up

serves to load both

Fig. 3.

)2(

2

plates of the secondary tuning condenser
go to earth.

6

2

_
ti

and that the rotary

Then the two coils are completed and are
given a very thin coat of varnish. If the
variable. condensers and the valve sockets,
together With the rheostat, terminal posts
and switches and switch points, have been
secured on the panel, the business of solder.
ing the taps may be undertaken.

a

-0-

" feedback " variable

REINARTZ RECEIVER.

I

important that the
rotary plates of the

to other

The tuning of this receiver is not at all
complicated and after a little practice it
is quite possible to tune in One station after
receiver, it has proved a very
useful set for the reception of broadcasting,
and amateur telephony comes in very
well on it.
As reaction direct on the aerial is utilised,
the set should not be used for the reception
of the British Broadcasting unless there is
C.W.

no danger of the receiver causing interference to other listeners.

tight -hand side. There will be only three
taps in this case, and the last stud is left

It can be used later on to introduce
a loading coil (as will be explained subseblank.

400000-ol
1 42-03

quently) for the higher wave -lengths.

All of the tuning of the antenna, which
should be a single wire about 70 to 100 ft.
long for amateur wave -lengths and correspondingly longer for the higher waves, is
tuned entirely by the use of the switch in

0
40

the centre and the variable condenser to
the right. The control of the regenera-

tion and " feedback " action can be accom-

plished by the proper adjustment of the
variable condenser at the left, and also
through the plate inductance switch. The
adjustment is not at all critical.

Once the

plate and grid switches are adjusted for
maximum results, it will not be necessary

to change their position, except for a
change of wave -length.
A Useful Addition.

.

With the inductance described, the wavelength range of this instrument is approxi-

mately between 180 and 750 metres, depending on the size of the antenna used.
The antenna taps on number one will give
a wave -length of about 150 to 240 metres,
the second about 190 to 280 metres, third
180 to 340 metres, and so on. A complete
180 degree rotation of the antenna tuning
condenser will give the maximum and
minimum range for each adjustment. For

the minimisation of capacity effects, it is

Fig. 5.

The complete wiring diagram of the set. C, is '0005 mid. ; C '0003 mfd. ; grid cond., *0003 mid.
TIT. voltage given is, of course, for American valves. British valves require 80 v. or so.
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Xtlife battery.

The ong

i!MOCELUi UNMWSI.ieM.MPAIGIOr9R.BMINffe

H Z TYPE
for Dull Emitter Valves.
THE H Z Type Battery has been specially evolved to
meet the requirements of Dull Emitter Valves.
It is specially suitable for long slow discharges,

and need only be recharged every six months, providing it is kept in use and not completely run down.
Type.

Actual Capacity.

HZ2
HZ3
HZ4

40 amp. hours

Price.
s.

d.

0 17 6
60
1
1
0
80
1
4 6
Obtainable from all dealers and JEXi0C Service

Agents.

ASK FOR LIST 4031.

ibp ELECTRICAL STORAGE

A A COMPANY LIMITED.
HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS :

CLIFTON JUNCTION, NR. MANCHESTER.
LONDON : 219-229, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2.
BIRMINGHAM: 57-58, Dale End

MANCHESTER: 1, Bridge Street.

We also' illustrate below the B.K. and
A.Y.G.1 types of High tension Batteries.

USE

CHLORIDE

BATTERIES

FOR

HOUSE

LIGHTING.
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DUBILIER
°G)

DUBILIER

ILI/NICAP" SW/ TCH

0. 68>s<>.

The Minicap Switch.
" Capacity

is

necessary in

Bring the
Living Artist
to your Fireside.

some parts of Radio receiving
circuits, in other parts capacity
effects are undesirable.
Minicap
The Dubilier
its
name
indicates,
Switch, as
is one in which the capacity be-

DO you swear by your present
load speaker-or at it ? Is
your family loud in its praises or

tween the contacts is reduced
minimum. This makes it

do they compare it with the old
gramophone now up in the attic ?

greatly superior to the ordinary
type of key for switching in
and

out

amplifying

If your loud speaker just sends "tin
music" through the house, just blares
and slurs, then it's time you invested
in a real loud speaker-a " Super Tone."

valves,

whether high or low frequency.
In addition the !` Minicap " can
be used

as

a

In the " Super Tone" every liquid soprano
note, every modulation, every intake of the
breath "comes through" in glorious volume
and purity unmarred by distortion or rasp.

series -parallel

switch, and, in fact, wherever
a double pole, double throw
switch is now employed.

Selling Agents
MANCHESTER:

19, Bridge Street.

The design and workmanship are

NOTTINGHAM :

W. J. Furse & Co.,

in keeping with that of other
Dubilier products,
&price is -

and

the

revelation in loud speaker reproduction
awaiting you in the "Super Tone."

son St., Glasgow.

standing 18" high on wooden base, OU
Write us to -day for larther information

BIRMINGHAM :

14/15, Snow Bill.
N.E. ENGLAND:

Hilburn Do.,Newcastle -on - Tyne.

BUY
BRITISH
GOODS
ONLY.

in various wireless circuits.

ment we offer you in the shape of probably
the finest loud speaker to -day. There's a

Traffic Street.
COLCHESTER :
121, High Street.
SCOTLAND : :
Malcolm Breingan, 57, Robert-

Write to department E for
list A 9, which gives full details
and diagrams showing the
Minicap Switch incorporated

We have spent considerable time and
money, in the evolution of the ' Super
Tone. ' Many were the selections and
rejections before we were really satisfied.
And the result of our triumphant experi-

Beautifully finished in dull metal, OA/.
or apply to your nearest Ericsson Agent.

THE BRITISH L.M. ERICSSON
MFG.

CO., LTD.,

International Buildings,

KINGSWAY,

LONDON,

W.C. 2.

THE DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1921), Ltd.,
Ducon Works, Goldhawk Road, London, W.12.
Telephone :

Hammersmith 1084.

Telegrams:
Hieoltcon, Phone, London.

E.P.S.4

SUPER TONE

LOUD SPEAKER
-has a true tone.
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WIRELESS TELEVISION.
By T. THORNE BAKER.

tK1

With the amalgamation of Wireless Review with this journal next week, the
articles on Wireless Television which have appeared from time to time in that
journal will be published in our columns, as well as full details concerning the
claims for the £500 Television Prize. In this article the reader will find some
interesting details concerning Television, written by an authority.
00
t
t

IN the latter part of 1907 I went to Paris
to study the new science of Photo -

under Professor Arthur
Korn, a former 'colleague of Professor
Rontgen, of X-rays fame, at the university
of Munich. His system of sending a picture
by. wire was the first to be tried on a commercial scale, and quite a number of photographs were sent from Paris and Manchester
to London by his selenium system. Wireless
was then in a somewhat early stage, but the
telegraphy

possibilities of transmitting pictures by
wireless were already fully realised.

More than this, the idea of transmitting
a picture instantaneously had already been
conceived, which is merely another way of
describing television.

Belin in Paris, Ruh -

mer in Berlin, and Rosing in Petrograd
were at work on the idea. Numerous experimenters are occupied with the problem

of the case, which is built up of two thicknesses of wood, in. and * in. respectively.

The top and bottom halves are similar,
except for the arrangement of the terminals,

and that the recess for the detector is required in the bottom half only.
The terminals are made- from brass
strips * in. by in. by in. long, sunk in
suitable recesses in the case, and fixed by
small wood screws. In the centre of each

a hole is drilled and tapped for a * in.
diameter knurled headed screw.

duced by the effect of the whole number of
cells will be transmitted by wireless to the
reconstructing instrument. Remarkable

Compact Detector.

progress has been made recently by an

The detector consists of a small piece of
ebonite, I in. by 57y in. by h,t- in. long, in

selenium cells of great sensitiveness and
extraordinary freedom from their usual

which a -A, in. diameter hole is drilled length-

English experimenter in the construction of

great fault -sluggishness in action.
Use of Selenium.

Laboratory tests made with some of
these cells show that the problem of
television has been brought measurably
nearer.

The moment the illumination falling

upon. these cells ceases-or changes in.
strength, an instant response is seen in the

cell, which means that if the image of a
person were being transmitted, any movement on the part of that person would be
seen " at the other end."

to -day.
Will television ever be accomplished ? It is an interesting question

wise, and 2 brass plugs A in. diameter and
5
ra-

in.

long,

pointed

at one end and

countersunk at the other, inserted with
their countersunk ends innermost.
"Two small' pieces of crystal, zincite and

bornite are held in contact between these

plugs. The pointed end of one plug is carried.
in a small hole drilled in the small L-shaped

clip shown in the photograph. The other
plug makes contact with spring brass strips

along which it is moved to regulate the
pressure on the crystals.
The aerial terminal is the one on the left
in the photograph. It is connected to the

crystal clip and the outside of the bottom

The inside of this coil is connected to
the outside of the top one, and the inside of
this is taken to the earth terminal, the one
on the top of the case. The 'phone leads
bridge the earth terminal, and the remaining
one on the front of the case, which is Wired
to the spring brass detector contact.
coil.

because upon
answer depends the
possibility of accomplishing the much ad-

vertised, feat of transmitting cinematograph
pictures by radio.
Phototelegraphy.

A little thought will Atew us that the
transmission of a picture by wire or wireless

depends on breaking, the picture up into
thousands of tiny fragments of various

Wonderful "Results.

For the connection between the two coils a
short length of rubber -covered flex is used,
the ends of which, together with the leads
from their respective coils, are soldered to

densities, and sending electrical impulses
of corresponding intensity or duration
which are their equivalent, which must be

'built up into a fresh picture by the receiving
instrument. In the writer's telectrograph-

which some years ago telegraphed some

hundreds of photographs from Manchester
and Paris to London, two hundred separate
impulses per second were sent through the
..,telegraph line.

The time of transmission was about

fifteen minutes, so that some 180,000 distinct

impulses were required to form a photo-

NOw in order to " see " by wire, or
by wireless, it will be necessary to transmit
something like 200,000 impulses in less
graph.

than -1,J3- of a second ; it need not be done

instantaneously, because the persistence of
vision will enable the eye to retain an image
for the fifteenth part of a second.
Number of cells.

The lines on which television by radio
will probably be first worked out-the lines
on which the problem is indeed now being

attacked-will be the use of a number of

selenium cells, set closely together to form
a mosaic, upon which the image to be transmitted will be cast by a lens. The resist-'
ence of selenium, as is well known, varies

with the intensity of illumination thrown
upon .it, so that each cell will vary in resistance in accordance with the. intensity
of the image at each point.
A current passed through each cell in

The finished receiver, the construction of which
is described below.

coil, which would soon lead to breakage.

A VARIOMETER-TUNED
POCKET CRYSTAL SET.

Tuning is effected by swinging the two
halves of the case around their wood screw
binge until the desired signals are heard.

ALTHOUGH, owing to its convenient
shape, this compact little broadcas

In spite of its size the results obtained
on this receiver are truly surprising, and
very , clear telephony can be heard up tb
a range of 10 miles, or even further, from

receiver may be comfortably carried in
the pocket, nothing has been sacrificed to obtain mere reduction in size, and its perform Mice is equal to that of other more elaborate

sets employing the same simple circuit.

The photograph

gives a general idea
of the construction.
The variometer consists of two basket

coils, wound on shel-

lacked cardboard
formers 28 inches out-

side diameter, having
nine slots 1 in. wide,
cut down to a 1 rld-th
in. diameter centre
circle.

These are

rapid succession will vary in strength by an

wound full of 28 gauge
D.C.C. wire.

image, and the whole of the variations pro-

trates the construction

amount proportional to the tones in the

the heads or the brass screws with which'
the card formers are attached. The obj!tct
of this is, of course, to avoid continual
bending of the single 28 gauge wire of the

The sketch illus-

the broadcasting station. The usual aerial
-and earth are required, of course, but for
portability in conjunction with efficiency
this little set is hard to beat.
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good high - frequency amplifiers, although
perhaps slightly more inclined to self
oscillation than the high temperature
variety, and some of them really excel as

.>

SOME DULL EMITTER HINTS.
Amateurs changing over ;From ordinary valves to the more economical
dull emitters, are very often at a loss to know how to handle the new valves.
The hints given in this article will be very useful to those who are doubtful'
about the results they are getting with this type of valve.
0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MANY amateurs are finding that the
increased price of dull emitter valves

over those of the ordinary type is

more than compensated for by the economy
in working resulting from their use. There-

fore, a few hints as to their operation may
not be out of place, since the characteristics
of dull emitter valves differ somewhat from
those of the high temperature types.
Importance of a Fit. Rheostat.

istic curve of the valves.

detectors, especially when used with reaction

1:IN

Of course this dis-

tortion is of no consequence when Morse
signals are being received. In the case of
all the valves tested the effect was tried of

very detrimental to good reception.
Many Advantages.,
in his opinion

the writer found the potentiometer necessary

potential of from 2'5 to 3.0 volts. Now it is
obvious from a simple application

The majority of dull emitters are quite

for anything like maximum results to be
obtained.

sets.

But, after all, this is not a serious
disadvantage, and cannot be said to Le

positive and several volts negative, and in
most cases it was found to be very critical
for good low frequency amplification. This
perhaps explains why many amateurs are

disappointed on plugging a dull emitter
valve in their low frequency amplifiers ;

autodyne

way.

varying the grid potential between two volts

In the first place a word of warning regarding the new valves taking only sixty

milliamperes through the filament at a

in single valve

Certain types are prone to be very micro phonic, that is they produce a loud" pong "
in the 'phones if the table is struck, or the
valve subjected to vibration in any other

In conclusion, the writer would say that

the advantages of

dull

emitter valves in the way of economy and
longer life (although very few valves die of
senile decay ; most meet with an untimely
"accidental death ") easily outweigh any
disadvantages they may have, and especially is this the case when head telephones
are to be used, and therefore signals are not
required to be of very great strength.

of Ohm's law that the resistance

of the filament of these valves

below the steps was a large table
over which a sandpaper sheet was

has a maximum resistance

sieve containing thousands of lead
shots. When the sieve was moved

is of the order of 50 ohms. Now
the ordinary filament rheostat

laid, and beside the table was a

of

about four ohms, and unfortunate-

it produced the sound of rushing
water, and the sandpaper, when
scraped by a piece of wood, gave
the effect of the mine being

ly will not be suitable for use
with these valves.

Supposing, for instance, that a
four -volt accumulator is being

flooded.

used, the extra four ohms will

of American cloth. This device
is known as the " wind machine

current flowing through same).
The filainent will thus have an
unfair strain imposed on it, with
consequent shortening of the life
of the valve. Also the value of
the filament rheostat in altering
the operating characteristic and
grid potential of the valve will
be almost nil.

or, as the stage hands call it,
a " breezer."

I was unfortunate enough to

be near by when a gun was fired,

and the noise in the studio was
terrifying and made us all deaf

A wireless telephony and C.W. aircraft installation.

Where the dull emitters are

used in conjunction with high
temperature valves on a multi -valve set
working from a six -volt accumulator (it is
not possible in most multi -valve sets to
tap off different filament voltages to each
valve) the case is even more aggravated,
" bottles " would
probably be very short lived. The cor-

and

the

expensive

rect thing to do, of course, is to use a
filament rheostat of about 60 ohms resistance

maximum.

This

will

Near by was a large

drum, similar to a water wheel,
and over this was fixed a piece

scarcely appreciably diminish the
potential applied across the valve
filament (and therefore the

-A COMEDY OF
DANGER."
" Behind the Scenes " at 2L 0 during
the recent broadcast drama.
By " ARIEL."

provide

ample variation, whether the valves be

worked off a four or six volt accumulator, or
from dry cells. There seem to be very few
of- these special filament resistances about,

BEFORE the broadcasting of the radio
drama, "A Comedy of Danger," listeners-in who suffered from neuras-

for some time after.
Having described the effects I
will briefly relate what was going
on in the studio. The characters,
played by Joyce Kennedy, Kenneth Kent.

and H. R. Hyneth, had received special
rehearsals

and

instructions from the

author of the play, Mr. Richard Hughes, ;
several days prior to the actual performMr. Hughes assisted in the effects.
The Gwalia Singers were singing two
Welsh hymns outside the second door of
the studio. They also called out during
ance.

the performance through glass lamp
chimneys, thus giving the hollow, far -away
effect.

thenia were advised to switch off for twenty-

A "Grand Performance."
The most amusing device to produce di

mulators with the ordinary type of rheostat.

performed of a Grand Guignol character."
Those who wished to listen were advised to

tent sound was the simple bucket, through,
which the author and another shouted
giving the effect of voices coming from a

Grid Bias Beneficial.

right atmosphere.

however, and the writer has already come
across several amateurs working '06 ampere

dull emitters from four and six volt accu-

When used on the note -magnifying side
of a receiver, dull emitter valves do not on
the whole equal their older 'brethren. The
°tunic obtained is in most cases quite good,

but in every type the writer has yet tried
(with the exception of the D.E.V. valve),
there has been considerable distortion in
amplifying fairly strong speech and music.

This distortio is not apparent on weaker

trausmissions, and appear to be due to the
shortness of the straight part of the character -

five minutes as a " play was about to be

switch off the lights, in order to get the
The play, however, was produced in a
brightly lit room, although the broadcast
effects were very realistic and provided a
real thrill for thousands of listeners.
I was one of few who watched the secret
devices which produced the sounds of
thunder and rushing water.
Mr. Whiteman, who was in charge, sat on
the stone steps outside the studio door with

the lines of the play and tele-phones on,
to follow the action of the drama. Just

distant quarter of the mine.
The artistes rushed backwards and for
wards behind the microphone with their
parts or scores in their hands. This continual

movement was, of course, necessary, and
performed according to the noises.
The next morning I received a letter from

Miss Ellen Terry, the great tragedienne,
saying: " No greater performance have I

ever heard which has produced such a thrill
audience. Another step
forward has been taken by the B.B.C."

on an unseen
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Actual performance has proved beyond

doubt the outstanding superiority of
Ediswan Valves. Every day adds to
their reputation
21st

December,

1923.

Type A.R. '06.

Allow me to compliment you on the excellent performance and satisfaction which
they give. Using three valves,1 H.F. D. I L.F., with filament voltage 2.5 and plate
voltage 50, I can receive all the B.B.C. stations on a large loud speaker without
any distortion or microphonic effect from the valves.

FRANK S. VALENTINE.

Hon. Sec. Exeter and District Wireless Society.
Tring, Herts.

23rd December, 1923.
I received the full dance programme this morning from W G Y. The set is an
Edistvan
D. and 2 L.F., and I am using
home -constructed one, three valves,
A.R.- valves. I have Previously tried three times to pick up American stations
1

with other well-known makes of valves, but did not meet with any measure of success.

I received this morning results on both 'phones and loud speaker, and considering
the fact that I did not employ high freguency. 1 cannot speak too highly of your
A.R." calves, for it is to these that I acknowledge my success.

R. J. KETTLE.

Type "A.R." and " R." 12/6
Type "A.R.D.E."

21/.

(Dull Emitter).

Type A.R. *06. 30:-

THE LATEST DULL EMITTER
This Valve can be run off dry cells, reducing upkeep costs

to a tninimum. The current consumption ht a filament
voltage of 2.5 volts is only '06 of an ampere.
Hare you had your FREE copy of Illustrated Booklet
"The Thermionic Valve" ?

If not, send a postcard to -day.

Your Dealer holds stocks to supply you.

If not,

write us direct, giving his name and address.
The safety Cap (Prov.

123/125, Queen Victoria St.,E.C.4, & 71, Victoria St.,S.W.4
Branches in all Principal Towns.

Works:-Ponders End,
Middlesex.

Buy British
Goods Only.

Contractors to H.M. Admiralty,
War Office.

Royel Air Forel.

Pat.) which is now
fitted to all Ediswan
Valves. The filament

pins are shorter in
length then the plate
and grid pins, thus
avoiding any chance
of making surface
contact with the
wrong sockets.
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-41ELLOIrs
The " Fellocryst " Super receiving set is a simple
and reliable crystal set for broadcasting

recep-

tion between 300 and 500 metres, up to a range
of from 15 to 20 miles.

It comprises an ebonite panel mounted in an
oak cabinet, tuning coil, silicon crystal detector,

variable condenser, 4,000 ohms
phones, 100 ft. aerial, 2 insulators.

Price

£3

double head-

-6 , .

Plus B.B.C.

The !' Lightweight
Headphones weigh tinder
ozs., and are extremely comfortable. With

6

the special spring adjustment the earpieces may
be moved into any desired position or separated
without the use of adjusting nuts. This fitting
is specially designed not to tear the hair. Wound
to 4,000 ohms, they are very sensitive and are
well made with duralumin head bands, stalloy
diaphragms, etc.

18/6

Price
-Advt.:

Fellows

Magneto Co Lid., London, N.I17.10-

EPS

32
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,./°...."711 DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

14)-a3-1
Trade Mark

FREE RE -CHARGING

AT HOME.

Precision

Variable Condensers
ALL BRITISH
Those with a reputation for

QUALITY and EFFICIENCY.
THE ACME OF PERFECTION

One hole mounting, LARGE
metal to metal bearings. END
PLATES made by special
process which ensures LOW
DIELECTRIC LOSSES. This

is a very important feature
for SHARP TUNING.

Owing to the ACCURATE CLOSE
SPACING these Instruments take
up much less room in Panel.
COMPLETELY
ASSEMBLED
LOW MINIMUM CAPACITY
Example:-J.B. 'cot mfd.

WITH KNOB and DIAL.

Min. to Max. Ratio exceeds

47 to r by N.P. Lab. Test,
which means wide Tuning
range.

The J.II. TWIN Condenser
for Double Tuned Anode
Circuits, capacity each half
'00025 mfd.

19/6 each

''001

8/6' PACKING

I. '0005
il 0003
ki '00025

7/.
5/9

!I, '00075

I' 0002
11

I! VERNIER

8/..

and
POSTAGE

Extra.

ll

i

ll
.1

5/9 : One only 6/3 ;I
5/- , Two
4/9
9. II
4/. : Three .._ itd- li
1

Obtainable through your Dealer or direct from the manufacturers.

Condenser
JACKSON BROS y Experts,

8, POLAND ST., OXFORD ST., LONDON, W .1
Manufacturers of Variable
-

'Phone: Gerrard 6187-Head Office

Lee Green 122.5-Works.
Trade Inquiries Invited.
STOCKISTS : Messrs. Lewis's Ltd., Liverpool and Manchester.
Condensers only.
Works: LEWISDAM. S.E.

-a-

AT LAST!

THE CELEBRATED

Messrs. Pettigrew & Merriman Ltd., London, E.C., Glasgow & Belfast.
Messrs. J. H. Taylor & Co., Macaulay Street, Huddersfield.

Every valve set user
-;*

F-

knows the inconvenience
of the periodical journey
to and from the charging
station and the expense
involved.
The Runbaken Radio Charger
charges up your

accumulator
from any D.C.

lamp -holder
and keeps it "up
to scratch," and
does it quickly,

cleanly and
cheaply.

No cost is involved
when charging at
night. as the illumination is not affected.

Price 301 -

THE RUNBAKEN MAGNETO Co., Ltd.,

Write for leaflet.

Derby Street, Cheetham, Manchester.

Guaranteed
five years.

MANCHESTER: 288, Deansgate.
LONDON: 142, G t. Portland Street, W.1.

If A .C. used-wt./1e for
leaflet of A .C. model.
AGENTS WANTED.

=i

94, Albion Street.
LIVERPOOL: 16, Hardman Street.
BIRMINGHAM : 192, corporation Street.
BRISTOL : 14, Colston Street.
GLASGOW : 367-369, St. Vincent Street;
DUBLIN : 17. Clare Street.
PARIS : 40, Rue Brunel.
LEEDS
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THE FUTURE OF WIRELESS.
SIR OLIVER LODGE'S VIEWS.

A very interesting article on the future of wireless, by our Scientific Adviser, Sir Oliver Lodge, was published
recently in the " Observer." By the courtesy of the Editor of that journal we are able to reproduce extracts
from Sir Oliver's article for the benefit of readers of " Popular Wireless."
0 0 0 0 .0. 00 0 A-0. 0 0 0 A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0
0 .0 0 O 0 0 0 .0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0
000

IN the course of his article, Sir Oliver
writes :

" The two things which the
human race can effectively attend to, and
achieve with some success, are locomotion
and communication, both developed
-enormously and in an almost revolutionary
manner during the nineteenth century;

and this development has continued during
the early years of the twentieth. A few
_ people still living can remember the introduction of railways. Some can remember

the introduction of telegraphy, and many
more the, beginnings of signalling by means

of cables; while electric means of transit
and wireless telegraphy, that is, electric

signalling across empty space, are developments of our own time.
" All electrical applications-from electric
bells to the telephone, "from the transition

of power by the dynamo to the latest
messages across the Atlantic-represent

the harnessing of the ether in the service of

Whether a cable`is used for the
transmission is a mere detail. It is like
man.

using a speaking tube instead of shouting
across the street. Air conveys the

and the breaking of water drops, which by
some eminent physicists are considered to

be capable of accounting for most of the
electrification of clouds, and the consequent
occurrence of thunder storms.
Atmospherics.

4 Electric discharges in the atmosphere
on a small scale are very frequent ; and
they are known in wireless telephony as
" atmospherics."

And one of the problems

to be solved is how best to eliminate their
disturbing effect on the reception of
messages.
Moreover, when ionised air
exists extensively between a sending and
receiving station it acts as a partial screen,
and renders communication difficult, in the
same sort of way that a light fog or mist
causes indistinct
visibility.

"But ionisation
is not wholly ob-

structive. An
ionised layer of
air might assist
transmission by

appliances. But so far as mer3
transmission is concerned, matter

is of no assistance, except that it
can act as. a guide, like the walls

Sir Oliver Lodge at work in his laboratory.
(Photo by Hopp(]

reflecting power.
It might, for
instance, cause the rays to ,move in a

can go on equally as well in a vacuum :
except for its guiding power, matter is

its

eVer, the air in its normal state has very
little effect. It does not take the slightest

helping layer is believed to exist in the upper
regions of the -atmosphere ; for it is, those

acquires electrical properties, and is able
to react upon the ether. Such air; like any

Other electric conductor, is partially opaque
tub ether waves; and, like other opaque
Materials, it can either obstruct those

waves, absorbing them and turning them,

first into electric currents and then into

heat, or -it can reflect them somewhat as a
mirror reflects light.

Many causes are capable of ionising
-the air ; radioactive substances do it.,
though they themselves are a recent dis-

covery. But the sun is a radioactive
substance on a large scale ; and undoubtedly

some ionisation of the atmosphere is due to
solar radiation. But other causes there are,

such as splashing and spraying of water

discovery ;

and the mathematician Mr.

Oliver Heaviside showed how an ionised
layer of air in the upper regions must be
operative, and could explain it,
Then came a method of detection far
superior to any that had previously been
used, namely, the vacuum valves of
Professor Fleming, improved, as they soon
. were, into their present form by Dr. Lee
de Forest of America. In these valves the
actual electrical particles, the electrons,

were employed as the detecting agency,
and proved themselves far more
be.

They responded

in-

" For some time it seemed as if
speech could only be transmitted

initiated, and directed by material

It thus

and reach the American continent, physicists were surprised. It was an important

Recent Achievements.

primarily, though they are controlled,

dients of a which it is' coMposed.

waves would actually curve round the earth

that it became possible to
transmit, not Morse signals only, but
microphonic or telephonic speech.

Electricity and magnetism and
light are the affairs of the ether

" It is possible, ,however, to ionise the
air, that is, to split up into electrified
particles the positive and negative ingre-

Marconi found experimentally that the

so

Causes of Screening.

part in the conveyance of ether waves.

" To a public ignorant of the work of

Clerk Maxwell and Hertz, this application
came as a great surprise, and seemed very
novel and mysterious.. To physicists it did
not seem so it was a natural application
of what was 'known. But when, later, Mr.

stantaneously- to every fluctuation ;

case it is broadcast.

mainly an obstruction. Fortunately, how-

by the energy and

co-workers.

could

on a definite receiver; in the other

These things

uses .
uses

enterprise of Senatore .Marconi and his

perfect than any material mechanism

sound in both cases : but in one case
it is guided, and so to speak focused

of a speaking -tube.

commercial

curved instead of a straight path. Such a
upper regions which receive and consume
much of the specially active rays from the
sun. Waves generated at a sending -station

are therefore liable to be reflected and curved

round the earth by this ionised layer, when
it is placid and not too corrugated, somewhat after the fashion that a whispering gallery acts -in the case 'of sound."
The Heaviside Theory.

Continuing, Sir Oliver writes :

" The discovery of electric waves was
made in the latter third of the last century
by that tremendous mathematical genius,
Clerk Maxwell, on the purely theoretical
side. After twenty years, Hertz showed
how to produce them practically ; and,
what was more, how to detect them at a

distance, in an elementary and purely
laboratory fashion. Further improvements

in detecting appliances were soon devised
by many people ; and in due time they
were made amenable to practical and.

over moderate distances. But now,
through the energy and enthusiasm
and inventive genius of a great
nfimber of workers in all parts of the
world, but especially in England and
America, it has been found possible
to hear the human voice across. the
Atlantic. Not that -the voice travels
any farther than it did before, any
more than it travels along a telephone wire : the voice generates electric waves, with all its peculiarities accurately,
represented in those waves ; and when

those waves are collected by a distant

aerial, the electrons in the receiving valve
respond with precision to all the fluctu
ations, and enable a telephone to reproduce

the speech and the tones of voice of the
distant speaker. The achievement of,
speech across the Atlantic in this indirect;
way is certainly a marvellous achievement;
one that excites the admiration, and to some
extent the astonishment, even of physicists:
Nor is this likely to be the limit. The waves

that have begun to curl mind the earth

can gc on, even to the Antipodes ; and in a
short time it is likely that the human voice

in this way can reach Australia and New
Zealand.
" Thus humanity will be welded toge
in a manner More intimate than eve
ore ;
-

and the beauty and the sim ity of the,
arrangements, and the
parative ease
077 page 808.1

-
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-directing waves- will- be applied more -and
more : so that, except for broadcasting

THE FUTURE OF

metallic --screens- because metals are
opaque to the waves, and will ward off or

of

purposes, it will not be necessary to send

reflect them harmlessly.
" Contrivances for do ng damage are
dangerous until the antidote is found.

out waves in every direction.

WIRELESS.

" Another improvement which is to be

(Continued front page S07.)

There always is an antidote ; but mean-

expected is the attainment of greater power

of control over distant things like aerowith which the result is effected, are very
surprising.

It used to be thought by the early ex-

perimenters that to get waves to travel
effectively over enormous distances, the

apparatus used must be large and powerful
and the waves very long. Long waves can
certainly get through obstacles which would
stop short ones. Why ? Because in going

through a slightly opaque medium, a

would be a chance of a sufficient portion
getting through, even though each wave
was I per cent. weaker than the
one before it.

to dwell upon them.

" Attempts have been made recently,

and are still beina, made, at what is called

can see what it is doing, and adapt his

" television," that is to say, seeing at a
distance, either by wireless or by wired

control accordingly.

down, as well as right and left.

miles long-there

"Other things can be suggested of a

damaging character; though it is hatMul

to any desired destination, so long as he

were twenty crests-which would mean that
five

capable of being misdirected for reasons
supposed to be patriotic and justifiable.

operator at a sending -station, manipulating
his keys, may guide a distant floating body

Wireless Control.

the waves were

able that the ingenuity of man is thus

-The rudders of such
machines can be actuated by people en the
spot, but they may also be actuated wirelessly by people at a distance : so that an
floating bodies.

certain percentage of energy is Wiped -Out at
every swing. The crest of each wave will be
slightly weaker than its predecessor. So if

in a given distance, say 100 miles, there

while damage may be done: and it is lament-

planes and steamers, or other self-propelled

means. If one is 'Clone, doubtless the other
will follow. But at present neither can
really be done. Pictures can be transmitted

" An aeroplane ia not so easy to control
as a floating body, because it has another
degree of freedom. It can move up and

after a fashion, by a code, signalling the
position of dots in a process block, or
something of that kind. Or they may

To control

actually produce a picture, as a sort of
mosaic of such dots.

it perfectly is therefore not so easy. But
none of these -things is easy. Difficulties
are things to overcome : and the ingenuity

Possibilities of Television.

" But this is not really vision
at a distance. It is only a modified- form of printing -telegraph.
For myself I am not sanguine of

Loss of Energy.

But if the waves were only a
quarter mile long, there would be

seeing

good many years yet, perhapsnot

100 -mile distance, and the propor-

for a century: though any in-

tion of energy which got through
would be very slight. While if
the waves were each only a hundred yards long, the oscillations
in the given distance would be so
numerous that no trace could be
detected, unless the opacity were
insignificant. Hence it appeared
that longwaves had theadvantage.
"But to the physicist it always
seemed that short waves ought to
do better, if space were as reason-

ventioia which humanity really

wants to devise will probably
sooner or later be accomplished,

by means perhaps at present
unknown and unsuspected.
" However great have been our
improvements in locomotion and
-

communication during the past

hundred years, that

expect it to be ; that is, when the
air is hardly ionised at all, a

condition to be expected in the
absence of light. And now it is

For the true wave starts, not at

the actual radiator, but at about a quarter wave length distant from it. Hence the
shorter the wave, the nearer, and therefore
the more energetic, is the place from which
it starts. A radiator no bigger than a dumbbell can emit waves of 100 horse- power.
This was known long ago, in 1890. A great
big radiator under the same conditions is

during the recent Exhibition.

of those who are working at the subject is
more than competent to deal with a difficulty such as this. It is interesting to
find that the old-fashioned coherer seems
specially useful in these distant -control
experiments, as demonstrated recently by

emission-, would last longer : that would
depend on its capacity.

Value of Short Waves.
" Hence recent experiments have redirected

be stopped iii mid-air. Well, as Hertz found
long ago, ether waves are powerful enough
to generate little sparks in metal conductors ;

true the

attention to the advantages of short wave
transmission ; and short waves are much
more amenable to discipline. They can be
projected by parabolic mirrors of reasonable
size ; that is, they can he directed, as light
waves are directed from a light -house, so as

to economise them and concentrate them
in any required direction. There can be
little doubt that this power of focusing awl

in the '60's and '70's of last_ century who
lamented that many of the messages sent

through the recently achieved Atlantic cable
were either deleterious or rubbishy.

Major Phillips at the POPULAR WIRELESS
meeting, Central Hall, Westminster.
" Unfortunately a certain amount of

energy in the present state of civilisation
is directed to the opportunities for doing
damage ; that is, directing things for deleterious purposes. And if people wish to do
those things, no doubt they will be able.
It has been surmised that aeroplanes can

is

be nothing to lament.
" Locomotion is a purely
physical thing : but communication, whether by speech, writing, or telegraphy, is not ;solely a physiCal thing. It
is a psychical thing too. There were these

Mr. Arthur Burrows arranging the wireless apparatus at King's College

And the great size of
sending and receiving stations
will probably in due time be found unnecessary. A short-wave or small statiori
is just as energetic as a big one, within

not more intense, though it

but a

end of our tether-which there
are not at present-there would

efficient.

limits.

is

small period. And who can say
what :will be accomplished in
the next hundred years ? Material progress, however, is not
everything. . And if there were
any signs of our getting to the

ably transparent as one might

found that, at any rate during the
night, short waves are quite

anything that can be

properly called television for a

four hundred such crests in the

and as the explosions of oil vapour in a
motor are regulated by little sparks, it
seems quite likely that such sparks -can be
generated at wrong times by the action of
waves generated at a distance ; and, if so,

the engine may be brought to a standstill
by the generation of unexplainable engine

trouble. Such disturbances can be guarded

against, when foreseen, by the proper use

Steady Progress.
" It is no use enlarging our powers of com-

munication if we have nothing worth while
to say. The moral -and spiritual development of mankind ought to keep pace. with
its material achievements. And if 'they do
not, it is possible to regard even those
achievementsWith,glOom and apprehension.
That, however, would show a lack of faith.
The real progress of humanity is necessarily
slow, while material achievements may be
rapid. It rests with ourselves, -however,
whether or not one can keep pace with the
other. There should be no feeling of supine.
self-satisfaction in what has been done, but
a girding -up of our energies to see that the
-

.

progress is not too lop -sided and unbalanced :

and to contrive that- the reign,of good shall
keep pace with the rein of power.'

fur Wireless Weekly, January 26th, 1924.

"Every Tone without Distortion."

use

PHILLIPS'
98,301.111010.4

BRITISH MADE

HEADPHONES
EXTEND YOUR RANGE AND HEAR ALL BROADCASTING STATIONS
.411 our instruments are BRITISH MADE throughout in our own factory-only the
finest materials are used` in their manufacture.
Lightness and comfort combined.

The Most Sensitive Phone

on the Market.
Aluminium Casings, Fitted with Stalloy Diaphragms, Comfortable Crystallate Ear Pieces,

Nickel Plated Spring Headband, with all Adjustments. 4,000 Ohms Resistance, B.B.C. Stamped.
Magnets

are of

High Retentivity, Five Feet

Leads, and Made by Ourselves.
SATISFACTION, OR MONEY RETURNED.
STOCKED BY ALL REPUTABLE DEALERS.

1716
12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE
Everything in Wireless. Write for Catalogue.

WIRELESS

PER PAIR

POST FREE

MANUFACTURERS

81.TURNMILL STREET.LONDON.E.C.I
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"ATLAS " PATENT PLUG-IN COILS
(P. P. No. 2250,23.)

All Wave -Lengths Covered.

SUPERIORITY UNSURPASSED.

"ATLAS" FOR SATISFACTION.

THE COILS YOU WILL

THEREFORE, TRY THEM

NOW.

ADOPT.

EVENTUALLY

ONCE TRIED

ALWAYS USED.

Radio Components Catalogue on Request.

Trade Terms on application.

Coil No.

25
35

40

50

65
75

loo

150
200

Wave -length in metres
with oor Variable

Condenser in shunt.
Min.

Max.

120
175
18o
230

375
515
65o
780
1000
1120
1520
230o
3100

280
325
410
66o
850

Manufactured only by-

Price.
s.

d.

5
5

0
0

5
5

2
2

5

5

6
6

7

H. CLARKE
& Co.
(MANCHESTER), LTD.,

0

Atlas Works, Old Trafford,
MANCHESTER. ::
::

250
300
400
500
600
750
1000

8

Tel. Nos.: 683 & 793
Trafford Park.

1500

Radio Engineers,

7 to
8

Coil No.

-

Telegrams :

Pirtoid, Manchester.

I250'

Wave -length in metres
with 'clot Variable
Condenser in shunt.
Min.

Max.

1280
1550
2045
298o
4000
4970
6100
7000
8200

4150
4940
638o
8900
12100
15000
20000
22000
26000

n
,
Price.
St

dr

9
9

0

lo

5
3

10

6

II

0

II to
12
14
15

8

0
0

THE

"BROWNIE WIRELESS"

A. MUNDAY, LTD.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

59, WATLING STREET,
London, E.C.4.

THE MOST

EFFICIENT
OF CRYSTAL RECEIVERS
'THE new improved " Brownie Wireless" with its solid moulded ebonite cap
'T

nickel fittings, coupled with its tested merits endorsed by
f - -and- highest
- - - grade
1 its
many thousands of users:makes r - it the most attractive crystal set
,

on the market irrespective of price.

AND

Now supplied erected and
with B.B.C. stamp. Requires
10/- licence only
::

45, EASTCHEAP, London, E.C.3.

Endors.d by Editors of " Popular

phone: 2972 CITY.

1.111111!,

(One door, Queen Victoria St.)

" Amateur Wireless," Electricity," &c.

Wireless,. '

{0.11

STERLING, BROWN'S, SIEMENS
4,000 and 8,000 ohms headphones in stock
SIDPE 'PHONES I2,'6
N & K 'PHONES 12/6

"P.W." CIRCUIT PARTS IN BOX
READY FOR ASSEMBLING 751 CRYSTAL SETS I3/-, 25/-, 3/10/0
VALVE SETS, etc.

R.I., IGRANIC, BURNDEPT, LISSEN

and POLAR PARTS IN STOCK ,
00I CONDENSERS BEST QUALITY
WITH DIAL and KNOB - 8/ EVERYTHING ELSE FOR WIRELESS
AND ELECTRICAL WORK.
isimotosausvonossamotemssaiamonsssossraersosemosrea

.

. _ _ _ _ _1 THE J.W.B. WIRELESS CO.,
19, Garrick Street, W.C.2.

I

Plus B.B.C.

I

Royalty, 1(

By post
1f -extra.

Why throw away your
broken valves when we can

repair them equal to new ?
We specialise in the repa'r of Thermionic Valves, and have extensive works with the most modern Plant and Machinery installed.

PRICE LIST.
Post Free.

Receiving Valves (detectors and ampliaers) 7/6 each
DULL EMITTER VALVES CANNOT BE REPAIRED.
TRADE TERMS ON APPLICATION.

The Valve Renewal Co.,

4-5, Mason's Avenue, Coleman Street, London, E.C.2.
'Phone : London Wall 5184.
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HINTS FOR THE HOME
CONSTRUCTOR.
By 2 G M.
Experience is a most valuable asset, but not one that all desirous of constructing wireless receivers will
possess. Our contributor, who has many years of practical radio work to his credit, gives to " P.W." readers,
in this article, the benefit of his experience in the choice and purchase of suitable frame aerials, filament
resistances, and grid leaks.
1-4>

000

-

ON the subject of frame aerials little
need be said as, owing to the fact
that- only Armstrong " supers " or
receivers of abnormal sensitivity can be
used with them in ordinary circumstances,
such will not find a place in the workshop of
the average constructor.
However, a frame aerial should not be too

small, three feet square is a fair minimum
of size. The turns should be well,
spaced and wound over insulating
material and preferably each turn

O

0

-O. 0,

Individual valves, even apart
from the (Efferent makes and types, will

ments have been made. It is so made that
any resistance up to some 13 ohms is pos-

variable.

sible.with complete vernier action, and it is

function at their best in a rectifying capacity
when a certain value grid leak is employed:

possible to use either ordinary or dull

emitter valves in any position on a multi -

valve set, using a six -volt accumulator.

And so that this value can accurately be
obtained it is necessary to vary the resist:

The advantages of this are obvious.
The carbon compression type of filament
resistance, when of good make, provides an

ance of the grid leak whilst the circuit is iii
operation. This is possible with a variable
grid leak, and it is as well to point out that

there are quite a number of cir-

cuits with which the constructor is
likely, at a future date, to come into

should be of equal size and not

contact in which a variable grid

wound spiders' web fashion.

leak is essential.

The question of shape is rather
more important than is generally
believed, but the writer has discovered that for general efficiency
the square frame standing on one

There are four types of variable
grid

leaks; the one in which a

number of contact studs and a
switch are employed in order to
" tap " the resistance required :

edge cannot be beaten.

one which makes a varying contact.
in a groove with a blackhead line :

" One Hole " Mounting.

the compression type, which is
similar in principle to the carbon

Now we come to an item of

which there are so many types and
makes, and general varieties, that

- compression

filament

resistance

except that small fabric pellet,

we consider that we can be very

soaked in Indian ink or something
similar are used instead of carbon
and finally the graphite paste type
which consists of a small cylinder

useful to the amateur constructor,

owing- to the fact that the component in question, the filament
resistance, has received our very

of

close attention for some consider-

graphite paste into which a

needle' can be dipped at Varyiug

able time.
Roughly speaking, there are two
types of filament resistances in

depthS.
Personal Experiences.

general, the resistance wire and

In an article of this nature MIK-

imuA quite impartially give the

carbon compression. Of the former

there are innumerable makes, the
cheaper of which should be left

'

one's _experience to
brother amateurs, even at the risk
benefit

severely alone. The two -shilling
filament resistance whose ohmic
resistance is but two or three

ohms, whose moving contact is
clamped to the spindle by two nuts,
which invariably work loose, should
be strictly avoided.

Pay five shillings or so for an
Igranic, Burndept, or some other
such filament resistance, and one

0-

A revolving frame aerial, with which it is possible to employ a double
circuit with reaction.

can rest assured that the panel of the

receiver will not require constant removal
because of trouble in that direction.
A filament resistance must have an easy,.
smooth adjustment and connections that
are readily accessible. Six ohms maximum
resistance leaves but a narrow margin of
safety. Eight is better, and if dull emitters
are to be used, twelve is not too much. A
Vernier adjustment is useful if " super "

circuits are to be handled, and this is in.

corporated in the more expensive types.
One -hole " mounting is highly desirable,
and greatly facilitates ease of construction,
more especially in the case of -multi-valve
circuits. Always allow a separate resistance

for each valve, and do not couple two or
three valves through one resistance.

Several new types of wire filament resistances have recently made their appearance on the market, and in the case of one
the writer has in mind, very great improve:

excellent control through an almost infinite
Variation of resistance. Moreover, this type

lends itself to a very simple and compact

design and for several reasons, not the least
being that wonderful smoothness of action,
is possible ; we prefer them to' the wire type.
An Efficient Rheostat.

For the loW price of 2/9 there is an excel-

lent little instrument of this nature on the
market which seems bereft of the faults

inherent with the majority. As a matter
of fact, the constructor cannot -go far

wrong if he purchases an57 make of filament
resistance of this type, as of the two or three

on the market there is not one that could
prove the disappointment that a cheap wire
resistance can.-

Grid leaks are items that require careful
selection, and the writer is of the opinion
that whatever the circuit under consideration, it is as well to invest, in one that is

of

of treading On the toes of well -meaning but misguided manuf&turers of wireless apparatus. After
all, without constructive criticism
in certain quarters things would
be liable to stagnate, and all fairminded members of the wireless
trade will adniit that their suc-

cessful progress depends upon
Imbiassed criticism from those who
use their goods.

Of all the variable grid leak resistance.
that the writer has handled in a long acquaintance with -amateur wireless work, only

two stand out as .being really useful when
it comes to a " super " circuit, the correct
functioning of which depends very greatly
upon such a component. These are the

compression and the " blacklead type.":
The former, of which the " Lissen "- is
good example, is preferable to the latter,
owing to the more stable value obtainable,
and the neater appearance- and more compact shape. A grid leak always requires -careful
handling, as it takes little to put any one ofthe many different types completely out of:
commission.The " Bretwood," for in- stance, suffers seriously if the knob is so Inc
unscrewed that the needle completely
leaves the paste into which it dips. Purchasers arc warned ayiinst doing this.

to
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RACTICAL IDEAS
for the

EASILY CONSTRUCTED
EARTHING PLUG.
THE necessary parts are a thin brass

and would therefore pass through the
tuner in the ordinary way ; but even with
the plug, G, hanging loose the gap acts
as a protector, because lightning would
spark across the gap in preference to the
less direct pathway which is afforded by the

plate measuring two inches by one,

coils of the tuner. The area where C overlaps F should be kept small or a condenser

of mica, half a- dozen small screws, two

surfaces, which would be undesirable when
tuning.

two inches of brass strip, a thin piece

terminals, and- a small piece of ebonite.

effect would be formed by the adjacent

The accompanying diagram explains the
device, which is fixed as near the leading -in

point as possible. A and E are aerial and
earth terminals respectively, where the
connections to the tuner are made. The
thin brass strip,.C, is drilled at one end to
take the small screw which secures it to the
ebonite block, D, which has been fastened
on to a baseboard with two small countersunk screws.
Direct Earth Connection.

A second hole has been drilled in the

strip just large enough to take the shank of
the terminal, A, which is secured underneath
by a locknut. F is the brass plate mounted
on a level with C, but fastened to the baseboard without insulation, and carrying the
double terminal, E, which is also not necessarily insulated from the base.

Under one of the screws securing F to
the baseboard is fastened a cord; to the
end of which is attached a plug, G, which
can be made from a short length of stout
bare wire, say No. 16 S.W.G., and which

A FEW HINTS.

*

*

*

with the greatest of care, as every knock or
jolt will decrease the sensitivity of the magnets.

static discharge with its consequent losses.
The writer uses a novel instrument for this
purpose which is extraordinarily efficient.

GARTH/NG PLUG

Firstly obtain one of the woolly type of pipe cleaners and bend it into a long loop. Twist

The end of the strip, C, is bent over to
form a socket for the plug, which when

the ends together and if desired glue into a
handle made by drilling a hole in the end of
a piece of dowelling. The finished gadget is

inserted would be heldin position between
C and F by the springiness of the strip C.
At the edge of the plate, F, is fixed the

strip of mica, which should be as thin as
possible, and should only just prevent C and
F from touching when the plug, G, is withdrawn. The operation of the device will be
apparent. When the plug, G, is inserted the

aerial is connected direct to- earth and the
instruments are protected from lightning.
Safety Sparking Gap.

When it is withdrawn the aerial is dis-

connected from earth by a small gap which
is kept open by the strip of mica. Received
signals would be unable to cross this gap,

screwing and unscrewing terminals
when using or trying out different circuits.
Therefore if the following instructions are
carried Out, a great deal of time will be saved.

Procure from a draper's shop a card or two
of rustless dress -fasteners known as snap

or pop fasteners. Each card holds one
dozen and costs about a penny or so, er

very often a search in that very useful

receptacle the domestic work -basket brings
forth a supply.
Many Uses.

Remember that every speck of dustr
is a point from which there can be

TO A TERMINAL OF
TUNER

probably
process

*

Head telephones should always be handled

KEEP your condenser vanes clean.
0

will

have found it a tedious

*

ACCESSORY.

F

MANY experimenters

When you see a blue glow in your valves
it is a sure sign that you are using too much
H.T. This should at once be reduced, as
it is harmful to the valve.

USEFUL CONDENSER
TO E TERMINAL OF TUNER

HANDY TERMINALS.

If you are using a stage of H.F. in your set,
and suddenly one of your valves "pegs
out " and you have no other at hand, do
not despair, but connect a small fixed condenser across the plate and grid sockets and
your valve -holder. You will be surprised
what results one can obtain in this manner.

has an ebonite handle or knob.

'

Ili

shown in the sketch and is used by being
passed between the vanes, and is guaranteed
to remove every speck of dust.

Having obtained these first divide the
fastener and take the bottom -half and solder
to it a piece of wire, as in Fig. 1. Then the
insulator to which this is attached, is
prepared. Drill four holes corresponding to

the four in the fastener, and one hole
through which is pushed the wire just

soldered on. The
fastener is then

sewn with cotton

to the insulator.
A glance at Figs. 2
and 3 gives an idea
of how this is
done. The beginning and ending of

the winding on a
coil is soldered to

the projecting wire

of the fastener as
in Fig. 2b.

In

Fig. 3 and 3b it

the stand
and insulator, 3b being the tops of the
shows

faSteners sewn on, and wire soldered to the
sides.

Of course, there are many ways in which
these fasteners may be used, but the rough
sketches will suffice. Fig. 4 shows a fastener

for a loose wire; the wire being pushed

through one of the holes and soldered. The
above have be -n tried out, and work very
well.
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Have you seen the
NewValve recently used by
the B.B.C.in their successful
TRANSATLANTIC TEST ?
-it- is the

THORPE K.1. VALVES were used during the recent
successful B.B.C. attempt at relaying American
Broadcasting.

The THORPE KA. VALVE is of Low Consumption
and particularly adaptable to every type of receiving
circuit, more especially those employing dual amplification and super regeneration.
It is extremely efficient as a Detector while the amplification factor is extraordinarily high. It is fitted
with a special Spiral Plate which is a perfect Electron
trap owing to the great surface area presented.
The Valve has been subjected to exhaustive tests
and has been received with remarkable approbation

ALL BRITISH
Every Valve stamped B.B.C.
Consumption .4'2 amp. average.

Filament Voltage 3.5-4 volts.
Plate voltage most efficient
between 4o -op, but will take

'50 without detrimental effect.

PRICE

everywhere.

Obtainable from all Dealers, or direct from the-

Sole Distributors for London and the South of England :
Is. GRAPE St.
THE BOWER ELECTRIC Co., Lttl., AVENUE.

SHAFTESBW.C.2.URY

LONDON,.
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THE

womemsnwmwaTHE

- STRUCTA
CURTIS REFLEX RADIO
The Ideal Home Constructor's Set,
The

FAULTLESS
REPRODUCTION

increased machining speed without fear

of unequalled value, which combines

of chipping or cracking is but another

ELEGANCE with EFFICIENCY.

exclusive feature of

with the Curtis
Reflex is a

" PARAGON " EBONITE

REVELATION

STOCKED by all reputable Dealers.

TRY

Wireless
Reception.
It is as distinctive
in appearance as
it is exclusive in
in

operation.

`PARAGON

No

6i X .5 k x t

ON TEST will prove that faultless

efficiently operate a loud speaker at 4o miles.

- JC12 0 0

PRICE -

Royalties and Licence fee £2 2 6

extra.

CRYSTOR COWL
Aerial Insulators are
I /6 perPostage
pair.
NOW
3d.
Leads -in 4/- each.

8

Maximum

Efficiency.

THE ONLY WAY.

12

STOP THAT HOWLING

INCLUSIVE PRICES

34-

.. £5

..

2 -Valve

,

.

10

by

0
0 0
10 0
5

Also supplied

ANTI -CAPACITY SLEEVING.
4d. per yard.

completely

PETER CURTIS, LTD.

wired,

34, Whitfield Street, London, W.1
(Off Tottenham Court Road.)

Every Phone is sold under
GUARANTEE.
Every

83a, 25 , 27fiedMcliiller V:

TRADE-Liberal Discounts-Ask for Wire'ess List.
-AM,

ASTOUNDING VALUE !

The SCOUT Crystal Set.

16, Nanette Street, Charing
Road, W.

Cross

packing ed. extra.
EVERYONE MUST HAVE ONE
of these Sets, as they are portable
and ideal for taking with you on
your holidays. It is not a toy, but,
owing to the simple adjustment, can
be given to the children, instead of
allowing them to use a more expensive set. It is simple for mother to
handle: its simplicity will appeal to
old and young alike. You yourself
will want one as a reliable stand-by
at home.

TRADE INQUIRIES INVITED.

are old -established
British Manufacturers,
whose object is to give
complete satisfaction.

Why saddle yourself

1416

per pair.
Carriage paid United
Kingdom.
with Continental Phones distributed

by

unscrupulous Importers with small offices and elaborate notepaper
and NO GUARANTEE or hope of redress if found faulty ?
Originals of upwards of too unsolicited Testimonials and letters of appreciation can be seen at our Offices.

in

producing 'a foolproof, perfect Crystal Set, and, to advertise it, we
are disposing, for the test few weeks,
at the phenomenal figure of:

5f9 each, postage and

tested

is

We

1931ANSIAST EI

AT LAST we have succeeded

Phone

before leaving Factory.

LONDON: 25, Milton Street, E.C.2'

GLASGOW: 194a, St. Vincent St.

7c, St. George's Circus, S.E.1.

-

'Tis better than bare wiring.

POINTS TO CONSIDER.

THE SOLE PROPRIETORS OF "MARKONITE."

8 & 126, Newington Causeway, S.E.1,

and is

BONTONE
PHONES

Free, II., from any of the addresses below:-

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES

impervious to stray capacities.

indestructible.

From all Wireless Dealers or Trial Tubes Post

La
This Set is fitted with our wellknown "SENSITONE " Crystal, and
is ready for 'use, only requiring a
pair of Headphones and connecting to
Aerial and Earth.
Guaranteed Tested. Send now to

using insulation which insulates

64
PiikRikrILEX
An ebonite composition, high -resistance and

These Radio-Structa Models are manufactured
under licence of the Marconi Wireless and
Telegraph Company, Limited, and the respec-

Every spot sensitive.
For any Set, any wire contact.
For Crystal -Valve Sets.
Sealed Glass Tubes, 1/- each.

Electrical Co., Ltd.

Other Sizes to Order

Broadcasting.

PACKED IN GLASS TUBES.

ROSE BROS ,

7/-

56

5/8/6
.. 10/6

Fine grain ;net. finish, ground edges.
Each panel in scaled carton.

British. Continental and American

"ROSEBROS" Guaranteed Crystals
IV."
IV."
IV."
IV."

X to X T

Polished
Mahog
any
Trays

..

SHEETS, RODS, TUBES and MOULDINGS.

40'-; 4 -Valve. 501- extra.

MARK
MARK
MARK
MARK

Quality.

Includes complete equipment for the high frequency tuned anode coupling, with intervalve
reaction circuit of the Simplex Radio Chart,
as professionally used for reception of All -

ready for use. 2 -Valve, 30'-; 3 -Valve,

"ROSEBROS
"ROSEBROS
"ROSEBROS
"ROSEBROS

2/3
2/6
3/3

X6

101 x Six+

tive prices quoted above include the Royalty
payable to this Company for the use of their
circuits. Purchasers of these Radio-Structa
models are therefore relieved of any anxiety
from the possibility of future litigation.

Guaranteed Perfect
Reception and

xt

8 x6 X

reproduction, simplicity of control, no howling,
combined with maximum sensitivity and pourer, are
THE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES of the Curtis Reflex.

As simple to tune and as stable as a Crystal Set.
RANGE. All British Broadcasting stations; will

Radio -

'THE BEST MADE.' EBONITE PANELS.
STANDARD SIZES
6i x 51X" 1/9 each
4/-

terminals, enclosed

valves.

Guaranteed

NdVoenaogtregeivteo rceopinlaCleeteorsaretfifrn tc, cash

if b.phones

GUARANTEE.

Phones being returned to us within 7 days of purcalic

BONTONE PHONES
BRITAIN'S BEST.

(4,000
ohms.)

SENSITIVE, DURABLE, COMFORTABLE, AND
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED.
Manufactured entirely by British Labour.
Apply to your local dealer or apply direct, giving your dealer's name, to:-

B. D. & Co. (Edward A. Boynton),
Works : GOSWELL ROAD and CITY

Offices:

ROAD, LONDON, E.C. r.

167-173, BOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C. r.

Admiralty, War Office and India Office Contractors,
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little bed, with its little pillow and little

A Moving Story,

T HAVE read in the newspapers the

I moving story of a gentleman, of sound
instincts but impulsive action, who
' hurled the family wireless set upon the
family pyre. " The children were heartbroken," said the story. What a tribute to
the B.B.C. !

But there is ' more in this ungarnished,
stark recital than meets the eye. Let us
apply the calm, dispassionate methods of

sheet. And here is his little wireless. Aha !
Here is his little crystal, which he so loved.

And there is his little valve, so cold arid still,
and his little what's -its -name, which he made
from his grandma's hustle. Three hundred

and sixty metres, it is, I think he said.
How it all comes back.

Wah-hoo !"

There's my new
Henry : " Um -yes !
variometer. I thought Geary had pinched
it. There, there, my dear, he'll come back.

bought a wireless set and installed it in his

Guess he's round at Aunt Alice's. She had
a new wire clothes' -lie last week. Just
the thing for an aerial.

home.

The Brotherhood of Wireless.

analysis. First, the man had made, or
borrowed, or stolen, or, in the last extremity,

Mark you, not in a club, or the

scented abode of the vamp. No, in his
home, where, little children kicked the
furniture and love manipulated the teapot.
There is beneficence-paternal care.

Then, says the evidence, he wished to
listen to the " wireless." How a man can -

hear " wireless "

(what is " wireless ")

passes my feeble comprehension, but we
will let it go at that. Well, at least we may
credit our man with love of home, music,
John Henry, and " sinister motives in wood

mother whose darling has gone-a-gone-

a-forevei-as follows :

(Of

course the

little blighter has only slipped off for ten
minutes to play " cherry -hogs " down some
low street).
" Come, Henry, let us gaze upon his
little room. Ali ! Oh heavens, there is his

Snookses, whilst the gift of a dry -cell at the

siko mo might well bring maudlin tears to
the hardest -fisted clam that ever a man had
for a .neighhour. You wait until that day
comes, as come it will, when the non -card -

who follow the cult of radio, which is

stronger and far more useful than any other
league, -bar Freemasonry.

You cannot introduce yourself and your
trouble to a stranger because you happen
to know that he, like yourself, collects
French Colonials or Blue Mauritii. But if

artistic agony, the wireless was hurled upon
the sacred hearth. And the children were
heartbroken.
Can we blame him ? Can we point at
him the finger of scorn and say " Destroyer
That gives rise to the
of children's toys "

Harking back, may we not expect to
hear in future the agonised cry of the

existed between the Capulets and the

its -name, a je ne sale quoi, between all those

with the Moonlight Sonata from 2 L 0,
and so in despair, in agony, in exquisite

Modern Drama,

to a feud older and deadlier than that which

There is a camaraderie, a pre se yo, an

squeak, and turned aside. Yes, the " Battle
of Prague " on the Joannah would not blend

phrases).

noughts one condenser might put an end

understood coalition, an unwritten what's -

the best proletarian society-the Joannah,
Thus Greek met Greek and squeak met

But that is another story. (Beg pardon,
Mr. Kipling. You will coin such useful

Ingland, Merrie Ingland, by German.")
It is conceivable that the loan of a two -

Mtitual Interests,

Let us pass on. The lady in the question
was a competitor of the B.B.C. Not a loud
speaker was she, but she played the piano,
or, as I believe it is sometimes termed in

joyed when I was a fluffy -chinned adolescent.

then be driven to the biggest furniss in

generator.

Scorn.'

attractive, but perhaps my taste has lost
some of the pristine beauty which it en-

(Talking of that, I notice still a

headlong tendency at 2 L 0 to horrors of
this kind : " After being burnished the
harniss will be put on the horsiz, who,will

and grovel, not in vain, for primary or
secondary batteries, or even a hand -

phonists. Is that a crime, my brothers ?

thought that the wireless set may usurp in
fiction the place so long occupied by the
pathetic figure of the broken doll. The man
who would east upon the floor and rend- a
child's doll is without the pale of decent
human society. He is outside with those
other outcasts authoritatively described as
" dogs and sorcerers." Personally I have
found the society of sorcerers extremely

voices.

One of the favourite tropes of the freeplaying but auriferous uncle and aunt drop
lance journalist, when writing of the blesin, seeking entertainment-and the juic
sings (I am one day going to write of the .gives out just in the middle of the song
opposite things) of wireless, is that radiowhich is causing the old creatures to wag
telegraphy is a beneficent force, linking their noddles, tap their toes on the carpet,
nation with nation, breaking down the and say " Tum-tumpty-tum " ; when they
barriers, etc. There is something in that,
are way back in '66, dreaming of unspeakbut the really striking barrier -breaking is able polkas, elastic -sided boots, crinolines
accomplished amongst the people of any and negus-parties. Then you will fly to the
one nation.
nearest house with the outstretched wires,

wind," as exemplified by the great symFinger of

like utterances, and the Aunties such sweet

you have a moving tale of crystals, or " pea-

nuts," or rheostats to tell, behold, you are

a stranger to none who practises radio.

The lion of the seven -valve receiver
shall lie down with the lamb who confesses
No !

to a seven -and -sixpenny crystal set, and
the sucking -babe with more ducats than
Miss Wanda Hawley, listens -in.

Men who once would not speak to each

other, now argue like the friendliest of
friends about the relative merits or demerits of this; that; and the other. The sign
of the outstretched aerial iS as potent as the
outstretched hand. One sees an aerial. It
is rotten. One feels sorry for the misguided
Wight who (one imagines) vainly strains his
tympani for signals which could be so much
stronger if that aerial were only designed
in such and such a fashion. One speaks
about it ; one finds a new acquaintance,
and one learns that one's methods of tuning
. are as faulty as the other's aerial. Then
the wives get together-and there you are ;

a new drain on the Tantalus, a new borrower of one's lawn -mower. In effect, a
new friend.
Broadcast Pronunciation,

Why, were it not for wireless, we might
be ignorant that the Uncles have such Jove -

knowledge shall sit down (not however
without an element of risk) upon the transmitting, willy and needy cockatrice's den.
What he shall gain in wisdom he may lose
in honey -comb coils. Selah. Likewise S.O.S.
Various Ways.

There be-or grammatically speakingthere are, or, historically speaking, there
were, three ways. To wit, that of a ship on
the sea. The way of a ship in dry-dock, or
on a lee -shore appears to have been over-

looked. And the way of a man with a maid.
Gaspers and raspberry sundaes, usually. The
converse, or the infinite ways of a maid with

a man are the copyright of the novelists.
And finally; the way of an eagle in a dell.

But-a large but-the ways of acquiring
a wireless set (and the sooner we drop

" listening -in " and " set," the quicker) are
as numerous as the sands on the floor of the
bar -parlour. " Bar -parlour," my friend, is
a partitioned -off

portion of a hostelry,

where 'Erry tells Bill E.3 about kepitalists.
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nearer Mi3" ; " Piano nearer Inc," etc.,

have been placed over the modulating -room
studio. The studio measures approximately
18 ft. square, as compared with 40 by 25 ft.,
which is the size of the London studio.

As I was having a last look round the
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sistecl of selections played by Falkrnan and

his orchestra at the Capitol cinema some

three-quarters of. a mile away, and it came
through well on a crystal set to which were
attached several pairs of 'phones with leads

taken to the various offices for waiting
artistes, etc., to listen to.
The transmitting plant is

studio the station director entered. Major A. Corbett -Smith

was very pleased to give me
details of the station and the
rest of the staff,- but he was

situated abut a mile from

the broadcasting studio, and
is at the power station in

particularly reticent about
himself, and I have absolutely

Eldon Road. A large double
sausage aerial is suspended

failed to find out anything of
The transmitting plant at the power station.

IN the first place, I was surprised at the
luxury of the Cardiff studio. I don't
wish to infer that wonderful tapestries

are hung from the walls, and that it is

equipped with expensive Turkish carpets,
but luxurious as compared with the London
studio. But there is a reason for this, however, as during the daytime, owing to lack of
room, the station director finds it necessary
to convert the studio into his office, and it

makes rather a nice office, too, with its

heavily draped walls, a nice fireplace, and

a fine piano. The bay windows of the

" studio -office " look out upon the famous
Cardiff Castle. It should be mentioned that
this view is exclusive to the station -director,

as double shutters are fitted during broadcasting, the artistes thereby missing one of

the finest views in the country. But a
beautiful view of the modulating -room is
obtained through a small side window.
The Modulating Room.

1-N front of this window are three lights,
1 one red, one green, and one uncoloured.
Should the red one light, there is a
breakdown in progress (somewhat unusual, I
understand, in Cardiff). The uncoloured one
signifies " proceed, all O.K." The green
is now not used. Formerly various combinations of the three lamps were used, but

now lighted.. letters which read " stand

from a tall chimney, and, by
means of insulated stays fast-

his past, present, or future ;
but. I believe that he is re-

ened to the ground, is kept taut.
There are two generators

sponsible for one or two operas,

among which shines " Elizabeth."

here, one for a spare in case
with the other.
These generate 500 volts at 300
of trouble

The modulating -room at
Cardiff is,- perhaps, a little
smaller than " moderately
sized," but its importance

cycles, and are driven by Corporation supply. In the same

room as the generators the
batteries for heating the fila-

should not be underestimated.

ments of the valves are stored,
while the actual .panels are in
a further room.

He who modulates has to be for
ever alert. He is the, man of

the red, white, and obsolete
green lights. Should the artiste

Controlling the Transmissions.

be somewhat near to the micro -

.phone, he presses a button or
pulls down a switch, etc., and
the little lighted letters above
the modulating -room window
in the studio read out a message. which the artiste obeys.
There are switches also for
connecting the London station
to the Cardiff transmitting
station for retransmission of

transformers to step up

the generated 500 volts
to 10,000 volts, and this is
applied direct to the plates.
The first panel is the rectifier
for rectifying the alternating
The way the blanketing is arranged can be clearly
seen from this photograph.

modulating room are always connected

afternoon programme commenced. This con -

power amplifier is also mounted below
this last panel.
The average voltage

direct with London. The other is connected
direct with the Cardiff Power Station.
While I was in the modulating -room, the

"Uncle Norman," " Auntie Betty," and " Uncle Leslie."

applied to the filaments is fifteen, while the
consumption is 11 amps. These figures are
somewhat reduced in the case of the small
power amplifier. One would imagine that
the engineer in charge would have a not too
difficult job, but this is not the case, and he
always has to be on the alert watching the
various meters, etc. Should the artistes go

too near to the- microphone a spark is

liable to jump from the plate leads to the
metal work of the panel, and he always has

to be on the look out for this, and report

when " he who modulates " works his
signalling lights. As regards the tuning,
this is set, although the changeable weather
sometimes makes it necessary to alter the

aerial coupling, but this never varies to any
great degree.
Tracing Breakdowns.

HOWEVER, a change of wave -length
entails some considerable amount of
work, and as in the recent changes,
each circuit has to be retuned separately.
The transmitter is of the Marconi 11 kw.
type, and aerial radiation is 9 amps.
A breakdown can usually be traced and
remedied by glancing at the many dials on

the various panels, but it is unusual for
any interruption of this sort to take place

between the cheery " Hello, Kiddiewinks "
and " Good -night, Everybody, 5 W A, the
Cardiff station of the British Broadcasting
Co., now closing down.

current supplied by the generators. The second panel is
known as the drive oscillator,

but this is not coupled direct
to the aerial, which, however, is the case
with the main oscillator (third panel). The

Cardiff, while one of two telephones in the

A group taken during the recent visit of Capt. Bekersley and Mr. Burrows to Cardiff.

over the telephone to the modulating -room,
-

IN the panel room there are

the London programme in

General view of the generator room at the power station in Eldon Road.

817

fourth and last panel is known as the
modulating control panel. - A small

A comer of the studio at Cardiff.

Another view of the studio at 5 W A, showing the microphone and tubular bells,
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which is the size of the London studio.
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room, the station director finds it necessary
to convert the studio into his office, and it

makes rather a nice office, too, with its
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a fine piano. The bay windows of the

" studio -office " look out upon the famous
Cardiff Castle. It should be mentioned that
this view is exclusive to the station -director,

as double shutters are fitted during broadcasting, the artistes thereby missing one of

the finest views in the country. But a
beautiful view of the modulating -room is
obtained through a small side window.
The Modulating Room.
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Should the red one light, there is a
breakdown in progress (somewhat unusual, I
understand, in Cardiff). The uncoloured one
signifies " proceed, all O.K." The green
is now not used. Formerly various combinations of the three lamps were used, but

now lighted.. letters which read " stand

from a tall chimney, and, by
means of insulated stays fast-

his past, present, or future ;
but. I believe that he is re-

ened to the ground, is kept taut.
There are two generators
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among which shines " Elizabeth."

here, one for a spare in case
with the other.
These generate 500 volts at 300
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The modulating -room at
Cardiff is,- perhaps, a little
smaller than " moderately
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cycles, and are driven by Corporation supply. In the same

room as the generators the
batteries for heating the fila-

should not be underestimated.

ments of the valves are stored,
while the actual .panels are in
a further room.

He who modulates has to be for
ever alert. He is the, man of

the red, white, and obsolete
green lights. Should the artiste
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be somewhat near to the micro -

.phone, he presses a button or
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the little lighted letters above
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in the studio read out a message. which the artiste obeys.
There are switches also for
connecting the London station
to the Cardiff transmitting
station for retransmission of

transformers to step up

the generated 500 volts
to 10,000 volts, and this is
applied direct to the plates.
The first panel is the rectifier
for rectifying the alternating
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the engineer in charge would have a not too
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the crystal are now strengthened by the note
amplifier. The circuit for this arrangement
is illustrated in Fig. 12, and was traced out
from the wiring diagram in the last article.
Distant Reception,

A SIMPLE VALVE -CRYSTAL
RECEIVER.
PART

This concluding article deals with the various circuits contained in the set, and
explains the methods employed in the operation of the receiver.

The set is left in exactly the same condition as for the previous circuit, except
that a second coil is plugged in anode A

and the main switch

is turned

to

2.

Both valves are now lit up, and the
rheostat should be opened out until both

FOR the box on which the panel is to
be -mounted, planed wood f, in. thick,

for the sides, should be cut out to

give the required internal dimensions of
12 in. by 8 in. and,a depth of 4 in. The
bottom eorrrists of i in. three-ply. The
sides are screwed together, and corner -pieces

fitted at the top right-hand corner, and the
two lower corners to take the fixing screws.

The bottom is then butted on, a strip of
beading being used to hide the bottom

junction as shown.

After assembly, the box should first be
well rubbed down with fine sand or glass

switch on 2, and the second coil on anode B.

If working on 2 L 0, signals may first be
obtained on the crystal only. Then by
turning 'on the valve filament the effect

filaments are fully incandesced.

The set is now giving its maximum
output, the circuit being as illustrated in

of high -frequency amplification will be
shown by a considerable increase in signal
strength. The main purpose of this circuit
is, however, for picking up distant stations,
outside the range of ordinary crystal
reception, and in this case the valve

should, of course, be lit before one commences to " search " on the tuning condenser for the station desired.

By changing the second coil from anode B

to anode A, the
high -frequency
circuit is altered
from
a tuned
anode with reaction on the

aerial to a simple

tuned anode not
coupled to the
aerial. Generally

speaking, this circuit should al-

ways be used, as
it limits the possibility of energising the aerial and

Fig. 12.

Fig. 4 of the first article. In this condition
the set will give maximum signal strength
on distant stations. For direct reaction on
the aerial (when working on Eiffel Tower,
or Radiola, orany other station outside the
broadcasting wave -lengths) the second coil

may be inserted in anode B instead of
anode A. It must not be forgotten that

whenever the H.F. valve is'in operation it
is necessary to tune -in on both aerial and

so radiating "'interference."
In

anode condensers.
Coupling Adjustments.

remembered
that it is necessary

quency amplification the rheostat should be

both cases it must
be

to tune on two
Fig. 13. A view of the completed panel, with 'phones in ripper terminals.

circuits-i.e., both
on the aerial and
anode condensers.

paper, and a first coat of water -stain applied,

followed by a coat of varnish. When dry,
the panel is dropped in so as to rest upon
the inside corner -pieces, and screwed down.

It now remains to run through the

various circuits, and to say a few words on
the general operation of the set.
The telephones are connected across the ,
top telephone terminals, the valve -crystal

switch turned to " crystal " and the main
switch turned to 1 as shown in Fig. 13.
In this position the crystal and 'phones are

connected directly across the aerial inductance (Igranic coil No. 35), and signals will

be brought in by turning the aerial tuning
condenser. This circuit can be traced out

The valve -crystal switch should be on

" valve," the main switch on 1, with the

aerial inductance coil plugged in and both
valves inserted in their sockets (or the left-

hand valve alone is sufficient). It must

be remembered that whenever the valve crystal switch is on " valve," the telephones
inserted
across the lower and
must

used.

`more 'phones may be

on

" crystal," main

.

switch placed on " valve," and the main

switch on 2, with the lower 'phone terminals

in use. The coupling between the coils
should be adjusted for loudest signals free
from interference.

across the two left-

slightly, and adjust .coupling, between the
two coils to maximum signal strength.
Both these crystal circuits are shown

switch

particularly if six -volts L.T. is being used.
The secondary coil should be in anode B,
the H.F. valve removed, the single -pole

if two pairs

the other 'phones
across the right-hand
pair, as shown in

single -pole

too high a voltage to the single filament,

'phones the twt)
lowest terminals are

anode B, and turn the main switch to

batteries, and insert the right-hand valve
only. Leave telephones on top terminal,

2 to 1, so as to guard against applying

terminals.

'phone

hand terminals, with

article.
Connect up accumulator and high-tension

before changing over the main switch from

For a single pair of

Different Combinations.

diagrammatically in. Fig. 3 of the first

turned to reduce the current somewhat

not the upper set of

from the wiring leads in the last article.

position 2; re -tune on aerial condenser

If it is desired to cut out the high -fre-

'be

are required, one pair
_should be inserted

Plug in a No. 50 or No. 75 Igranic coil in

Crystal and L.F. amplifier.

Fig. 14,

used

in

or two or
parallel

across each pair of

On turnrheostat
handle the left-hand
terminals.
ing the

valve is lit, and the
signals rectified

by

Fig. A. The finished set connected up for use.
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Illustration

819

shows

Mr. Keith Jopp and
his Peto-Scott Units

Mr. Keith Jopp gets W H A Z so
well that the Boston (u.s.A.) papers
give an account of his results.
-THOUGH so many users

A

Reactode Unit No. 7

Crystal Detector Unit No. 6

of Peto-Scott Units have
written to us about their
regular reception of U.S.A. Broadcasting, one of the most interesting
achievements has been that of a
young Broadstairs amateur, Mr.

Keith Jopp. Writing to

W HA Z (Troy, New York) for
confirmation

Condenser Unit No. 2
14r

the new 48 - page

Catalogue (post free
3d.), and in Pete Scot t' s Wireless
Book, Is. 3d. (Is. 5d.
post free).

Head Office: 64, High Holborn,
W.C.1.
1

(Only address for Mail Orders)
Branches : 99, High Holborn, W.C.I.
Liverpool : 4. Manchester Street.

Cardid

94, Queen Street.

likes

on tw,o

His answer

is simple.

Peto-Scott

standardised

3. H.F.

Unit

Unit

He uses
Radio

Units assembled by himself without previous wireless knowledge.
If

you,

too,

wish

to listen

to

W G Y, W H A Z, and others,
without having to wait for favourable conditions, invest in a set of
Peto-Scott Units.
Even if you
have no Radio knowledge the

working instructions supplied with
each box of parts will enable you
to get perfect results the first time.

PRICES IN SETS OF PARTS FOR HOME CONSTRUCTION
1. Tuner Unit
24/9 5. L.F. Unit
34/6

2. Condenser

Valves only (four

Valves on the Loud Speaker).

the

As a result of this, Mr. Keith Jopp
has been the embarrassed recipient
of a large number of letters from
American radio enthusiasts asking

Peto-Scott Co. Ltd.
Tuner Unit No.

report,

of

the Peto-Scott Unit
System are given in
Detector Unit No. 4

his

authorities there were so struck by
its completeness in the face of poor
conditions that they sent it to the
Boston Post for publication.

Unit No. 3
Full particulars

of

him how he manages to get American' Broadcasting Just whenever he

34/6 6. Crystal Detector
14/9
15/6
Unit

4. Detector Unit ... 19/. 7. Reactodelinit

28/6

All Royalties paid. Engraving on Panels 2/- extra. Cabinets
3/6 extra, except No. 2 which is 4/6. Postage paid on
orders of £2 and over.
Full instructions with every box.

so
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70 P/LAMENT

FIG .5.
a

A Compact Tuner.-Connections from Movable Arms,
in this case each have a capacity of 0.001
mfd. It will be found however that 0.0005
mfd. capacity will afford sufficient overlap
on the various coils for finer tuning.
Between the condensers are mounted two
D.P.D.T. knife switches, the one on the left
is to enable the A.T.C. to be put in series or
parallel with the aerial, and the one on the
right-hand side to enable either a single or
loose coupled circuit to be used. These
switches are made from a strip of springy

A COMPACT TUNER.
IN describing this tuning unit, which the
writer constructed a short while ago,
no claims to originality are put forward,
as doubtless an instrument similar in many

respects may already be in the hands of a

copper in. wide.
Twelve pieces If in.

long were cut, and a
in. hole drilled in
the centres to take a
4 B.A. screw. ,After

FIG. I.

17
i''t

1

-1-

'

I.-

40S6'

a-,..{

-"

-0

1,,,,,

inserting

111 rssil

v4-

through AB to se-

..

cure the contact

,mm

blades with a short

,

length of brass

The
blades were made the

i
ii.,,,!-

which at the same time could be used to try
out any new circuit. The accompanying
photograph will show that the result was a
compact instrument of pleasing appearance.

tom right - hand

ones grid and

" Polar " condensers were
selected from the stock in hand, because of

mounted on the
top of the case

their compactness and smooth action, and

sizes of holes being governed by the terminals

This panel lays back
at an angle of 60°, which allows the con-

and screws on hand.

denser scales to be clearly seen at any

position of the pointer. The sides and top
(Fig. 2) were made of in. wood, and given

a coat of dead black.

CONNECTIONS FROM

MOVABLE ARMS.
IN diagram A the end of a piece of flexible
wire is frayed out and soldered- between

two brass washers, which are then

clamped to the end of the spindle by means
of two nuts.
In diagram B a strip of copper foil, about
in. wide, is made into a spiral, and arranged
as shown, one end being soldered to a nut
A

same width, and four

Four terminals are mounted at each
corner, top and bottom left-hand being
aerial and earth,
and top and botfilament respectively. The three

two

Fig. 1 gives the general layout of the
ebonite panel, which was A in. thick,

secured by means of
a short piece of brass
wire driven in from each side, care 'being
taken that they did not meet in the centre,
so causing a short.

Making the Switches.

The

unwanted station can be completely cut out.

were cut off 1 in. long.
An ebonite handle was

8 ,t3'*

recently, when it was decided to make a
compact unit of the various ,components,

or

copper wire.

0

0

number of experimenters. Nevertheless a
large number are doubtless in possession of
various condensers and a two or three coil
holder. The writer was one of these until

the

shape as Fig. 4. Four
of these are drilled

1

a

same

copper was bent to

-+- -+- -I

-5.

----t .

0

0

--,

and with the primary closely coupled, the

coil holder is

on the end of the spindle, and the other to a
piece of flexible wire.

Diagram C shows what is probably the most simple method, in which a strip of thin
spring brass is -arranged to make a rubbing
contact with the end of the spindle, a piece
of ordinary copper wire being connected to
any part of the strip or to one of the supporting bolts.

short lengths of

flex being taken through holes drilled in
the base. The left-hand coil is the A.T.I..
the centre the secondary or closed circuit
coil, and the right-hand side can be used
either for reaction (outside the broadcast

wave -lengths), or as a wave trap when using
a loose -coupled circuit, in which case a
variable condenser is connected across it by
means of the two terminals at the right of it.
Efficient "Wave Trap."

When receiving on a single circuitit will
be found that the centre or secondary coil
acts as a very efficient wave trap. A glance
at the wiring diagram (Fig. 3) will show that
with the switch in the lower or " tune " posi-

tion, this coil is shunted by the secondary
condenser, and is disconnected everywhere
else.

By careful adjustment of this condenser

The finished tuner.

Point Ito

11-eckly, January 26(h, 1924.
FILAMENT RESISTANCE.
Precision type for all valves,

MIDGE
CRYSTAL

very neat and smooth in action,
6, 13 or 30 ohms, 4/ -

POTENTIOMETER.
Same patt., 300 ohms,

SET.

Everset Crystal
to Crystal Detector,

con-

Scientifically

2/9.

structed. Guaranteed

5,-

reliable,

7/6

Plug-in Transformers or Tuned Anode Coils.
350-500,

(Including B.B.C.

" RADIOSTAT."
A universal filament resistance, infinitely variable.
Suitable for ordinary or
D.E. Valves.
Price

Coil Holders. Standard type, very substantial, with long tuning handles.

7/6.

..
v

3 -way
2 -way

2.9.

(as illustrated)
Igranic Vernier

Condensers

1granic Plain

.

Standard Type

for

(Mainsbridge)
4,., 1'0 mfd.

Batteries, etc., 5 mfd.

41 -

60

2/8

Dry Cells
2/3 each.

for D.E. Valves

H.T.atteries,
plugs.

54

Volt.

Volts.

1'5

9/9.

..

17/9.

108

Switches

(Knife) in parts

Switches

(Knife) mounted on

S.P.D.T.
D.P.D.T.

3/6.

ANODE INDUCTANCE.
This new Radiax Registered
Intervalve coupling for the
Tuned Anode System, with

gives all wave -lengths from 180
to 3,000 metres, 251 With Variable Reactance Coil,

35/-

Basket Coil
Mount. 1/3.

Headphones,

Radiax

4,000 ohms, super -sensitive,
with diaphragm adjustment.

1916.
French, 4,000 ohms. splenStrong or weak signals,

did value, 12;6. Fellows,
4,000 ohms, a well -tried cell.

Standard Coil

Socket, 1'3.
Please include postage, any excess refunded.

able phone,18/16-

with sockets and wander

..

er, as illustrated 3/ -

Better quality on ebonite with
ball rotor. 10;6.

27/9.
36/6.

19/6
25/-

11/6
15/-

..

6 Volt.

4 Volt.

2 Volt.

40 amp.

formers with knob and point-

Basket Coils.

4/6.

1-ligh grade, our name
on each one guarantees reliability.

7/-

VARIOMETERS on tube

Set of 7, tuning to about 3.600 metres.

H.T.

Accumulators.

2/9

7/6.

2/6.

grid leak,

Vernier Type

2,600-4,000,

its neat self-contained Switch,

6/ -

Condensers (Fixed) '0002, '0003, '0005
With cartridge type
or '001, 1/- each.
FILAMENT
RESISTANCE.

5/6.

Variable Reactance to plug-in to same, 10/ -

Fee.)

panel.

for

ebonite.

2/6.
.. 3/6.

...

.

RADIAX LTD.
A
RAC
Street,
Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.I.
10,

Radio

Percy

House,

RADIA.X

3 minutes from Tottenham Court Rod or Cadge Street
Museum 490

Tube Stations.

wv SATISFY YOV

THE

"MISSING LINK"

The Wireless
Annual 1924 for Amateurs and
Experimenters

216
Post

5d.

until NOW !

THE C.W.

::

Senatore G. Marconi, Dr. W. H. Eccles, Sir William Noble, Philip
R. Coursey, Captain P. P. Eckerslev, and many others have contributed articles. In addition the Annual contains a full list of
Amateur Call Signs, Regular Transmissions of European Wireless
Stations, Call Signs of Land and Aircraft Stations, Dictionary of
Technical Terms in five languages, a host of useful tables and other
general information. GET YOUR COPY TO -DAY

BATTERY LINK
(P. PATENT 20P -

TELEPHONE TERMINAL

The Home Constructor's

Wireless Guide By W. James
316
Post 3d.

This is the most complete book yet issued for the Constructor.
Step by step each part is dealt with and built'up, as it were, under the

readers own eyes, and gradually the novice is introduced to the
theoretical details and principles of wireless telephony. If you
You cannot beat it.

want to make wireless apparatus, get this book.

and

TELEPHONE ADAPTER
Make up your cwn " HIGH TENSION " in a couple of
minutes with Flash Lamp Batteries and " C.W. LINKS."
than discarding a Complete " H.T."
IT'S CHEAPER Because yo u have a Bad Cell.
PRICE 10d. Per Do -z.
+ Postage 3d.

Other Helpful Books:
The Amateur's Book of Wireless Circuits ..
Mast and Aerial Construction for Amateurs ..
Practical Wireless Sets for All
..
Crystal Receivers for Broadcast Reception
The Wireless Telephone-and How it Works
Wireless Telephony-A Simplified Explanation
Construction of Amateur Valve Stations ..

NO SOLDERING
2/6

PERFECT CONTACT

1 /6

CORRECT VOLTAGE

1/6
1/6

2/6
2/6
1/6

always maintained.

DEFECTIVE CELLS

INSTANTLY REPLACED.
TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

THE JEB TRADING CO. (Ditt)
M an ufacturers and

the 1AI:tireless Press ILO.,
12-13, Henrietta Street,

Dept.

P.W.,

Strand, W.C.2.

!

49a, Avenue Road, Acton, W.3.
enr? Sfockiti, for

ch

PRIESTLEY & FORD,

:

35, Paradise St., Birmingham.

i
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NOT "JUNK" AT CUT PRICES!
but sold on satisfaction or money back guarantee.
Aluminium Vanes, 5d. doz. Aerial Pulleys, 6d. Anti -Capacity
Handles, 6d. Aerial Wire. -Finest 7/22, 2/6 100 ft. Postage 1/-.
Cat's Whiskers -Gold, 2d.; Silver, Id.; Spearpoint, ld. Set of 4, 6d.
Coils, Basket. Set of 6. 1/11 Waxless, duo -air spaced, remarkably
efficient. 41-vt. Batteries (British), 5/9 doz. Variable Grid leaks, 1/11. " Bretwood " 3/.. " Radstock," Tapped Studs, 5/9
Coil Holders, solid ebonite, 2 -way, 4/-; 3 -way, 5/-. Sockets, 7d. each.
Condenser and Grid -leaks, 21- Grid -leaks, all megs., 1/. and 1/9.

Condensers, Fixed -To .001. 9d.; To .005, 1/.; To .01, 2/3; To .1, 3/-.
Ditto, Variable. -.001, 8/.; .0005, 6/.; .0003, 5/6; .0002, 4/6;
Vernier, 4/-. With aluminium end plates. Knob and dial.
Condenser Dials, 0-180, 11d.; with knob, 1/4 and 1/9. Bushes Top, 1d.; Bottom, ld. All S. & D.C.C. wires stocked.
Condenser End Plates, drilled and tapped, 9d. each. Solid ebonite.
Contact Studs, 4d. doz. Stops, 2 a Id. Connecting Wire, tinned
copper, 3 yds. 2d. Jack Switches, 2 -way, 5/6; 4 -way, 116.
Crystals. Every make stocked. Zincite, 9d.; Bornite, 6d.; Talite,
llertzite, 9d.; Galena, Silicon, Carborundum, 3d.; Copper Pyrites, 6d.; Marvelite, 1/3; Lapisite, 1/6; Midite. 1/.
Gold Seal Plastic Metal for fixing Crystals, 6d. box.
Crystal Cups, 4 -screw, lid, Detector Glasses, 3d. each. Buzzers, 2/6.
Crystal Detectors. Plain bra is, 1/3; Nickel, 1/6; Dustproof, 1/6, 2/6;

That's pretty smart
of you, Williams !

Plug-in Type, 3/6; Pcrikon, 2/3 and 2/9 (Zincite and Bornite).

Crystal Detector Parts, in envelope, 9d. and 1/3. Nickel, 1/- and 1/6.
Earth Clips, adjustable, 6d. Ebonite, 3/6 lb., any size cut.
Filament Resistances, 1/6, 2/-, 3/-. Ebonite Dial, 71d.
Foil. Copper, 3d. foot. Tin, 4d. Formers, 12 by 2, 2d.; 12 by 4, 3d.;
12 by 5, 4d. H.T. Batteries, 36-vt., 8/- 63-vt.,12/.. Finest British.
Headphones. Coct'nental, 11/6; Adjustable, 14/9; Browns, 25/-;

WELL, I must admit it's not too bad for a first attempt.

I'm getting excellent results from it, too."
" Tell me, how did you obtain your knowledge and

Pival, 16/6; British Fellows, 18/6; T.M.C., 19/6; Brandes, 25/-.

I suppose you have had some sort of engineering
training ? "
skill ?

Amplion Loud Speaker, 42/.. " Ultra," 4,000 ohms, 37/6. Postage, 2/-.
Insulated Hooks, lid. Tape, 6d. roll.
Insulators -Egg, lid.;
" Lion," 1/3; Reel, Id.; Shell, 2d. Empire Tape, 1/9 doz. yards.
Jack & Plug, 3/-. Spade Terminals, 2 a ld. Screwed, 2d. each. Pin, 2d,

BE WISE

" Oh, no. My job is in the insurance line -I've never

been in any works in my life. As a matter of fact, it Was

Garnett who put me up to it. He told me how simple
it was to build up a really good Set from ready-made

BUY QUALITY I AND AVOID " JUNK " TROUBLE.

components."

Knobs, finest, 41d., 3d., and Id. Lead-in Tubes, 12 in., 11d.; 9 in., 10d.;
6 in., 9d. Flat Simplex, L pattern, 1/6. Glass Tubes, 9d., 7d., 6d.
Mica, .002, 2d. sheet. Nuts, 2 B.A., 21d.; 4/5/6/8, 2d. doz.; O.B.A., 4d.
Potentiometers, 250 ohms, 4/6; 400, 5/-, guaranteed bronze wound.
Scales, Ivorine, 0-180, 3d. Set Name Tabs, 6d. Bell Wire, 3 yds. 2d.
Slider Rods, 31d. Plunger, 3d. Best, 6d. Wound Vario-couplers,
5/6; on ebonite, 8/6. Tapped Coils, 20 and 10 turns, 2/11' and 3/6.

" It is a very creditable piece of work-LI must congratI suppose Garnett showed you how to make

ulate you.

it ? "
of

" Not a bit of it.
a

book

called

He merely advised me to get a copy
Tested 1Vireless Sets, and to

Twelve

follow the instructions.
By the way, your boy is home
from school. Why not spend a couple of evenings or so
with him, making up a good Set ? "

Spacers, large, 21d. doz.; small, 10. doz. Spring Washers, 3d. doz.
Steering, all colours, 5d. a yd., 3 yds. 1/1. Shellac, 6d. bottle.
Switches, 1st quality change over, S.P.S.T., 1/-; S.P.D.T., 1/6;
D.P.D.T., 2/-. Panel -mounting, nickel, S.P.D.T., 1/.; D.P.D.T., 1/6.
Switch Arm', 8d. and 1/-. Screws, to i in., 5d., 1 in., 9d. doz.
Screwed Roo, 12 -in, 2 B.A., 21d.; 4-6 B.A., 2d.

Twelve Tested
Wireless Sets.

Transformers, H.F. Plug, 1, 150/450, 3/9; 2, 250/700, 4/-; 3, 450/1,200,
300/2,000, 4/6; 5, 3,600/3,200, 4/9; 6, 2,200/5,600, 5/..
4/3;
Pow Transformers, L to 1, L.F., 11/9 and 15/.; all guaranteed.
quip," 13/6; test nickel, 14/6. Bobbins, 1/6. H.F. Formers, 2/..
Terminals, .W.O., 2d., telephone, 11d.; pillar, 2d.; wood screw, lid.
Telephone Cords, 101d. and 1/9. Tablets, Earth, Aerial, etc., ld.
Valves, Cossor, Ediswan, Mullard, Marconi, Dutch, & Dull Emitter.

Every Set deis

well within the

Giving full instructions for building.
1. A 216 Crystal Set.
7. An " Old Folks "

capabilities of any

enthusiast, and
perfect results will

be obtained at
the first attempt.

2. A Crystal Set on a
New Principle.

3. A

EVERY ACCESSORY ON THE MARKET STOCKED.

Valve

4. A 2 -Valve Mag-

Receiver.

8. A 3 -Valve " All
Concert " Receiver.

9. A " Transatlantic"

Receiver.

10. A 3 -Valve Rein-

nifier.

Largest Stocks in British Isles.

artz Set,
11. An S.T. 100 Set for
the Beginner.
6. A 2 -Valve Cabinet
12. Wave Traps in
Set.
Various Forms.
From all Booksellers, or 2 / 8 post free

5. A Simple 2 -Valve

Imperative. -Kindly send ample postage; balance always refunded.
I SEND FOR FREE LIST. Trade supplied it separate trade counter.

. Receiver.

71

pout Publishers:

1Rabio press

Museum 4213 (Mail Order, " Radio House ").

Devereux Court, Strand, W.C.2.

87/89. NEWMAN ST., OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.
Between Oxford Circus and Tottenham Court Road.

Single

Magnifier.

STOCKISTS FOR "POLAR," " LISSEN," " ICRANIC," " DUBILIER," ETC.

Percy W. Harris

By

scribed in this book

Variometers, double wound. 2/9. Formers, 6d. pair.
Valve Holders, finest ebonite, 1/3; moulded, 9d. (nut and washer).
Valve Legs, 10d. duz. Valve Pins, 9d. doz. Voltmeters, 5/6, 8/6.
Wander Plugs, 3d. each. Washers, ld. doz. Wood's Metal, 2d.

" RADIO STOCKS, Ltd.

I know he is at a bit of a

" That's not a bad idea.

Let me make a note of the book. and 111 call
in at the bookshop on the way home for a copy."
loose end.

Also

7. Bear St., & 43a, Cranbourn Street, Leicester Square. W.
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Gilbert Ad.

"CELCOUSE"CRYSTAL

ENGRAVE YOUR PANELS

S
E
E

BY THE

G
U

NU -GRAVING
PROCESS
NEATER, CLEANER, CHEAPER than
any other known method of panel marking.

All the wording and lettering required for
a 4 -valve set for 71d.
PETER CURTIS LTD.) 34, Wdaglac043.rEET,

A
A

N

T
E
E

N
E
N
E

A WIRELESS WONDER

R
E
P

COUSSELLS' "CELCOUSE" CRYSTAL

C

IN
SOLDENVELOPES
ONLY.

1 /3
A'

EVERY

PIECE
TESTED.

ABSOLUTELY INCOMPARABLE FOR
LOUDNESS -CLEARNESS and SENSITIVITY.

ONCE TRIED

ALWAYS USED.

L

Ask your Wireless Retailer for
it, and insist on "CELCOUSE,"

P

COUSSELL BROS., 2, Fairfield Road, Kingston -on -Thames.

E

"CELCOUSE" CRYSTAL

L
A

E
D
F
R

E

E
F

C

H

.
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THE TRANSMISSION OF PHOTOGRAPHS
BY WIRELESS.
By T. BROWN-THOMSON.
The problem of television has been occupying the attention of electrical engineers for some years, and various schemes
have been put forward to make the transmission of photographs possible. Since the perfection of radio -telephony the
question of television has come up with increased interest, and the difficulties and possibilities are fully discussed in
this instructive article, the first part of which is published below.
-0 0 0 0 0 0
000
00

BEFORE any progress ,at all can be
made in the problem of television,

specially prepared by one of the methods
which are set out later on. The receiver con-

believes to be among the possibilities of the

sists of two thin sheets of white paper between which is placed a sheet of carbon

transmission of photographs is an absolute
necessity. The fact of.being able to transmit

which can be involved by a small motor.
Bearing on the top sheet of paper is a steel
needle, the other end of which is fastened

which every sound wireless amateur

next twenty -or thirty years, the perfect
through the ether, at any time, a perfect
reproduction of any photograph naturally
brings with it the query, " Can any scene
from life, moving or still, be reproduced in
the same manner at a distance ? "

It was not until about 1900 that any

real progress in the transmission of photographs was made, but even. up to date the
solution of this problem of the transmission
of photographs, and other matter electrically
over conductors for any great distance, has
not yet been solved. It would seem, therefore, that it is nonsensical attempting this
feat by means pf the science of 'radio, when
the solution as to land -line working, where the conditions seem to be so much easier,
still evades us. It will be found, however,

Stve/ Point
Alyaee or/th Carbon

Mot.,

paper.

These are fitted around a drum

of that receiver to vibrate. This in turn

Will cause the needle to press on the paper
on the drum, which in turn, by pressing on
the carbon paper will cause a black mark on
the bottom sheet of paper. In this manner,
if the drum and the photograph are moved
in synchrony, a reproduction of the negative
will be found made by the -black marks on
the bottom sheet of paper.
While the method is very crude, it will
certainly give some kind Of reproduction,.
probably something like the pictures one
made in childhood days with a stencil, and

With the transmission of photographs by

are three points of prime

1.-The speed of transmission of the

photograph. -It will be readily recognised

such as photographs is the effect of inductance

and capacity,

two

electrical

factors which are present in all systems
of conductors where current is flowing.
The Charbonelle System.

In radio, utilising as we do the ether for
our conducting medium, the problems of
lag in speed clue to inductance and capacity
are non -apparent. Distance with the

modern valve transmitter is also no drawback. The problems which confront us,
then, are contained in 'the instruments used
for the transmission and reception of the
photographs. The only instrument I wish
to refer to connected with the transmission

of photographs over the land line is one
us&I for reception and invented by - a
French engineer named Charbonelle.: A

diagram of this will be seen in Fig. 1.
It is because of its very simplicity and its
adaptability to radio in these days of Multi. valve receivers, that I include it. The photo

graph which it

is

desired- to transmit

system, as set out in Fig. 2, the transmission

is really a visual transmission of photo-

The photograph which it is desired to

radio, there
importance.

land -line working disappear when we consider radio, although, as is to be expected,
the latter method develops problems peculiar
t3 itself. The problem in land working
when attempting the transmission of matter

As

will be readily seen from a study of the

transmit, giving a make and break electrical
contact in the circuit in which is placed the
telephone receiver, will cause the diaphragm

Three Important Points.

that the problems which are apparent in

in the transmission of - photographs.

Crude but Ingenious.

it has at any rate the merit of being both

1.

interest 'because of the methods used. These
methods run very close to modern practice

to the diaphragm of a telephone receiver.

ingenious and simple.

,-9.

Italian at Turin, and although not really
connected with radio is, nevertheless, of

that this is a factor of the utmost importance
to the successful commercial transmission

of photographs, and is the main factor in
television. 2.-The quality of the picture
transmitted. This, in the end, is the
supreme test of the success of any system.
3.-Synchronisation. This will be found,
for the experimenter, the greatest problem
of all. The inherent difficulties of 'sTnchronising two machines separated by any
reasonable distance arc many, and consti-

s
Reraivar

7111/23.112111P,

Fig. 3.

graphs, and because of the use of the arc
lamp and reflectors would necessarily be

limited to a few hundred yards at the most.
The transmitter consists of an induction
coil, C, in whose primary circuit is placed,
as a controller, a selenium cell. The secondary voltage produces an arc at the carbOns

The photograph to be transmitted is
wrapped round the drum D, in which is
A.

placed an electric lamp.
The drum is given a small forward move-

ment as well as a rotary one, and the light
is focused through the film or photograph,
through the lens L, on to the prism P. From

the prism the light is reflected on to the
Selenium cell.
The Selenium Cell.

The variations of the light caused by the
photograph and reflected through the prism
«i11 cause similar variations in the resistance
(('onttit-0131W yvv-9: S24.)

tute in the transmis-

sicknof photographs and

television thegreatest
problem.

A

We will consider,
before passing to the
many problems and
the methods evolved

to overcome them, two

of the early systems.
This Will:serve-to give
the reader some idea of
what is necessary in

both the transmission

and the reception of
photographs by wire The first` system
one,

is

invented by an

41

0)..

IF

)DI

rrans4vittert

Receiver
ic3:9, 2.
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FROM PARIS TO BRIGHTON ON
FIVE WATTS.
An interesting account of the successes achieved by a well-known amateur
with a low power transmitter.
KA-0- 0. 0.0 O. 0. 0.0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 .0.0.0 0 0 0. 0 0
.0.
00
000
THE reduction of antenna capacity to a
minimum has perhaps been one of the

favourite pastimes of the radio experimenters lately; but the great difficulty
has generally -been a proportionate reduction
in range of the transmitting set, which does

not seem to be the exact result desired.*
While " baby " sets are still being constructed, both in the sending and reception

phase of wireless, many amateurs have
begun to look on these sorts of jobs as
merely trick fads, of no real value to industry or science.

However, there still remain those optimists who never quite lose hope-they are
generally to be found in the laboratories,
fussing around on seemingly useless tasks;

and one of these. Reginald Gouraud, the

say two things, the first being that he ought

tions will affect the selenium cell, and will
cause variation in the galvanometer circuit,
which in turn will cause the mirror to oscillate.

The light reflected from the lamp on to the
paper will thus be varied in synchrony with
the variations of the light from the trans Mating arc, and a reproduced image of the
photograph will be obtained.
The second method, using the" spark " or
damped wave system of transmission, was
invented in 1908.

to get off the wave -length of the English con-- Knudsen's MethoL

certs, and the second that they had never

heard such perfect modulation from any set.
As the days passed, Gouraud receiVed letters
from various departments in the provinces,
congratulating him on the excellent modulation, until at last he saw his call letters
reported as heard by three different people in
England, in the general localty of Brighton.

The generator for this set is an Electrolabor dynamo, delivering 300 volts direct
current, and this generator is equipped
with a filter circuit.

The three valves used

are the usual French 5 -watt transmission
type, two modulating and one oscillating.

Gouraud will not give out; the details of his
circuit-the circuit itself is absurdly simple,
he insists-15ecau se of the coupling he has

The plate to be transmitted was pre-

pared in a special manner. The camera had
a single line screen (screens will be treated
later) and the plate had a very thick coating
of gelatine. The effect of line screen is to
break the picture up into parallel lines, and

when the negative had been developed it
was sprinkled over with . fine iron dust.
Owing to the transparent parts drying more
quickly than the shaded or dark parts, the
filings or dust adhered more to the darker
portions. We have therefore a picture corn posed of iron dust with insulated portions.
The actual transmitter consists of an ihduction coil, I (Fig. 3), connected to an aerial
system. In place of the transmitting key in

made between the modulating and the
oscillating circuit, which, he claims, is the
secret of the entire transmission.

the primary circuit is placed a moving
table, P, on which is placed the prepared
negative. Resting' on the negative, and
forming part of the electrical circuit, is a

For Short Distances.

light spring, S. As the table is set in motion
the spring is set into vibration and causes

He has only sent gramophone records,
modulated continuous wave telegraphy,

and various test speeches over the little set,

but hopes to develop it commercially for
short distance work in the near future. In
his moat successful tests; he used a prismatic antenna (four -wire), about 30 ft. long.

make and break in the primary circuit of

the coil, according to the density of the iron

dust, which in turn is controlled by the
density of the prepared negative.

Taking a Print.
At the receiving end a coherer is attached

to a receiving aerial system, connected so

as to control, by reason of the received

THE TRANSMISSION
OF PHOTOGRAPHS BY
WIRELESS.
(Continued from page 823.)

waves, an electro-magnet, M. This electromagnet controls a similar spring to that at

the transmitter. This spring bears on a
smoked glass plate which is placed on a
table moving in synchrony with the table
at the transmitting end. When the signals
from the transmitter are received they cause

the spring to vibrate on the smoked glass,
of the primary circuit of the coil in which the
selenium cell is operating. This in turn will
affect the secondary voltage, and in consequence the arc, which
A view of the wiring of the 5 -watt set.

American radio constructor in Paris, has
apparently proved that this " useless

are transmitted

through the air by the
parabolic reflector R.

The receiver consists of A similar re-

the number of control and measuring dials,

the light are reflected
on to a selenium cell,
5, which is in circuit

he set the whole apparatus up on a single
ebonite panel about 18 in. high and 12 in.

flector, RI. The received variations of

with a mirror galvano-

wide. Assembling the little toy set, turning
on his generator, and commencing to

meter, M. The light
from the lamp, E, is

watts antenna capacity, and actually found

mirror

about 5 watts.

printing paper, which
is wound on a similar
drum, Dl, moving in

operate, he developed from five to ten

reflected by this

that the best modulation was obtained at

lens,

Unexpected Results.

Not long after his first trials, when he

announced his call letters as 8 C A, he. was
trxN,pecipient of a large number of telephone
eft

;ruler different parts of Paris and the

(To be concluded.)

that voltage is causing. These variations

frusing " may come to some good end.
He chose for his research work one of the

simplest of the transmitting circuits, and
in turn " condensed." this to its smallest
dimensions. Reducing also to a minimum

Which in turn scratches the plate. A print
can be taken from the smoked glass.

through tfie

LI, on to the

synchrony with the
drum D at the transmitter.

It will be obvious

subuiL- Most, of the callers wanted to. that the light varia-

Right: 5 -watt set; left: 20 -watt set. The latter is considered quite small!
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SECURE at these PRICES from

AMAGES

This instrument
carries the usual

Gamage guarantee of quality
and efficiency,

and for a pro-

t -e--

The Best Crystal is

duction of such
high quality, is
the cheapest on
the market.

`PERMANITE
Regd. No. 438,341.
Highly sensitive and re-

ot t .1k

tta t *** wet

mains
in
adjustment
longest. Clear, powerful
results. Price per

The Ideal Coil -Holder
for Panel Mounting

large

specimen
Post Free

1316

1 O/6

Safety Switches
for the Aerial.

Pure Copper Switches
..

Porcelain Base
Double Pole, j
Single pole.

Ebonite Base

Double Pole,

ttessMoraiercs

Post Free.

"

3-17-6

Company.
extra.

For fuller list of Wireless Bargains write for new
For
illustrated
WIRELESS CATALOGUE
It is packed with bargains and will be sent

4'6
3/ -

POST FREE ON REQUEST.

5/9

The " SONUS " Utility Panel

Gamage Single Valve
Broadcast Receiver

Comprising tuning unit and valve detector
Wave -length 300-500 metres, but any
wave -length may be obtained by the additillm of
ordinary Honeycomb coil. Note the position of
the Marconi R Valve-the filament, being held
vertical, cannot touch grid when sagging takes
place. The tuning coil entirely eliminates selfinduction and self -capacity effects. TELEPHONY
Licensed and
can be received up to 40 miles.
passed by the P.M.G and

Single pole, double -throw switch on

1 16

Order Early.

quality ebonite throughout, all brass
fittings, polished and lacquered.
Control
handles 51 in. long, giving ample clearance
from the coil and preventing capacity effects.
Terminals are provided for making connection
from the set to cod holder.
Three -Coil
Two -Coil
Type
Type
Post 9d.
Post 9d.
Best

For use in adding Valves to Crystal

This panel, finished in polished
box with ebonite top,
lacquered terminals engraved, makes
the adding of low -frequency or high frequency valve and your B.B.C.
or any other crystal set a very simple
matter. Size 8 in. x 8 in. x 21 in.,
supplied complete with
Sets.

mahogany

wiring diagrams and in-

i'1'1111111111

structions.

201_

Price

MINIATURE BATTERY RHEOSTAT
For regulating voltage of battery circuits in connection with miniature lamps,
etc. Stock resistance 10 ohms. The change from 0 to 10
ohms is gradual, as the lever passes over a coiled resistance wire. 516
When resting on " off," the circuit is open.
Porcelain base.
Diameter 31., in., with lacquered brass terminals.
Post 4d.
Experimentalists, physicians, surgeons, workers in laboratories, etc., will find
this a very useful and efficient miniature rheostat.
small motors,

A. W. GAMAGE, LTD.,
HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1.
Cheapside House : BENETFINKS.

-GRIFFIN'S

Loops & EYES

80, NEWINGTON CAUSEWAY

AN Tics &
W/Rf ENOS

HERE

(Corner of Lancaster SO,

Hop. 1806.

a

"Supertone " Crystal. Has no equal
Super Crystal Set, in parts, real value
H.T. Condensers, .o3 to 2 mfd.
L.F. " Super " Amplifiers, in parts

17/6

No. 2 " Grifphone " Headphones, 4,000 ohms ..
Adj. Pole Pieces. "On Appro." Real bargains
" GRIFFIN " Hedgehog L.F. Transformers

Guaranteed. -.

13/6

22/6

SPECIALISTS 1N PARTS FOR ALL CIRCUITS
Advice free.

New Cataloute free on application.

Also trade list.

To Increase Volume 100%
le'
Look to your Contact Wire

"KOOBEE"

How often do you blame the 'phones, aerial
or, crysla.1 for poor reciption, when the
wrong contact wire or whisker is -the cause?
The correct whisker often makes an improve.
ment of 100 Per cent. The " Koobee ",
supplies this need,and one of. its six different
whiskers is the correct contact for your
eryital. Thousands now in- constant use.
Get one to -day: . Sold at Gamage's and

Selfridge's.'
" KOOBEE " DETECTOR ARM

" S PA DPIN"

(PATENT APPLIED FOR.)

Trade
Enquiries

TERMINAL TROUBLES TERMINATED !

Invited.

AN ORNAMENT; MAKES CONNECTING TO ANY PANEL. I UP A PLEASURE.

20/-

All best quality components

The best on the market.

The
35,'-

TERMINAL AT LAST !

HERE

Elephant & Castle, London, S.E.1.
" SUPERTONE" LOUD SPEAKERS
The last word. Come and hear a demonstration,

THE PERFECT

11111 1111111101111111

SPADE TAGS,

? inch Dia., 2s. 9d. per doz. plain ; 3s. 3d. per doz. lacquered'
3s. 9d.
4s. 9d.
(Prices includc nut and waskor on every terminal, ant

)

READING RADIO INSTALLATIONS,

17, KING'S ROAD, READING .

DON'T FORGET
THAT NEW YEAR RESOLUTION
41 Buy only X

BRITISH EBONITE
BRITISH MADE

CRYSTAL
$a..=

DETECTOR
,ix d i fluent Whiskers '-:-

Solid ,G.old;,.Solid Silver, Brass,

Complete with six whikers. Can'
b4 fitted to most sets in 1 minute.

Phosphor tronze, Copper and,

19-

Special - Allo4. -PriceA
COMPlete,, my
.. al,Aiiii i.iiiir: Wireless Dealer

"KOOBEE" CRYSTAL 2/-

If unable to obtain,sent post

L
L.

for. one: To -day.

tree from'3Ianufaettirer..

per box.

The finest crystal obtainable.
-

& I BENSON "caltr'
Trade enquiries invited.

Look For
Registered

This Mark
is

on all i"eane s

BRITISH
EBONITE CO. LTD.
HANWELL

LONDON, W.7.
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" TT is the woman's vote that counts,"
I said one of the candidates in the
recent election, and so indeed it
proved to be. We think, too, that if. a
vote were to be taken for the best of all

scientific pleasures, it is the woman's vote
that would " plump solidly " for wireless.
This does not mean that the feminine sex
has taken it to its heart and head for itself-

far from it-but for its effect on the home
and things domestic. Those members of
the male sex who have developed wireless
are now prone to make a bee -line for home,

but are blind to all petty disconiforts of

-

many singers of the day have reason to be
thankful for her coaching at the Guildhall
School of Music. In a recent " chat " Mme.
Ginnett related some of her earlier expe-

listeners -in will have the opportunity of hear-

riences.

With the British National Opera Company now in full swing at Covent Garden,
ing many of their favourite artistes again.
One of the stars is Miss Muriel Brunskill, a
brilliant young contralto. English in every
sense of the word, for not only was she born
ion. Kendal in Westmoreland, but _all her

training has been British, she sings with
perfect diction, and grasp of her own language. Her studies have been under Sir
Henry Wood and Satimel Broughton, arid

wrestle

return promptly to
with the

The Inimitable Four.

tector valve, and

at the Bournemouth Station is Mr. Allan

grumbling at an un-

punctual, or eventhough whisper it
gently-an ill -cooked meal. They can
have all the causes

for grumbling at a
faulty battery or a
mishap to the aerial,
and by the time they

have expended their natural irritation,

.....

whites:listening-in"

rescue, but with nearly disastrous effects.

had done his best to come to his father's

for opera, Mme. Marchesi.

have no minds for

...................

____

domestic life. They

crystal or the de-

Mr. Bert Kellaway.

1.-..
BY *ARIEL?

A pianist who has done some good work

Franklin, and he has given several recitals,
recently playing the solo in the Beethoven
Concerto No. 1 with orchestral accompani-

ment, this being the first pianoforte concerto to be broadcast from 6 B M.
A hearty laugh cures many an ill, and the
" entertainer " of the B.B.C.'s day is often

an angel in disguise, and is sure to meet

with a warm though necessarily silent
welcome, and when this entertainer "

turns out to be Miss Helena Millais, then
the headphones nod

Her first appearance was made at the age
of three in the circus of her father, Frederic
Ginnett senior, who had often appeared before Queen Victoria. Between the ages of
five and thirteen Miss Ginnett continued to
play the parts of Cinderella and other nursery favourites, until at last she took

seriously to music. Then at the Royal

Academy of Music she studied the pianoforte, singing, and
elocution, the last
under the famous
William

Farren.

For a time Mme.

Ginnett
became
attached to musical

comedy and acted
with the 'George
Edwardes compan-

ieain such favourites
as " The Circus

Girl," " The Country Girl," " The

Shop Girl," and
"
TOy;" etc.,
till at' the age of

Miss 'Uzi a illais.

things domestic run on oiled wheels again,

with pleasure, for

constant source of pleasure.

already become a
favourite personal -

The Fairy Godmother.

An Amusing. Incident.

ity at 2 L 0.

But her art was not to be lost, and she
was prevailed upon to take up concert

while apart from that aspect, it forms a

Books have all been read, the evening

paper disposed of, rain precludes an
" outing." What was there left in former
times but a dull evening and possible rifts in
the domestic peace ? But now, there is the

apparatus to rail against when things are
not to our liking, and the pleasures of the

programmes themselves. Oh, yes, indeed,
wireless would have the woman's vote.
A prominent Bournemouth favourite ii the
singer Mr. Bert Kellaway. He has a tenor
voice which apparently is especially adaptable for .broadcasting purposes, and he
is always assured of
welcome.
Kellaway is
a

Mr.
well

known throughout
the Hants districts,

and has appeared
at many amateur

operatic societies.
He tells of one little
incident that nearly
Miss Muriel Brunskill.

" Our

Liz. "

twenty-five, on her marriage, she left the

has

stage.

Helena
Millais
- started her career as
" the youngest leading lady on the
stage," and very

work, and for which she has made another

reputation for herself: Her talent, too,
has been transmitted to her little daughter

Anne Bolt, the clever little child daneer and
film actress. Already she has played important parts in some of the biggest films of
the day, amongst them being The Prodi-

quickly established
herself as an actress

of immense cepa-

bilities, in plays
ranging from Shake-

Mr. Allan Franklin.

speare to the most
modern of our comedies.

Miss Millais provides another example of

the value of stage training to the radio

artiste, for her voice is made to accommodate itself instantly to the special needi of

the microphone, and her experience in
both drama and comedy enables her to
make the widest of appeals. ' One of her
last appearances was at,2 L 0 when she
formed a Christmas party with John Henry,

Ronald Gourley, and Jaye Kaye, 'the four
together making the best turn of the week.

turned a big scene

Popular Elocutionist.

into comedy. When
playing in " Les

tionist is Mme. Lillian Ginnett, and she

Cloches de Corneville," as Grenichieux, he was

Leing badly treated in the haunted chamber,
and the country audience were being badly
thrilled, when a shrill voice came from the
stalls : " Oh, mummy, mummy, can't you
help daddy"! " Mr. Kellawey's little son

.

Another clever raconteuse and elocu-

has appeared on many occasions before
the microphone. As an elocutionist this
artiste ranks as one of the highest, and all
concert goers who have attended her many
recitals at the Steinway and other classical
- concert halls will remember her skill, While

gal Son," " The Bohemian Girl," " Brown
Sugar," and `"The Wandering Jew." She
will no doubt become one of our leading
ladies on stage and screen. Mme. Ginnett,
like most mothers,
would fain hide her
own talents, but
the microphone has
brought her the
biggest audience in
the world, and one

that

is

always

awaiting her.

In some cases
the B.B.C. may be
termed the fairy
godmother of the
modern school -of
musicians. Waving

Mme. dinnett.

a wand, or perhaps
a disused aerial, she places them before her
microphone and bids them " do their best

and see what the world thinks. But in
most cases the artistes are extremely well
known in their own immediate counties.
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THE WIRELESS "BEST-SELLERS."
Wireless Telegraphy Simply Explained. By
II. T. Davidge. Deals with the apparatus
required and explains the working; well illustrated. Price Od.; post free 10d.
Wireless Circuits.

Contains 100 useful Dia-

grams of Circuits and Connections, with Explanatory Notes: Price ed.; post free 7d.

get the best use out of your station;

a

Chapter

on

Describes

in

a

simple

principal forms of primary electric batteries.
Fully illustrated. Price 9d; post free 10d.
Electric Clocks and Chimes. Gives complete
instructions for the making of successful
electrical timepieces, synchronized clock systems and chiming mechanism. 159 pages, over
150
illustrations. Price 3s. Cd.; post free
35. 9d.

drawings

and

free 3s. 4d.

photographs.

More Electrical Apparatus Making.
V.

Ballhatchet.

A

post

Price 3s.;

companion

By A.

to

volume

Wireless

Facts

and

Figures.

By

A.

V.

Ballhatchet. A most useful book for those
engaged in Experimental Work. Fundamental
formulm and tables are given which save
much time and trouble. Price Cd.; post free
7d.

Electrical Recreations. By V. E. Johnson,
and fascinating book.
Some 53 experiments
in electricity and

M.A. An instructive

Post free 1,3

Price

Electrical Apparatus Making. By A. V.
Bal'hatchet. A splendid book for the home or
school workshop, showing how to construct a

useful set of apparatus for experimental and
ettheational purposes; fully illustrated with

How to Make a Valve Receiving Set. By
Gives complete instrucA. V. Ballhatchet.
tions for making a really successful set as
tried by the Writer. Fully illustrated. Price
6d.; post free 7d.

Contains 60 pages of firstclass experimental wireless
articles by the best writers.
Fully illustrated. Do not
miss It.

the

fashion

post free 7d.

No. 4 Now Ready

from
Price

Charging

Alternating Currents. 41 illustrations.
9d.; post free 10d.
Electric Batteries: How to Make and Use
Them.

Set.

7d.

Small Accumulators: How Made and Used.
Contains

Price Cd.; post free 7d.
How to Make a Simple Wireless Receiving
By A. V. Ballhatchet. Gives complete
instructions for making a successful crystal
receiving outfit. Fully illustrated. Price 6d.;
Calls.

WIRELESS

cast Wireless News, Concerts, etc. Illustrated.

Price 6d.; post free

and Reference Book specially adapted for
Private Wireless Stations; name -index of

EXPERIMENTAL

with helpful hints for the receiving of broad-

By

A. W. Marshall, A.NI.I.E.E. An introductory
handbook on the principles and working of
electrical appliances in general use; fully
illustrated. Price 9d.; post free 10d.
Radio Call Book. Comprising a Directory

r

Wireless at Home. Explains how to fit up
and

Electrical Apparatus Simply Explained.

Further examples of experimental apparatus, some of a
slightly advanced nature. Fully illustrated.
Price 3s.; post free 3s. 4d.

"Electrical Apparatus Making."

magnetism with directions for making all the
apparatus. Well illustrated, including fourteen plates. A splendid gift book

necessary

for boys. Price 5s.; post free Cs. Cd.

The Radio Time Table. Gives the calls of

Soldering, Brazing, and the Joining of Metals.

the principal transmitting stations of the
world. Shows at a glance what to listen -in
for at any hour of the day or night. Price

By Thomas Bolas, F.C.S., F.LC. Treats of
soft soldering and general methods; wiping
pipe joints; brazing. etc. A useful book.
Price 9d.; post free 10d.

Last of

SendPoisitcia.a.dl

Cd.; post free 7d.

Etcycalos.

Books as above from all Booksellers or post free from

Percival Marshall & Co., 66 P, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4,

GIIC.1111%TiNTI3E

to

set

6---

IF you are an experimenter

F

Reduced
It is perfectly simple to use, and will Price
use.
space

It4

7/6

6

We hold large stocks and can
supply anything from a ferminal

to

a

multivalve

lowest prices

set

I
1

i
1
1

at

WRITE FOR PRICE LISTS

6-

VLUXITE, Solder, etc., and full

instructions. Price 7/6. Write to us
should you be unable to obtain it.

FLUXITE

'

SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING
Buy a tin to -day.

IT WILL PAY YOU
TO BUY FROM US

g

TRADE SUPPLIED

Soldering Iron, with non -heating
metal handle, a pocket Blow -Lamp,

All Hardware and Ironmongery Stores sell
FLUXITE in tins, price 8d., 1/4 & 2/8.

at reasonable prices
IF you are thinking of having
a Receiving Set installed in
your home

E

'

IFIJILALTMICITIE
SOLDERING- SET

IF you are building your own

interested in good equipment
6-'

ASK YOUR IRONMONGER OR HARDWARE DEALER TO SHOW YOU THE

special " small

cr 1-°

F'

in

same as soldering with or
without Fluxite - one
holds, the other doesn't !
And, again, twisting wires
of your set together is
just like a " Granny
knot -liable to slip at
most inopportune moments -the very moment when you might have caught American
transmission. Don't jib at the sound of soldering -just bear in mind the fact that Fluxite
makes it an easy affair. Give the attention to your set that you wish it to give you, and
solder each connection carefully with the aid of Fluxite-in other words, give your set the
Fluxite touch.-

a

1c'

their
young days, or still have
yet to discover the differScouts

between a
reel,
Granny."
knot and a
The difference between
these two knots is the

contains

Ictn ci1-c

6

ence

last for years in constant

lLc'lci

1-1D

Who ties a " Granny
knot? Why, those good
folk who have not been
Boy

NEAT LITTLE

I0 cito c

E
For the tool kit of your car or
motor -cycle, or any soldering

jobs

about the

6'

WELLWORTH

0
WIRELESS COMPANY, 1
8, WITHY GROVE, MANCHESTER 0
Telephone :

CITY 2757

home.

FLUXITE LTD., 324, Bevington St., Bermondsey, England.

6,cril-''ialL°1'9U'1cril-'['lL'irrithicrIEDiall-°I°11-sicni-olalu3kil-"I01L'i
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SPECIALI. OFFER
: Aerial Wire, 7.22 bare o opper., 100 rt.,
ENAMELLED WIRE, all

BRUNET PHONES, 4,000
13/11
ohms
THOMSON - HOUSTON
PHONES (French), 4,000

12/9
oNtis, our price
every pair stamped N. Si K. 1216

N. & K. HEADPHONES,

ERICSSON E.V. TYPE
SMALL EAR (Ebonite 13/9
Cuntnnntal,
STERLING, WESTERN

ELECTRIC.

GECO-

PHONE, all 4,000 ohms,
in sleek (0.11.0. stamp)
DUTCH VALVES(harrHarli 6'11

COSSO R,

MARCONI,
ORA
MULLARD
VALVES in stock.

BASKET COILS, sot of 4
up in 2,000 metres
1/9
CRYSTAL DETECTOR,
glass covered
1!6
FLEX (TWIN), maroon
colour

gauges in stock. at lowest
prices.

RUBBER LEADING -IN
WIRE, 3 mm
vd, 1(1.
ALL D.C.C. WIRE
lb. I/GECOSITE CRYSTALS,
each 1/6
TALITE (Genuine) each
60., 90.,
HERTZITE (Genuine) each
60.; 9d., 1
GENUINE MIDITE, The
Super Crystal, in glans
each 1 /
SHAW'S GENUINE
MOUNTED HERTZITE
1

CRYSTAL

60.

CRYSTAL DETECTORS
each 1 /
CRYSTAL DETECTORS
(enclosed in glass)
1/6
MAGNETIC A HA L GO
(Crystal Fixer)
each 4/0..
W.O. TERMINALS, with

each 1/0.
nuts and washers
NALS, with nuts and
each 10.
washers

TELEPHONE T ERM I-

TERMINALS
GOLD CAT'S WHISKERS

10.

each 20.

CAT'S
SILVER
WHISKERS
each Id.
FIXED

CONDENSERS,

all Capacities

Please send sufficient in stamps to cover postage.

JOAN Et It

M

1,9,

VANES,
CONDENSER
doabn 3d.
TRANSFORMER,
L.P.
Patio 5-1, best qualitX...ench
9
ADJUSTABLE CRYSTAL
each 20,
CUPS

CONTACT STUDS, with
il.imen 40.
nuts and washer
each 6d.
SWITCH ARMS
SCREWED ROD, 2 B.A.,
each 2id.
12 is. long

EBONITE KNOBS, 2B.A.,
each 2d.
VARIOMETERS 1 / 11 and 2!11
MATCHBOX WIRELESS
10'0.
SET
GALVANISEDPULLEYS 4:(1.

PACKET OF 4 ASSORTED CAT'S WHISKERS CA..
SWITCHES ON EBONITE, S.1'.S.T. quality, the
1 /best
VALVE -HOLDERS, each Bd.

19451965
198) &
200) BISHOPSCATE,
ENCE2
Open all day Saturday.
NEXT DOOR TO "DIRTY DICK'S."
Phone; London Wall 4094.
West End Branch: 2:1, New Street, St. Martin's Lane, WI.% Open all day Saturday.

Phone: Gerrard 0151.

THE LARGEST HOUSE IN THE WIRELESS TRADE
e

WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE:

BRAHAM'S (Houndsditch), Ltd.,
90, Houndsditch, E.1.
Phone : AVENUE 208.

VALVE AMPLIFIERS

WIRELESS RECEPTION REVOLUTIONISED

SUITABLE FOR EITHER CRYSTAL OR VALVE SETS.
Best possible workmanship.
polished mahogany cabinets.

1 VALVE, 3216

Mounted on engraved ebonite panels in

MAX -AMP "Transformers used throughout.
(Amplifying 5 times).

Postage and Packing II -

2 VALVE, 501 to (Amplifying 20 times).

Postage and Packing Ill

Walter can also he obtained with switch to cut out last halve at slight extra

charge of 51-. Will operate a Loud Speaker from any crystal set within
Send for complete specification.
I2 miles of any Broadcasting Station.

ALL GUARANTEED AND
TESTED ON AERIAL

DELIVERY FROM
::
STOCK ::

(OUR RADIO CALL -SIGN 6 P J.)
47, ORFORD ROAD,

ISON'S RADIO STORES 5 WALTHAMSTOW. E.17.

HERE IT IS
WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR

A House that stocks all
Accessories and every
component part for
Wireless, also complete
Crystal and Valve Sets.

IOW

kti-C E

SUPER

cRy ST A1.

,with Special Cat's -Whisker

A Genuine Synthetic Chemical Sulphide, NOT LIKE

THE REST, which are only fragments of Galena
stuck together.

GUARANTEED TO GIVE

LOUDER AND CLEARER RECEPTION THAN
A N Y OTHER CRYSTAL YEI
PRODUCED.
Ask gout dealer for it, or send V- P.O. for Sample Tube. Trade Terms, Apply to
4145FAROWNGDOZ.1j.Di:

TUNGSTALITE, LTD.

'Phone 2357 Holborn

WHOLESALE ONLY.
WIRELESS DEALERS! Our

new 44 page Trade List of
Radio parts now ready showing Trade and Retail prices.
It is yours for the asking.
COMPLETE SETS, ACCESSORIES & COMPONENT PARTS,
We were one of the very first Wholesale Factors of " Wireless -

and our new Catalogue is the very latest thing in Wireless.

Send

Trade Carl STAGGERING PRICES. HUGE STOCKS.

GET TO KNOW US-IT WILL PAY IOU.

Best quality guaranteed with
Rock Bottom Prices.

BUY FROM AN ESTABLISHED HOUSE.

List free on application.
CALIPE, DETTMER & Co., Ltd.,

HOBDAY BROS. LTD. (Dept, A) 21, 23, 25 & 27, Great

21, Poland St., Oxford St., London,W.1.

Phone : Clerkenwell 2800 (6 lines),

IMPORTANT.-TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.
Eastern Street, London, E.C.2.
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irecess

Club

effort

The Editor will be pleased to publish concise reports of meetings of Wireless clubs and
associations, reserving the right to curtail the report if necessary. Hon. secretaries are
reminded that reports should be sent In as soon after a meeting as possible. Reports sent
in cannot appear in this paper in less than ten days after receipt of same. An asterisk
denotes affiliation to the Radio Society of Great Britain.
features in the regent activities of this society.
Radio Association of Great Britain.
The Fellowship (F.R.A.) and Assogiateship At a well -attended Saturday afternoon traffic.
(A.Rad.A.) of the Radio Association are granted gathering under the chairmanship of C. N.
only to members of the association. The Crape, 9VD, Local Operating Dept. Officer,

secretary takes this opportunity of re-

plying to many inquirers who are not members,

and he would add that applications for both
--degrees must be made on forms supplied by
him, which, when returned to him duly completed, are submitted to the Executive Com-

mittee, and by them to the Board of Examiners.
Hon. sec., S. Landman, M.A., Sentinel House,
Southampton Row, W.C.2.

U.S.. Radio Inspector A. F. Parkhurst, 9RI;

Chicago, spoke on " The Relation of the Work
of the Department of Commerce to the Radio
Amateur."
On the evening of the same day the annual
dinner was held, at which Inspector Parkhurst
entertained the gathering with a talk entitled
" Reminiscences of an Old-time Operator."
Business manager, L. S. Hilleges-Baird, 229,
Ninth -Street, Milwaukee, Wise.

Hackney and Millet Radio Society.*
At a recent meeting, Mr J. F. Stanley, B.Sc.,
A.C.G.I., gave a talk on " Distortion inValve
Receivers." Mr. Stanley indicated various
remedies for the various causes he had explained
and afterwards kindly answered many questions.

*

interesting information, such as how to
solder, how to obtain a licence, choosing
tuning coils, frame aerials, etc., etc.

The " Puratone " Aerial.

Cvtaloues

Book. Reviews
&tc.

Brockley Grove, S.E.4.

An American Radio Relay' League tratac

meeting and an annual dinner were the big

*

for Is. 3d., contains over eighty circui t
diagrams, and also gives much other

Hon. sec., G. J. Price, 22, Honor Oak Park.

Milwaukee Radio Amateurs' Club, Inc.

*

" Peto-Scott's Wireless Book," which
may be obtained from any of their branches

Ether," the lecturer dealt shortly with 'the

quarters.
Hon. sec. (pro tem), C. G. Stokes, 6, Worple
Avenue, Wimbledon, S.W.10.

B.B.C., and we are given to understand
that every valve manufactured by this
firm is given an independent test before

vacuum.

Fleming theory, jamming, and the underlying
principles of transmitting.

A constructional evening was held on 4th
January last, at headquarters. The society
possess a full range of tools, and several members
are constructing their receiving sets at head-

valves, which retails at the very reasonable
price of 10s. It is British made and stamped

Thorpe Valve Co. is employing a new and
original method of exhaustion which
guarantees a very accurate degree of

An excellent lecture entitled " Radio Prin-

Wimbledon Radio Society.*

We have received from the Thorpe
Valve Co. one of their new Thorpe K1

interesting to note, by the way, that the

ciples and Tuning," was given during December
by Mr. H. Bevan -Swift. Under the sub -title,

R. 0. Walters, Grove -House,

volume was not noticeable.

ally for detecting and L.F. work. The K1
is very hard, and will stand voltages up to
200 on the plate quite comfortably. It is

Honor Oak Park Radio Society.

Hon. sec.,

of the set, and the " Puratone " connected
up in its place. Results were certainly
beyond expectations and any decrease in

Valve Co. are issuing another type specific-

("Ariel ") related his experiences in connection
with the transatlantic experiments, followed by
seine amusing anecdotes of the trials of a wireless journalist.
Hon. secs., H. J. V. Gatrell and J. R. Lovell,
L.O.C. Tramways 'Offices, Victoria Embankment, W.C.2.

days.

disconnected and the down- ead taken clear

results, we understand that the Thorpe

An . interesting and enjoyable evening was
spent on January 9th, 1924, when Mr. Webb

The subject of his discourse was " Wireless
Reception and Transmission in the good old

possible, and after a few moments everyg could not
body was satisfied that the t
be bettered. The outdoo
tal was then

consider the Thorpe the most useful valve
we have yet examistech Although the K1
type can be used as a detector with good

Lotram Radio- Society.

of listening- to a very excellent lecture by our
3steemed hon. secretary, Mr. R. 0. Watters.

set was tuned for maximum results we were
asked to re -tune and obtain better results, ii

for the specific purposes mentioned, we

Valve and Crystal Receivers."
Hon. sec., Mr. H. Hyams, 188, Nelson Road,
Hornsev, N.8.

Brockley and District Radio Association.
At a recent meeting we had the great pleasure

at the time in question. To prove that the

particularly suitable for H.F., dual amplifying (reflex), and super -regenerative circuits,
,gave surprisingly good results ; in fact,

Last mcnitli. Mr. F. H. Haynes ertlivered
lecture on "Points in design when sating up

S.E.22.

mission, of course, came through with good
volume on the loud speaker. Atmospherics
were noticeable, but these were not very bad

On test the Kl, which is stated to be

The Flornsey and District Wireless Society.

The Association, Central' Library, Peckham,

and nmsical items were being broadcast
from the London stations, and the trans-

leaving the factory. Average consumption

Hoinerton, E.9.

on Wednesday January 2nd, had the honour
of a visit from Capt. Eckersley, of the B.B.C.
Hon. sec., Geo. Sutton, 18, Melford Road,

receiver with a load speaker Was used in a
comparative test between a gOod outdoor
aerial which was available, and the " Pura tone." At the time of the test both speech

is '42 amps, with 4 volts on the filament.

Hon. sec., A. G. Parry, 66, Salience Road.

Peckham Wireless and Experimental Association.

Supplies Co., Ltd., a four -valve G.R.C.

FLAT -DWELLERS who live within a

radius of twenty miles or so of a

broadcasting station need no longer
despair if they are unable to erect an efficient
outdoor aerial, as the new " Puratone " will
give as much as 90 per cent. the efficiency of

an average P.X.G. aerial, and is much
snore compact.

At a press demonstration of the " Pura tone " in the showroOms' of the Electrical

*

*

Catalogue No. 50A, received from A. II.
Hunt, Ltd., contains much interesting
information of their Hellesen dry batteries

for wireless, both high and low tension.

Many other accessories are shown, including
a good range of measuring instruments.
*

*

*

Now that so much_ foreign ebonite has
found its way to the market, amateurs will
welcome the decision of the British Ebonite
Co. to stamp all their panels, etc., with the
trade mark Becol " and the words " British Made."
*

For sixpence one may obtain from H.M.
Stationery Office, Imperial House, Kings way, a copy of the " Supplementary Agreement between the P.M.G. and the B.B.C.,
Ltd., providing for the modification of the

Licence of the 18th January, 1923, published -in Parliamentary Paper Command
No, 1822 -of 1923."
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be well advised to obtain permission of
the patentees to use the patents before
doing so.

All Editorial Communications to be addressed The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
The broadcasting of Mr. Richard Hughes, play,
" A Comedy of Danger," opens up a new field of
experiment for the B.B.C. 'But alter listening to the
play I could not help wondering if the field for
Radio Drama was not rather restricted, and not so
fertile as one would at first believe.
Mr. Hughes' play was successful because it was
founded on an 4,1e which lent itself admirably to
the limitations of
The correct atmosphere
could only be obtainer ' p sitting in the dark; in fact,
it was the only atmosil, ere in which one could really
feel the dramatic potentialities of the theme Mr.
Hughes had built his play on. Those three voices,
supposedly the voices of a girl and two men trapped
in a coal mine, issued from the loud speaker with

effect on the weird and terrifying experiences as
related by a mad castaway sailor, picked up by a
sailing ship.
And, doubtless, readers of " P.W." can think of
many good ideas for Radio plays. It would be

interesting to see their efforts at Radio play -writing,
so I will offer a Prize of £5 for the best Radio Drama
idea sent to me, not later than February 25th. Address
all MSS. to the Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS, The
Fleetway House, London, E.0.4. I reserve the right
to publish the plot of the play which wins the prize ;
the dramatic rights remain the author's.
THE EDITOR.

PATENT ADVICE FOR READERS.
The Editor .will be very pleased to
recommend readers of POPULAR WIRELESS

who have any inventions to patent, or who
desire advice on patent questions, to our
patent agent.
Letters dealing with

patent questions, if sent to the Editor,
will be forwarded to our own patent
advisers, where every facility and help
will be afforded to readers.

UEZIONS

terrifying reality, and the room being in darkness the

effect was, to say the least of it, sepulchral in the
extreme. But it " got over," and the first Radio
Drama must be counted a great success. But how
did it " get over " in houses where listeners did not
turn out the lights, and so obtain the necessary
atmosphere of being buried alive in a tomb P

Queries Department. Owing to the cxtraor
dinarily heavy pressure on this department,

And how many situations can ingenious authors

devise which will enable listeners to partly create the
necessary theatrical atmosphere-very necessary
when a play is restricted to dialogue and " off-stage '

readers are requested only to send in
questions which they find they cannot
possibly solve for themselves. On no

effects ?

account will more than three questions be
answered in one letter, and telephone calls
and personal calls at this office cannot be
dealt with, owing to pressure of work on
the technical staff.
A stamped and addressed envelope must

The problem is a fascinating one, and its solution

by no means easy. 'On the face of it. it looks as though

the number of Radio Dramas capable of " getting
over " with the full effect of Mr. Hughes' play will
be rather limited : but the B.B.C., and those wh)
labour for them, are nothing if not ingenious, ant it
will be interesting to see how far this Radio Drama
business can be carried with lull success.
Adaptations from some of Eds,,ar Allan Poe's
stories might prove suitable for Radio Dsz:us3;
notably, the tales entitled " The Tell -Tale Heart "
and "The Fall of the House of Usher."
The last story is rich in " off stag, "
;
the moaning of the wind, the lug,thrions 'twongin el
a guitar, the creaking of a coffie-li ; the clantle;
of the doors of the vault as tha Idly wh3
alive managed to force her wa7 out, and lastly is,
excited shrieks of her brother and the Ithrstlug c£ the
thunderstorm.
Yes, that story is rich in
Grand Guignol situations ; but the nerves of li.31,naerosin must be considered
Again, take that wonderful story by Morley R i:Jezt3.

the story of " Billy Be Damsel." With but
modifications that story would make a fine. 2a is
I

play.

It is mostly dialogue, and depends

Vor

ANSWERS

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Readers are please requested to note that
not more than three queries can be answered
in one letter addressed to the Technical

accompany all queries. A copy of the
questions asked should be kept by the
sender, as it is not possible to reproduce
the original query when replying. Number

your queries

1, 2 and
be given to each item.

3,

o
P. S.. S. (Chepstow).-I have two receivers,

a two -valve with one stage of H.F., and a

crystal set. I wish to make a one -valve low frequency amplifier in a separate unit so that

it may be added to the output terminals of

either receiver at will. -..Only one set of batteries

is to be used when the amplifier is added to
the two -valve set. What circuit shall I use ?
Herewith a suitable L.F. diagram which may he
added to any existing receiver. When this amplifier

is placed after another valve Set, care should be taken

and answers will

L.F. AMPLIFIER

TELEPHONE

"('lie

Editor desires to direct the attenthat, as

to,ii of hi, readers to the fact
pinch of the information giten

colotutiA
11

tire

of

and

this paper
concerns

is

the

in.

the,

of a technical

EXiSTINC SET

00I

iii

recent

most

derelopments in the Radio world, some of
the arrangements and specialities deri bed mart be the subject of fetters
Patent, and the amateur and trader ?tont,'

FOR

CRYSTAL SET

TERMINAL OF

TELEPHONE
TERMINAL 5 Of

2

EX bit NG SET

EXTENDING THE SCOPE OF THE B.B.C.
SfioW

that the battery connections of both units agree le. (in this case) L.T.- to earth and. 11.1.- to

ME yo

LiceNCE!

LT.+, otherwise separate batteries will he necessary.
Like battery terminals.of both units should be joined,
and the leads to the batteries taken from either set of
terminals.

*

*

" AMATEUR " (Plymouth).-Is an Armstrong
super -regenerative receiver selective ? Will

it cut out local " spfirk " ?

if
DO

IS SUGGESTED 11.402.-r- 2LO

The conventional one or two valve Armstrong
" super " cannot be said to be very selective sinless
handled very carefully. However, the frame aerial,
which is always used with such a receiver, renders
reception very directional, and this tends to assist, in

Stu:in./LP

somermitic. REALLY 1314 IN THE

WAY OF TRArvgri vririN6 *At- r-1 1-l1
LAV9Aff LE 0 C3.)ECT OF ._-00Ciari Ma' The

woRt.p. OF COURSE A Fesa 12.t."4 LARGE

AE.alPst,

svot.n-0 Be oseFfit..

regard to selectivity.

- AND THE e.e.c WOULD r5E At5La To
conSiDeRAEILY ExTENO ifs ScoPE
_rem ELROe. C4tINtiGow!

II

BE A TALK ON

"How TO PLAY
NA-JONG

F. B. (Manchester).-Which would be
better for running a !OG amp. dull emitter
valve, a Leclanche or bichromate battery

What size would be required ?
Two qpart size Leclanch0 batteries, of the sack
type, in series, would answer the purpose quite
efficiently.

*

*

P.- L. (Nottingham).-Does it make any

difference if an aerial runs north and south ?
Is reception improved by erecting it in such a
manner ?

RV,' MERE ARE

Although compass bearings may possibly influence reception to -a. slight extent, such would not
be sufficient in the case of the average amateur aerial
to seriously affect reception. The directional effect of

FAIL TO ',leer WITH

much more important. Reception is better when
thejead-in end is pointing to a transmitting station.

dF.".

.

-

00,61- THE soun-4 SEA ISLANDERs
WOULD THOROUGHLY ApPRECIAT TWO
4401J129 OF THE SAVOY ORPI-leAr4S

the aerial in relation to a transmitting station

ITEMS THAT WOULD
UNIVERSAL APPROVAL!

I

-1-2i.itcy

(Continued on pave 832.)
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TEE -465. Specialities
Ensure Best Possible Reception.
THE " MICROSTAT "

FILAMENT

THE "SETAW" PLUG AND SOCKET

RESISTANCE.

TERMINAL.

(Pat. applied for.)
Resistance is regu'ated by the compression of carbon powder-an entirely
new method. There are no wires to break or get out of order, a

(Prot, Pat. 31133.)

to experimenters and where
continual changing over of connections is
desired. The excellent finish improves

one -hole
fixing only is necessary, and the under panel space is
negligible. Absolute freedom from noises " is ensured.

Insal uable

One user writing says -

the appearance of any set.

Many enthusiastic letters have been received from users.

" I have put 'them through a series of
simple but critical tests, and all three
respond uniformly well.

PRICE 4 1.2de EACH.

They are equally

stable-runnng, either a Dull Emitter or
two " R"calves in parallel. I am delighted with their excellence.

WATES' SPADE TERMINALS
Avoid the trouble caused and time wasted
by untidy ends of wire. They improve

the efficiency of any set.

lids EACH.
1/6 doz., post

free.

There are many other "value for money" Specialities, such
as the well-known
Pyramid High -Tension Batteries, Ideal Valve Accumulators, Variable Condensors, Coil Holders, etc.,

We specialise in all kinds of Brass Parts of excellent finish
at rock -bottom prices. Details are shown on our lists.

Sent free on request.

shown in our illustrated lists.

WATES BROS., LTD

12, 13, 14, GT. QUEEN STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.
'Grams : Zywatesend, Westeent,
'Phone: Bournemouth 3573,

'Phone Gerrard 575-6.
SOUTHERN DEPOT (wholesaleonly), 191. OLD CHRISTCHURCH ROAD, BOURNEMOUTH.

VvTHE HOUSE FOR ALL

ccdsoi

ire O S

SETS -FOR 'BRITISH HOMES

Davenport ,' Lightweight 'phones, stamped B.B.C., each
pair 17 6
pair fully guaranteed

per pair, 11/- and 15,6
Adjustable 'phones, 4,000 ohms
Coil Holders, for panel -mounting, lacquered finish; 2 -way,
each 7,6
earls 5/.; 3 -way

Filament Resistances, excellent smooth action; not the
each 1,9
rubbish usually sold at this price
Nickel or Brass Switches (small), for panel -mounting;
each 2'S.P.B.T., each 1/3; D.P.D.T.
L.F. Transformers, ratio 5/1, tested and guaranteed each 10,6
each 5 Potentiometers, 250 or 450 ohms
each 1 7
Crystal Detectors, upright, enclosed in glass
each 1/6, 2/-,
horizontal, enclosed
each 2/6,
Perikon, enclosed
Do.
Brass Rod, screwed, 2 B.A. 21d., 4 B.A. 2d. per ft. length.
Brass Nuts, 2 B.A. 2itl., 4, 5, 6, 8 B.A. 2d. per dozen.
each
M.P. Transformers, 950 to 450 metres
Variometers, complete with knob and dial ... each 2/9 and
Do.

Do.
Do.

26
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copper aerial wire, leading -in tube and 2 insulators.

SINGLE VALVE REFLEX RECEIVER. Range 300 to 500 metres. Coils can
be plugged in to increase range. Polished walnut case. Valve performs
functions of H.F. and L.P. Amplifier, the crystal rectifying, therefore,
equal in performance to 3 -valve set. Write for specifications. Price complete
with ail accessories, £13 13 6. No extras, all royalties paid. (If without
accessories, only £9 3 3.)
2 -VALVE CABINET MODEL RECEIVER. Range 300 to 3;000 metres. Range
for telephony 500 miles. Polished walnut case, H.T. batte.ry in base and
valves enclosed. Ebonite panel engraved. Write for specifications. Price.

complete with all accessories, £24 2 6.

Write for Catalogue and Components Booklet.

All royalties paid. No extras.

Trade Terms on Request

The EAGLE Engineering Co., Ltd. 8, Cr. EMI
HEAD OFFICES AND WORKS

KVRREOEOTM.

C

EAGLE WORKS. WARWICK:

4:'9

38
Everything else for the constructor, at the same rock bottom

prices, and all SOLD UNDER GUARANTEE.

Write for post free Catalogue.

We have always In stock Igranic.

R.I.. Lissen,
Sterling, Woodhall, T.M.C., B.T.H., Marconi-Osram,
Cossor. Ediswan, Mullard. Dubilier, Siemens. O.R.C.,
Amplion, etc., components in great variety.
Open 9.30 a.m. to 8 p.m. Saturdays I p.m. TRADE SUPPLIED.

AZGEINL EEESRSs-

SHOVE, W

C 56Mortimer

PORTER C9

CRYSTAL RECEIVER, in special antique design Cabinet. A Super
Crystal Set at very little extra cost. Gives best possible results
and is really ornamental as well. Has accommodation for 2 pairs
of headphones. Write for specification. PRICE £4 0 0 complete,
including B.B.C. Royalty, 1 pair 4,000 ohm 'phones, 100 ft. 7/22

LO N DON W 1

ELECTRADIX
CATALOGUE

A 4th edition of our 8 -page Bargain Price List is

now ready with our 1924 Illustrated Catalogue,
and contains details anti information regarding
Wireless Apparatus never previously published
of priceless value to the home constructor.

Radio Bargains
FIERS, 3 -valve, £4 105. AERIAL WIRE and Fittings, at wholesale
prices. BATTERIES, all sizes. BUZZERS, 216. BOXES, 116 to 6/6.
CABINETS, with ebonite, 10/-. CONDENSERS, 2/- to 27:6.
CRYSTALS, 6d. DETECTORS, 1/9. COMPLETE SET, 7/6. EARTH
CLIPS, spikes and mats, from 6d. EBONITE, all shapes and sizes, cheap.
GRID LEAKS, all values. INSTRUMENTS, the finest collection of all
ranges ever seen. INSULATORS, 26. LOUD SPEAKERS, 7/6.
MICROPHONES, 2/6 to 20/-. Fine selection 'PHONES of every kind, from
2/-. PLUGS and SOCKETS from 3d. pair. POTENTIOMETERS,
3/6. RECEIVERS from 1 -valve sets, -35/-. RECORDERS, magnificent
Mors: inkers, £6 105. RELAYS, 12/6. to 55/-. FIE. RHEO. DIXONSTATS, 3/ -.SWITCHES 'in great variety. SPARK SETS. 17 f 6:
TERMINALS, 4 W.D., double, 2d. TERMINAL LUGS, 4d. doz. TRANSFORMERS, all types, 5/- to £3 105. TRANSMITTER and RECEIVER
of

ACCUMULATORS, 6 V . , 40 in box, 261-. AMMETERS, 151.. AMPLI-

Marconi, £5, ME. III 1 -VALVE, complete outfit, £7.
TUNERS, ex-W.D., BI- to 40 /-. VALVES, all types, low prices. VARIOMETERS, 3/, WAVEMETERS, broadcast, finest make, £3. WIRE,
huge stock all gauges.
A visit to our Showrooms will well repay you. 'Buses pass the door. We are
close to Aldgate Station, Metropolitan Railway. First on left down Minorics.
combined,

Telegrams-F.lectradix, Ald., London.
Telephone-Avenue 4166.
Send 3d. Stamps for 1924 Catalogue.

LESLIE DIXON & CO 9, Colonial Avenue, Minories, E.1,
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211 Coomes' Crystal Set Et
15!,
Var ometer tuned, enclosed crystal. Fitted in
polished oak desk -shaped Cabinet. Range 25
to 30 miles. Price 15/-, plus 1/- B.B.C. Fees,
not including accessories.
"IONO PHONE" Valve and Crystal Set, £6 -18- 0,
plus 61- B.B.C. Fees. Not including accessories.

Particulars of our 2, 3, 4 and 5 Valve Sets sent
willingly upon application.

Write

for

and Supplement.
Catalogue
"B
Trade Terms on Request.

J. A. COOMES & CO., LTD.,

The best position for the centre switch
shoukl be found by experiment. The two loading
coil terminals should of course be shorted when no
down.

RADIOTORIAL

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

loading coil is ha use.
*

(Continued front page 830.)

B. E. C. (Westcliff).-What circuit do you

advise for reception of all the B.B.C. stations
on the 'phones ? I do not desire to incorporate
any form of reaction. No H.F. transformers

are to be' used.

I want a straightforward

circuit, not a dual or super, etc.

and L 1,500 mean ?
The L signifies " duolateral coil." and the number
the number of turns, fifteen hundred, etc., as the case
may be.
*

5

*

J. B. (Coventry).-HOW much H.T. does a
-06 dull emitter require in a one -valve circuit ?

This four -valve circuit should get all the B.B.C.

stations on the 'phones-London probably on the

Thirty six to 60 volts, but individual valves, even
of similar types, vary considerably in their characteristics.

Showroon;414,,Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.
Va. No.: City 4460.
Connaught Road-, Ilford, Esser.
Works
Tel. No.: 1379.
PATENTED.

*

D. D. (Hoddesden).-What does L 1,250

W. D. (Loudon, S.W.).
it known,
or what- means are

-How is

INVENTIONS
Trade Marks and Designs Registered.

used to show, that the
electric impulses received by an aerial

Particulars and consultations free.

BROWNE & CO., Patent Agents,

9, Warwick Court, Holborn, London, W.C.1.
Telephone: Chancery 7547

wire are of an oscillat-

- EBONITE
PANELS
high grade, easily
required

moving alternately in
different directions of

Yi:Rtatilished 1840.

'

Cut to any size

ing

in

in. thick, Id. per sq. in.:
worked material:
in. thick. Id. per sq. in. Mail Orders :-Add 6d.
Panels drilled
towards cost of packing and post.
and/Ot engraved to your own paper pattern;

It's cheaper than buying drills.
Phone

Estimates (tee.

Regent 3335.

OMNIPHONE WIRELESS CO.,_

24, Warwick Street. Regent Street, -London, W.I.

WE PAY POSTAGE.

Coil stands. Best quality. Brass pedestal. Ebonite bases.
Two -nosy, 3 /11; Three-way, 4;11. Satisfaction assured.
Trade supplied.

loud speaker. We presume that you are able to erect
a good outdoor aerial. No H.F. transformer is used, a
suitable inductance being used in its place and acting

R: S. E. (Kendal).-Can iron filings be used

W. M. C. (Crieff).-I intend building a three -

*

A BETTER WAY

::

purpose, as efficiently as carbon granules.
*

*

*

May these be used in place of the two jacks
and. plug ? If so, will you give me a panel
wiring diagram ?

This circuit employs the fide D.P.D.T. switches; ou

Safe, and Economical. No
moving parts. Requires no
attention. No Garage, Owner -Driver or Wireless Enthusiast should be without one.
Will charge from 1 1010, 6-12
volt batteries at a time.
Descriptive Booklet free on
application. Deliveries from

be seen that the ample received energy available
cannot be measured with any direct. current measuring
instrument.

suitable type, plug-in coils being preferable.

N. C. C. (Dilwyn).-I have in my possession
five double -pole double -throw switches, and
wish to build the " P. W." Combination Set.

BATTERY CHARGER. Simple,

It can be readily proved
by testing on
close
reception frOm a powerful signal station, when it will

as a tuned anode. The inductances may be of any

THE GWENALLEN MANUFACTURING CO.,

of charging Aceunntlaters
from alternating current
is by using the 'UNGAR

valve set to receive both of the Scottish

stations, and perhaps some of the other B.B.C.
stations, if possible. Reception is to be made
on the 'phones, but if you think it possible for

me to get Glasgow on the loud speaker, I

shall obtain one.
This circuit employs 1 H.F 1 Dot., and 1 L.F. :
perhaps the most commonly used three -valve circuit.
The tuned anode method of coupling is used, and a

coil placed in the plate circuit of the detector valve is
coupled to the anode coil, thus obtaining interval N
reaction which, if handled carefully, will not energiseyour

aerial. If you require the circuit to lie particularly
should be

possess, four for giving the various combinations,
while the fifth is used for placing the aerial tuning

selective, a secondary closed circuit

-all up. Crystal and H.F. amplification-two lefthand ones up, two right-hand ones down. Dual all

should be connected, as shown in dotted lines, and the

condenser either in series or parallel. The switching
for the fottr bottom D.P.D.T.'s is as follows : Crystal

employed as shown, but probably, in your case, this
will be found unnecessary when the aerial and earth

(Continued on page 834.)

stock.

THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON CO., LTD.,
Mazda Nouse, 77, Upper Thames St., E.C. 4.

"AERIAL CRADLE
Fit this to your ai riui and get 50 per cent
11

.40 C rai TAL.01(--

0

P.P.

19,302

better

signals. Full instruct ions given. Price 16, postago2d.).

HUMPHRIES, GRIFFIN & JONES,
1, Gordon Road, Sneinton, Nottingham.

6+

Or to London Branch,19, Archer Si .Worles,Piceadilly,W.1.

ALL BRITISH 1 VALVE AMPLIFIER
unassembled, comprising mahogany cabinet, drilled
ebonite panel, L.F. transformer, terminals, rheostat, wiring diagram, everything rum plete, 22 / 6,

HT

9-

1/-. Complete parts for Crystal Barth meter Receiver, including slope front cabinet,
drilled ebonite panel, wiring plan, etc., everything
complete, 12/6, post 1/.. Particulars and general
list post lice.
CRAWFORD,
9, COLEMAN
STREET.
post

is

V.C.0002

C)

LONDON, E.C.2. Telephone: London Wall 9730.

04444,03. a141:424f

NO LONGER NECESSARY

PORTABLE AERIAL WHICH GIVES PERFECT RESULTS

This new Frame Aerial receives perfectly;
interferences minimised. Earth wire 0 le diseeii
!nuking set absolutely portable.
1
Super insulated aerial noire and
sectional frame. Send P.O. to -day.
Money refunded if net satisfied.
extra.
COLBROOKS sToRES.PashreSt,GRIMSBY.

L)

CRYSTAL

LT.

OR CR

-0DUAL

IP

THE
ROYAL AIR FORCE
requires well-educated youths between the ages of
18 and 21. for training as Wireless Operators; also
skilled Operators. Ago limits for skilled men. 18
to 35; Ex-N.O.O.'s up to 38 with rank according

to trade ability. Rates of Pay: For men under
training, 21/. per week; skilled men from 26/3
to 59/6 per week, on enlistment, and all found.
Allowance . for -wife and children to men 26 and
over. Write or call:Inspector of Recruiting, R.A.F.
4, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.2.

is,

an aerial ?

instead of carbon filings to form a microphone ?
Such could be used but would not:answer the

77._ Caledon Road, East Ham, London, E.6.

nature-that

ott

T.

833
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-HULLO, EVERYBODY!!
RAYMOND

9

Buy Best Goods at Low Prices. VARIABLE
No Post Orders at These Prices.
Terminals (comp. with Nuts).
doz.

1/

4 fur 51-cl., doz.

4 for

1/3
5d.

Switch Arm, 12 Studs and Nuts, the lot

1/

Triophone
Large W .0.

W .0. Pillar
Small Pillar

CONDENSERS.
BRITISH MAKE.

1111;

IMMO

Fully Assembled.
Bushes.
Ebonite

1d. each, doz. 10id.

Metal

up to

7/11
5d.

.005

1/3
1/6

Sockets, doz
Valve Pins, doz. 6d.
3 doz.
2, 4, 5 B.A. Nuts
set of 6
Basket Coils
doz.
Spade Terminal Tags
Vario Couplers, with Knob, Wound D.C.C.
Glass Enclosed Whisker Detector
High -Class Whisker Detector (large), en-

Sd.

Fixed Condensers, .001, 10d.;
Fixed Condensers, .006

6d.

to

Metal

Knob complete as
sketch.

Without Dial.
'001

' 00075

- 6/6
- 5/6 101
- 4/9 10075
4/2

7/6

- 2/8

L.F. Intervalve Transformers.

Switches

panel

with knob
Real Ebonite Slider Knob and Plunger
Set of Names (12), engraved black or white
0-10,

7d.;

Insulated Hooks
Copper Foil

Best Zincite and Bornite,

each

6d.

25/-

5/6

for

per foot
each, pair

2/.
9d.
6d.

"

.1"7.62/9

25/.
2/9
20/7/9

Reactance
Lissenstat

All Parts Stocked.

Headphones and L.F. Transformers.
Please see centre list.
Edison Bell Variometers, ebonite
Fixed Condensers, up to .001
Fixed Condensers, up to .006
Grid

Leak

and

Condenser,

21/ -

Plain

American pattern dial and knob

base

S.P.D.T. Switches, small

size,

on ebonite

Lase

CRYSTAL SETS, ALL KINDS

3/3

2/9

Grid Leak and ConOnser, .0002, .0003, .0005

219

Switch Arms, very good quality, complete
with 12 studs

21

Grid Leak, 2 meelvbrils
1/4
Pin Terminals, screw pattern
0 for 1/Spade Terminals, screw pattern
6 for
Ebonite Coil Plugs
1/3
4 Cat's -whiskers (gold, silver, etc.)
6d.
Bell Wire, D.C.C., I.R.C.
10 yds. 1/100,600 ohm Resistance
2/-, 2/6
Valve

Sockets, polished, with shoulder
and nuts
doz. 1/6; 3 doz.
Shaw's Genuine Hertzite Crystal
Double 'Phone Cords, with screw terminals

1/6
1/6

doz.

1/9

4/.

Basket Coil Holders, for 3 coils, on stand 6/ Basket Coil Holders, single, with coil plug 2/9
Filament Resistances (not cheap rubbish)
2/6,2/8,
Very Special ditto (limited number)
2/9
Terminals, Telephone, W.O. Pillar, with
nut; all good size; best possible quality
6 for 2/6

Basket Coils, up to 3,500 metres. Set of 6
Crystal Detectors, all best quality, not
junk. Enclosed, large whisker
Crystal Detectors, enclosed, smaller whisker
8/9, 10/6, 12/6 Crystal Detectors, enclosed, large, Perikon,

4/9, 5/-, 5/6, 5/9

1/9
1/8

Variable Grid Lean, pencil pattern
2/6
qualities; all
5/6, 6/6, 7/6
Three-way ditto, as above
6/9, 7/6, 8/9
Twin Flex for Extension Leads, 12 yds. 2/3

15/- Terminals, Large 2 B.A., with nut. ...
12/6 Variometers and knob, 250/660

4d

13/3

Two-way Coil Holders, 3
good value. No rubbish.

value of ld. in the 1/. given free to callers.
H. T. Batteries (very best only).
Post 1/3 each.
Post. 1/- each

15/1/9
2/6

Ebonite Dials and Knob, turned ebonite, 2/-, 2/6
D.P.D.T. Switches, small size, on ebonite

On Transformers (1) (2) and (3) goods to the

6d. 60 volt.
1d. 36 volt.
1/ -

Transformers
Valve Anode Resistances
Transformer T.2
Valve Grid Leak

Accumulators, highllass goods, 4v. 40 amps
20/.
Fixed Condensers, .0003 to .001
1/4
Fixed Condensers, .002 to .003
1/8
Fixed Condensers, 006
2/.
Ebonite Valve Holders, 8 nuts, each, 1/6; 3 for 4/ -

VALVES

Nickel
D.P.D.T.,
mounting
Dials,
Res.
Fil.

ALL ORDERS EXECUTED AT THE EARLIEST
POSSIBLE MOMENT, IN STRICT ROTATION.
LISSEN PARTS-

- 5/2

5/9

HEADPHONES.

5-1 .Radio Instruments, Ltd. (1)
(2)
pair 1)d. 5-1 Igranic shrouded
Plug and Socket, brass
(3)
6 for 2/3 5-1 Forma shrouded 18/Pocket Lamp Batteries (best)
2/- 5-1 Raymond
Special Filament Resistance, very fine value

Foreign

- 6/9

Plug Coils, Ebonite
1/-, 1/3
Extra Quality, ditto on base
Post 1/. pair.
Pillar Terminals, Nut and Washer, 2 B A.,
2 for 6d. 4000 ohms " Sidpe " genuine
14/9
large
8d., Id., 10d., 1/ - 4000
15/11
Brunet
,,
Switch Arms
12/9
1/8, 1/10, 2/-, 2/3 4000
N. & K.
Filament Resistances
4/6 4000
18/6
Fellow's Lightweight
Igranic Resistances
7/.
Premier
B.B.C.,
4,000
ohms,
very
fine
value
16/11
Igranic Vernier
4d. Sterling, 4,000 oluns, latest model, B.B.C. 25/
4 Cat's -Whiskers, one gold
1/4) N. & K. Standard, latest model. 4000 ohms 14/9
Single Basket Coil Holders
1/5 Rayriiond, 4,000 ohms, high-class
12/11
Variable Grid Leaks
2/6
Lissen Variable Grid Leaks, guaranteed
9 for 2d. IERICSSON "EV TYPE PHONES
Pin Terminals, screw pattern
2 for 3d.
Spade Terminals, screw pattern
4,000 ohms. Thousands sold last season.
9d., 1/ Shaw's Genuine Hertzite
Lovely tone. 13/9 per pair. Post 1/. pair.
Grid Leaks and Condensers, .0003, 3/-, 2/3, 2/
1/
doz.
Valve Sockets, with shoulder
Postage 1/- each.
Basket Coils, Duplex Waxless, set of 5 for 2/21:1/6
MARCONI D.E.R.
100,000 -ohm Resistance
21 EDISW AN A.R.D.E.
Variometers on Ebonite, ball rotor, wound
12,6
8/11
7/11
6/11
EDISW
AN,
COSSOR
P.1
D.C.C.
126
2/-, 1/9, 1/6 MULLARD ORA
D.C.C. Wound Tapped Coils
12,6
pair
91d.
MARCONI R.
Double 'Phone Cords
1/3
D.P.S.T. Switches, special
1/8 to 2/3
S.P.D.T., on Ebonite
1/11 to 2/9
D.P.D.T., on Ebonite
Post Free.
2 for 5d.
2 B.A. Rod, 15 in.

Basket Coil Holders, for 3 coils

wool

hf

post, rail and packing charges, U.K. only.
orders extra please

Shaped Coil Plug, ebonite.00.0.3.
Quarter -inch Ebonite Condenser Ends. Pair

' 0005
' 0003
4/11
3/ - 1005
1/6 ' 0002
'0001
'0003
2/6
closed
3/. Fully Assembled with Registered Post and
Fine Perikon 2 Crystals, enclosed
knob,
pointer,
bush,
2/.
Small Perikon, 2 Crystals
Packing 6d. set.
6d. screws and connec10 yds.
Bell Wire, D.C.C., 1.C. 2 og.
tions, aluminium end
12 yds., 1/8; 4 yds. 7d.
Twin Flex
Foreign post 1/ plates.
1/-, 9d.
2/ -

4d.

ninTleugd%

eNotriumPOnsS,TaOnldWarRuSiceexsot!atrloera,glovoillisc

Coils. from 25 upwards.

Bearings.

Ebonite Dial and

6/11, 5/11

2 a 1d.; doz

...

Spacers.

Narrow

Small Variometers, 250/650, with knob and
3/-, 2)8, 2/4
bush
4/9, 3/9, 2/11
Larger Variometers, 250/650
... 15/Ebonite,
350/650
Variometers,
Igranic
2 -Way Coil Holders, for Duolateral Coils, 5/6, 4/6
3 -Way Coil Holders, for Duolateral Coils

Phillips R Type Valves
Stop Pins, with shoulder

POST ORDER COLUMNS.

4/6
216

3/3
2/9

2 crystals

3/9

enclosed,
slightly
Crystal
Detectors,
3/3
smaller Perikon
Many Other Detectors, open type, 2/-, 2/6, 2/9, 3/-

Ebonite Turned Valve -Holder and Nuts 1/3 & 1/ 10/.
bottle 5161. 1O!6, 12/6, 17/6, 21!-, 28/6 Variometer, on Ebonite Ball Rotor
15/ Igranic Variometers, Inside Winding
Tinned Copper, 16, 1S, 20 gauge in stock.
1/ii
2/6
Sets of 12 Name Tabs, black or white
Formo Fil. Resistances, best
1/10
per
gross
3312 B.A. Nuts
Accumulator (Rotax), 6 v. 80 amps.
yds.
2/9
all
colours,
6
17/6
Insulating
Sleeving,
4
v.
40
amps.
......
33
33
42/6
Amplion Junior Loud -speaker
19/6
4
v. 60 amps
55/.
Baby Sterling ditto
1/3, 1/6, 2/6
Rubber Lead-in Wire, 10 yards
4 for 1/6
Best Knobs, Bushed 2 B.A.
each 2/6
Lissen. Anode V.R. of grid leak
LARGE
NUMBER
OF
BARGAINS
2/5
D.P.D.T.
Switches
for
panel
mount
16/6
Lissen
T.3.
Transformer.
Reauxay...,, 20/-. L,ssenstat, 7/9, Coils all sizes. . .
TRADE
AND
RADIO
CLUBS
SUPPLIED.
-71.1.
Edison Bell. Fixed from .0002 to .001
I sell, and sell what I
2/ Fixed from .002 to .006
CANNOT ADVERTISE PRICES, I advertise whatadvertise.
Grid Leak & Condenser, .0003 2/6
Shellac

EDISON

BELL,

LISSEN,

DUBILIER parts stocked
TO CALLERS ONLY .

HONEST GOODS AT THE RIGHT PRICE.

RICHT OPPOSITE.

DALY'S E.GALLERY DOOR E.
fiiiiiiiinim11111111111111111lliniiiit

Right Reserved to Return Cash.

SEND FOR FULL POST LIST.

K. RAYMOND

27, LISLE STREET, W.C.2
'phone

Gerrard 4637.

t.11111111111111111111111111111111111111111119

HOURS

OF

BUSINESS :
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FOR THE

RADIOTORIAL

EXPERIMENTER

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

resulting in transmitting valve troubles.

BROADCAST
VARIO
TUNER

cdil " A " omitted. If you use the closed circuit two

For Panel Mount-

" B " should be mounted separate from the other
two coils, as If coupled to them your aerial will be

ing, as illustrated.
post 62 extra.
ANODE REACTANCE UNIT 4,3, post 0:1. extra.
Can be 8upplied wound for any wave -length.
Trade enquifikt solicited.

room, owing to the instability of the flooring
and consequent vibration'from heavy traffic,

(Continued from page 832.)

IDEAL

3/6 each,

addition they have' had a considerable
amount of trouble in their transmitting

Londdii Wall 3305.

1,9;St.,itecross
Whlace,
W. H. AGARi Wilson
LondonP, F.C. 2

titre -way coil holders should. be used, and these

should be well separated from 'each other, otherwise
they are liable to set up undesirable capacity effects.
Should the coil " A " be omitted, as suggested above,

The fixed condenser across the H.T.

energised.

should be of large capacity, .02 mfd. to 1 mid., the
latter size often being recommended as the}' may be
obtained cheaply from many ex -government depots.

An extra. stage of L.F. will he required to work a

loud speaker satisfactorily for Glasgow's transmission.

Further, this station has to spare a consider
able amount of power for relaying to Sheffield
and appears to have robbed the general body
of radioists instead of increasing the power to
compensate.

Whilst on the subject of 2 Z Y, I can

assure them that the programmes generally
speaking are unacceptable except to high-

brow cranks (there are exceptional transmissions, such a's " Pagliacci a little time
man is melody and not
music on the same

PICKETT'S CABINETS-they're good
value, from 1/6 each, highly polished.
Cabinet (P.W.) Works, Albion Rd.-.
Bexley Heath, S.E.
Write for lists.

level as futurist paintings understood by perhaps one in a hundred.

-Fix your crystal in

I would appeal to Mr.

GOLD SEAL PLASTIC METAL.
is positively

tile

best

contact

possible,

Dan Godfrey on behalf

and

of a large wireless circle

results in LOUDER AND CLEARER SIGNALS.
Guaranteed to contain no mercury. Price 6d. per

to give us melody and
not musical problems.
Give
" high -brow "
once or twice a week,

packet, sufficient for 3 to 4 crystal trans. Of all
Wireless Stores.
Wholesale Enpuiries (or sample OA, 6d.). to
SAMUEL LEVY, 53, Ben Jcinson Road, Stepney,

London, E.1.

C.A. I?

_ACCUMULATORS.
Fullers, etc. Guaranteed brand-new and
.

and cater for the crowd the remaining

4v. 60a
4v. 80a

6v. 40a
25
6v. 60a.....32
6v. 80a
40;6v.I00a.

21/9

evenings.'

Per-

fect, but slightly soiled. We refund cash with carriage
both ways if returned within 7 days.

4v.

2716
4v.100a.....32,6
Polished teak cases for 6 /60 and 4 / 100 only, lifted

mildly, are boring in the extreme. One has
but to notice the tone of voice in which some

Dear Sir,-I feel I must congratulate you
on the success of the " P.W." set.
-

Will receive all Broadcasting Stations, including Paris, etc.
All Components Stocked. W Re for Illustrated Price Lists.

L. HAYWARD & SON, Fleckney, LEICESTER.

WIRELESS INVENTORS
Patents and Trade Marks, Advice Hand -book
and Cons. free. -13. T. KING, Regd. Patent
Agent (G.B. & U.S.A.), 146a, Queen Victoria
St., E.C.4. 'Phone: Central 682. 36 yrs. refs.

LIFETONE
LOUD SPEAKER
We
discontinuing

ou,r

Type

We have greatly - improved

type

British

" A " because the great demand
for Typo " B " convinces us that
people are out for the very best.

B,"

which

now

Make.

?.E.1.

'1 -hone

Hop. 2627

SPENCER'S STORES
4-5, Mason's Avenue.

Basinghall Street, London, E.C.2.

Telephone : LONDON WALL 2292
AGAIN :-341t. HANKS OF STRANDED
COPPER RUBBER COVERED WIRE 113.

Post 3d.

Valves Repaired

niru NEW BULBS I". le-%
AND FILAMENT.

and have

obtained excellent results. I can get 5 W A,
2L 0, 6 B M, 5 N 0, 5 S C, 5 I T, and 2 B D,
all, quite easily, and not a bit of howl, and
alit using two 5,000 variable condensers.
The readings of the A.T.C. are 40, 50, 64,
70, 102, 120, and 140. The second variable
condenser I don't need to move ; it is set at 0,
and there's no need to alter it. I simply
turn condenser knob to the number for the

required station, and in it rushes without

any warning.

Cardiff is about 48 wireless
in the faintest.
Mamch%ster is the only station I cannot get.

miles; and

it. comes

POST FREE.

of the highbrow items are announced to
realise that the staff themselves do not
appreciate this kind of entertainment, so
what of the poor and weary listener -in ?
It's a case of stick it in the hopes of the
next item being better, or switching off.

The fault of this partly lays with the " unseen audience " itself, for in nine cases out
of ten they will not take the trouble to drop

a card to the B.B.C. stating their candid
opinion. What is -obviously needed is a

Listeners' Association, where concerted
action would undoubtedly get prbgrammes
to suit public taste. Now, listeners, what

about it ?

2 L 0, 6 B M, and 5 S C are absolutely great ;

speech and music all that could be desired.

paper does not worry or interfere with

MAGNETO SERVICE CO., LTD.,
Demonqrationg Daily

1,

Dozens have heard it who have never

Corrugated Adjustable Diaphragm;
it is the best Loud Speaker money
can bay,' You can try for your,
self, as we send same on three
days' approval against cash. We
are not boasting, as a demonstration or
a test at home will convince you as it
has hundreds of others. £3 10 0. Resistance from 120 to 4,000 olives, 22 in,
high; base 5 tn. wide; weighs 5 lbs.

4, NtWINGTON PAILiEWAY. LONDON.

I constructed Unit No.

heard wireless before, and all are anxious to
have one like it.
I have now added Unit No. 2, and I get a great improvement in volume, but not quite
up to loud -speaker strength, but loud enough
so that anyone turning or twisting a news-

incorporates

POPULAR WIRELESS.

re B.B.C. programmes, which, to put it

The Editor, POPLAR WIRELESS.

and efficiency.

EASTMAN.

Dear Sir,-I feel I must write and heartily
endorse the opinions expressed by E. M. 0.

THE " P.W." SET.

The set with a reputation for quality

R.

B.B.C. PROGRAMMES.

-SPECIAL LINE.

TWO - VALVE CABINET SET.

-

The EditZr,

First-class tnallith make, 6-v. 60-riti, hones. 251- ea.
MAUDE RUBBER CO., 5S, PRAED ST.. LONDON, W. 2.

®" THE HAYWARD "

Yours faithfully.-

pRESPONDENCE

with fuses and switch, 616 each.

are

re-

quired by the average

CABINETS YOU WANT.

It

What is

ago).

the one listening.
I am, indeed, very pleased with the result.
Many congtatulations.
Yours faithfully,
Miss EVA HA.:51.51,Ey.

Oaklands,
Builth Wells.
2 Z Y's TRANSMISSION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIREL;ESS,

Dear Sir,
There is no doubt that .12 Z Y's power is

very much less than at theeir old station.

Mr. Atherton gives one exp nation, but in

I am, Sir,
Yours faithfully.
6 K I.

The " Six Bells " Hotel,
211, High Street, Acton, W.3.

TWO PERTINENT QUESTIONS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Sir,-The Marconi-Osram D.E.R. valve

has been reduced to 21s. This valve was on
sale six months ago at £2, being reduced to

27s. 6d. on the advent of the Wecovalve.

PreSumahly it -is hot being man-.1-iaCtured
-free of charge now. It would be interesting
to know :
(i) What -percentage of profit was made by
the manufacturer on the original price of £2 ?

(ii4 What competition will be necessary
in order to bring the price of the new D.E. 3
valve down to something like a reasonable
figure ?

Yours faithfully, H. W. FULLER.
Room 527, County Hall,
Westminster Bridge, S.E. 1.
London County Council Radio .Society.
(Continued on page 835.)
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 834.)
LONG-DISTANCE RECEPTION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, -Perhaps it will be of interest to

you and your other readers who receive
" P 0 Z' on a crystal receiver that I, in
Melbourne, can receive the German station
on a one -valve non -reaction set. It was a

surprise to me that I got him, as the coils

that I was using were wire wound round my
fingers and left on the table. I have a good
aerial two hundred feet long and thirty feet
high. I think this is fairly good for one valve.
Yours faithfully,
C. K. BEAUCHAMP.

35, Herbert Street,
St. Kilda, Melbourne.

18 r 0 W 11

Featherweight
Headphones shown here turn

the scale at just six ounces,
including cords. They are,

therefore, ideal for ladies and
children where weight is
an important consideration.

THE WEEK'S BROADCASTING PROGRAMMES.
FORTHCOMING SIMULTANEOUS EVENTS.

Sunday, January 27th. -Symphony Concert from

Manchester, 3 p.m.
Children's Concert, 5 p.m., from Manchester.
January 280. -Light Opera Evening.
B.B.C.
S.11.
all stations except Cardiff.
Literary Critic.

Monday,

Tuesday, January 29th. -Savoy Dance Bands.
Wednesday, January 30th.-B.B.C. Dramatic Critic.
Thursday,

January. 31st.-B.B.C.

Critic.

Music

Pianoforte and Song Recital, by Maurice Cole
and Rex Palmer. Savoy Dance Bands.
Friday, February 1st,-B.B.C. Film Critic. Vocal
Programme S.D. to Bournemouth, 10.15 p.m.
Saturday, February 2nd. -The Valkyrie at irt?., p.m.
Major Tosswill, Rugby International Prospects.
" La BoliUme," Acts 1, 3 and 4.

LONDON (2 L 0).

Sunday, January 27th. -Preacher, Rev. E. Gordon

Saville. Carmen Hill and Daisy Kennedy.
Monday, January 28th. -Light Opera Night.
Tuesday, January 29th. -2 I. 0 Light _Orchestra.

Wednesday, January 30th. -Vocal and Orchestral
Night.

Thursday, January 31st. -See Simultaneous.
Friday, February lst.-Popular Orchestral Night.
Saturday, February 2nd. -See Simultaneous.
BIRMINGHAM (5 I T).

Sunday, January 27th. -Preacher, the Rev. Canon

Station Repertory Chorus.
Monday, January 28th. -See Simultaneous.
Tuesday, January 29th. Miscellaneous Programme
by the Birmingham Cymric Choir.
Wednesday, January 30th. -Violin- Recital by Frank
Cantell. Station Repertory Company.
Thursday, January 31.st.-A Night with Operas.
Friday, February lat.-Special Request Night.
Saturday, rebrilary 2nd. -Metropolitan Works' Band.
Long.

CARDIFF (5 W

Sunday, January 27th. -Rev. T. Madoc Jeffreys and
statSm Symphony Orchestra.
7.Tonday, January MIL -Oakdale Colliery Band.
Tuesday. January 29th. -Programme relayed from
London.

Wednesday, January 30tb.-Dance Night.
Thursday, January 31st. -Orchestral and

Vocal

Programme.

Friday, February let. -The Apollo Concert Party.
Saturday, February 2nd. --Orchestral
Night.
MANCHESTER, (2 Z Y).

and

Vocal

Sunday, January 27th. -11th Symphony Concert.
Monday, January 28th. -Sec Simultaneous Pro gran line.

-

-

Tuesday, January 29th. -The Don Haydn String
Quartette.
Wednesday, January 30th, -St. John's Wesleyan
Prize Choir,

Thursday, January 31st. -See Simultaneous.
Friday, February
gramme.

lat.-Popular Orchestral Pro-

Where lightweight spells

Economy

-

THE design of the F. type headphone is
the natural outcome of the experience
gained during the last few years.
To many Radio enthusiasts comfort and
lightweight are the pre-eminent factors in
selecting suitable headphones. To this end,
therefore, the F. type headphone is shorn of

every particle of unnecessary weight -the earpieces are reduced to the smallest practicable
size and, of course, duralumin (an aluminium
alloy) is used throughout.
As a result 13rowit F. type headphones, complete with cords, turn the scale at only 6 ozs.being ideal for ladies and children.

.1,000 ohms:

25! --

per pair.
120 ohms: 22 6 per pair.

By reducing weight, and simplifying construction, costs of production have also been
considerably lowered. Thus it is now possible
for you to buy a pair of high resistance
headphones for 25s. which exhibit the same

S. G. Brown, Ltd.

thoroughness of manufacture which characterises
all 113r0w11 products.

Raab 19,

Victoria Road. N. Acton.

II holc.;alc

W.3.
15,

Mortimer Street. W.1
1Vloortields, Liverpool

Saturday, February 2nd. -Ivy Davies' Concert Party.
NEWCASTLE (5 N 0);

Sunday, January 27th. -The Rev. Robert Cleminson
and Mlle. Marchant's Quintettc.
Monday, January 28th. -See Simultaneous.

Tuesday, January 29th. -Popular Orchestral and
Vocal Programme.

Wednesday, January 30th. -The Wireless Orchestra.
Thursday, January 31st. -See Simultaneous.
Friday, February lst.-Popular Orchestral Programme.

Saturday, February 2nd. -Popular Night.

(Continued on page 836.)

-
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iNG..11
6i1L,

Si;'
YEARS OF AMUSEMENT FOR

BOURNEMOUTH EVENTS (6 B M).
Sunday, January 27th.-Rev. C. Bev:oak.
St.
Ambrose Church Choir.
Monday, January 28th,-Programme relayed (main1F)
from London.'
Tuesday,
relayed
January
29th.-Programme
(mainly) from London.
Wednesday, January 30th.-Scottish Night.

ite top, best brass fittings,
including Super Escolite

Crystal. With ordinary care

should last for years. Every
set bears our full Guarantee.

Thursday January 31st.-Vocal and Instrumental
Concert.
Friday, February
London.

Good discount to Trade.
Money refunded in 14 days

No. 4.
Each set stamped B.B.C.
if not perfect satisfaction
No. 3
No. 4
No 2
No. I
Slope Top
Lid Top
Oblong Type
Square Type

1116

!

13/6

leak, but I saw an interesting' one the other city

Continued front page 8:35.)

There ss nothing like it
on the Market. Full volume
of sound, clear and distinct.
Each set fitted in solid mahogany polished case, ebon-

1016

A Novel Grid Leak.
There -must be innumerable forms of vaurble gr14

PROGRAMMES.

10 6.

The ESCO "Big Four" B.B.C. Crystal Wireless Sets
are Supreme and efficient.

lst.-Entire Programme from

Saturday, February 2nd.-Entire Programme from
London.
GLASGOW (5 S C),
Sunday, January 27th.-The Rev. J. A. C. Murray.
Monday, January 28th.-Programme from London.
Tuesday, January 29th.-Popular Orchestral Night.

15,6

Guaranteed you can listen -in within 30 -mile radius of
any Broadcasting Station. Agents wanted everywhere.

THE ESCO WIRELESS CO.,

(Donk. P.W.), COO rioundsditcri, London, E.1.

Wednesday, January 30th.-Modern British Composers' Night.

Sue, avnetreacli

1S2e ohm,d -hi an ni. d

)2-_-____.--- ...--,-___----_______------,_---

you

have

Thursday, 31st January.-Request Night.

1..0U DA nSyPcHo nAl ti oRnS
type,ge

SAXBY & CO., LTD., 3. Gayford Road, W.12.
When

Friday, February lst.-Story Recital Night, by Mr.
Il

,------------z---- -

realised

that your poor tuning is due
to that inefficient Slider mid
Plunger, ask for the

Percival Steeds.

Saturday, February 2nd.-A Triumph of Montrose.
ABERDEEN (2 B D).
Sunday, January 27th.-The ROT. George Bartlett.
Beethoven Symphony Concert.
Monday, January 28th.-Programme from London.

Tuesday January 29th.-Operatic Night.
Wednesday, January 30th.-Dance Night.
Thursday, January 31st.-Classical Night.
Friday, February lst.-Instrumental Night.
Saturday, February 2nd.-Scottish Concert.

G
-W. SLIDER
watch makes a broad contact
along ONE WIRE and rolls
smoothly over them without
scraping or wearing them.
The

. CAT." Slider win

LAKER " CF -W." SLIDER.
TOO per cent efficient. Price
1./., or post free 1/3 from

ENGLISH and Continental territories available.
Puree

CLEARANCE SALE OF CRYSTAL RECEIVERS
We have a quantity of Receiver Cabinets winds
wo intend to clear regardless or cost to make way"
for new goods. Stamped ILEX and Approved by
C.O. (carry 101
these sets are mounted
In a highly -polished close-up cabinet, and are suit ,able for Broadcast Reception. Offered at 25/- nett

first applicants, and with' each set we will

include a complete aerial outfit free. These cabinets
were made to' sell at twice this figure, and are
honestly worth It; in fact, we will refund your
looney if not completely satisfied.

THE WALTHAM MANUFACTURING CO.,

2, Jackson Road, Holloway, London, N.

-BATTERY CHARGING PLANTS
base;

Engine, 600 -Watt Generator, on single

surplus pourer;

low prices.-Write for

p,;(ticniars, Dept. P.W., Fairbanks, Morse &

Co., Ltd., 81, Southwark Street, London, 8.E.1.

--BEGINNERS' GUIDE TO WIRELESS-BEST BOOK OBTAINABLE.
If you wish to make your own receiver, or to improve the set you already have, you cannot do
better than obtain this book. HOW TO ERECT,
ICONNECT, AND MAKE Aerials, Complete Crystal
and valve Receivers, Coils, Tuners, etc.; also the
latest two and tides valve tuned Anode Receiver,
and one and two valve Amplifiers.
144 pages (including 28 diagrams),

1/3

post free

---SAXON RADIO CO. (DEPT.14), SOUTH SHORE, BLACKPOOL -

EBONITE

Sheet rod and tithing ;nail sizes kept in stock and
cut to any required size while you wait, or sent by
post on receipt of cash.
We can turn anything in Ebonite.

BURGE, WARREN & R1DGLEY, Ltd.,

91,92, Great Saffron Hill, London, E.C.1.
Plic,;:: 85:-2 Cents, -.1.

Willesford's Multi -pointed Catwhisker.

Makes crystal set as loud and better toned than
valve set.

No trouble finding points.
Retailers 1,'. or P.O. 1,2.

Of all

Try Willesford's " Special " Crystal 1/6:
Buying Agents Wanted.

IIVII.41.31EMPOOta33961

20'2, Buckingham St,, Strand, London, W.C.

No More Frayed Ends'
of wire, the Malone plug and jack
makes your set neat and efficient.
Hundreds of noes, sound workmanship. Red, black or blue handles.

PLUG, JACK and FLEX 1'.
port ft,c11.
Set of Eight 7/6. pest frees/.

L.The
WInticlortde
& Co.
Live Wires o Wireless,
C.

HART STREET, MARX LANE

1

',

..,

b

There are several wags in which the stretching of

the rubber band can be operated by means of a
rotary knob, so that the variable leak becomes
practically as convenient as an ordinary rheostat.
Earth Oscillations.
If electrical oscillations eould be set up in the earth.
they would have- a natural frequency of about six
per second. The wireless waves emitted would.

therefore, have a wave, length of something like M. Bouthillon, a noted French wireless.
engineee, and Chief Engineer of the French Govern -5
31,000 miles.

meat Telegraph Service, has proposed to transmit

power by wireless, using earth oscillations in this way.

lie is said, indeed, to have made a number of ex-

periments on the subject, but the results of his
experiments are not yet published. If the method

proved successful, it might be- possible to employ
huge power stations, erected fit Niagara and some

of the immense waterfalls in Africa, to develop

electrical energy, which would be fed into the earth
and tapped off at other points as required.

dds Eti s

H.F. Transformers.
A very interesting high -frequency transformer has

recently been patented In London (communicated

from the Radio Instrument Co U.S.A.), which
employs an iron core, contrary to usual practice.

It is stated by the inventors that in previous types of
high -frequency transformers there are either considerable capacity effects or restricted coupling.
The iron cores are in the form of sqUare-section rods,
formed of extremely thin laminated sheets of enamelled silicon steel. The windings are laid in grooves

in wooden sleeves which slide tightly upon the iron
core. Much greater efficiency is claimed for transformers of this type.

bottle -neck into cold water, and, with a little skill.

it will be found easily possible to secure a neat crack -

round the desired place, the neck coming away
at once.

Effect of Light on Crystals.
The effect of light on crystal detectors is very

curious0;though not more so than the characteristie
detecting action of the. crystal itself. which has never
been satisfactorily explained. Most crystals will
work better if strong light, such as sunlight focussed
by means of a lens, be allowed to fall upon them.
The light from a tungsten lamp may similarly be used.
Galena behaves in this way, and so do most samples
of pyrites. Carborundum and tellurium mixtures.

on the other hand, do not seem to be affected by
light. There is here a very interesting field for
experiment by the enthusiastic amateur.

TELEPHONES REWOUND

to 4,000 ohms.

Coke " Crystals."
One often hears wonderful accounts of the reception
of signals on coke " crystals," and, although, perhaps
some accounts may be exaggerated, there certainly
seem to be some extraordinary properties about this
familiar substance, For example, if a piece of coke
be placed upon the crystal, and the cat's -whisker be

earpiece. Postage, all makes, 6d pair.
JOHN W. MILLER, 70-71. FARRINODON STREET. E.C.4.

TERMINAL
TABS

placed in contact with the coke, signals may be
received practically as before. The coke, in fact,

makes numerous contacts with the crystal, instead
of only one, as in the case of the cat's -whisker, and
for this reason alone has an advantage. If the coke
is mounted in a suitable holder, the cat's -whisker
may be dispensed with.
If coke is impregnated with mercury, it is said to
behave quite well as a " crystal " itself. This is a
point which is worthy of experiment, and I should
be glad if experimenters who make any trials stout
let me know what results they obtain.

WEEKLY,"

Crystal Sets,
per set.

Valve Sets,

1'6 per set.
Post Free.

Trade Supplied.
MERTON WIRELESS ENG. Co.,
Victoria Street, London, S.W 1.
Telephone: Victoria 56.
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-BROWN LOUD

NEW MUSIC PAPER.
Every music lover --end who isn't in these
days, when dancing is booming and popular
melodies such a vogue P-should make a

MUSIC AND DANCING

Guaranteed. All makes 6'., except

BROWN "A" 5!.. and SULLIVAN, wax -ailed, 7. per
pair. Ex -Army converted to high resistance 2'6 each

the

Large size, 120 ohms, as new, £3 : 0 : 0.

37, Castletown Road,
London, W.
.----.
West

Kensington,

Ex -Government

wonderful new paper now on sale, which offers
readers six complete full length song and dance

hits every week, in addition to fine articles

Steel Masts

and others.

Large

contributed by well-known composers, artistes,

In the first issue, now on sale, you will find
ROMANY ROSE, the valse sensation of the
world ; JUST LIKE A THIEF ; HE USED TO

tubing

steel

ex-

tremely light, socket joints 11 -ft. lengths, non -rusting fin-

SING IN HIS- SLEEP ; CALLING, the popular
fox trot ;
TOMAHAWK BLUES, and a
specially simplified version of the popular
GOLDEN DREAMBOAT Valse for young

ish.

Cannot be repeated

at

double the price.
Complete with pulley, guy wires,
anchors, cleat,

people and beginners.

sioners :-

All these successes are published full music
size (usually sold at from 2'- to 6d. each), and
will be found in this week's record first number
of
" POPULAR MUSIC AND DANCING

and wire ten- 25 --

271 feet
33

33 38 -

ni

/38

This is the most astounding value ever offered by
any paper, and intending purchasers should
secure their copies without delay.

I.

diameter

(2) inched. very strong,

WEEKLY," now on sale at the price of 3d. only.

1

11

which formed the resistance. In order to increase the
resistance, the rubber band Was stretched, and this had
the effect of separating the graphite coating somewhat,
so that its density upon the surface was reduced.

remove the neck from the bottle, tie a piece of string
round the neck at the place where it is desired to
crack off. Soak the string with a little petrol. and
light. When the flame has died down. plunge the -

special point of securing a copy of " POPULAR

A MARVELLOUS WIRELESS PATENT

used are such as do not pennit of easy adinstineut
of the resistance. The leak referred to -consisted
essentially of a rubber band coated with graphite.

and so on. The section of bottleneck may be
mounted upon a suitable nail, by means of a cork
inside, or by means of fibre washers. In order to

Tirochnic

J. & J. LAKER CO.,
437, Romford Road,
London, E.7.

which made use of a principle which, so far
know-,
is new. Owing to' the very high resistaei of the
grid leak, the difficulty is to get a sufficient. resistance
into a comparatively small compass, and the materials

Home-made Insulators.
The necks of glass bottles make excellent insulators
for general purposes, such as supporting the lead-in.

not clog tip or short citcuit
your inductance.
Ask your dealer for the

to

Jrnuaq)--

PeTz:rar TiVireleJs

44

C,,r; ier 2e Paid.

sr TUBULAR GATE Co.,Ltd.

E.C.3.

.4-

Y./ R

LORD STREET, SOUTHPORT.

